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Abstract

This thesis is comprised of four projects which �rstly use then examine the nano�uidic

properties of graphene oxide.

The �rst project examined the transport of ions parallel to the plane of the graphene

oxide sheets for �lm samples of di�erent geometries. It was found that when the �lm

had a trapezoidal shape between the two measurement reservoirs an ionic recti�er was

made. This recti�cation phenomenon is suggested to be due to the asymmetry in the two

reservoir-�lm junctions.

Planar nano�uidic designs like the recti�er discovered above can be combined with

others to form nano�uidic circuits. A xurographic method was developed for patterning

nematic liquid crystals of graphene oxide on a substrate which then had its shape, �delity

and molecular ordering charactered. Patterning techniques such as this are also useful for

energy storage and sensing. To demonstrate the e�cacy of the technique nano�uidic devices

were produced which demonstrated surface charge governed conduction. Interestingly the

surface conduction regime showed a power-law dependence of the surface charge density

on the concentration.

Reduced graphene oxide samples exhibited a strange hysteresis when their ion trans-

port was examined. This was attributed to polarization of the conductive reduced graphene

oxide in the applied electric �eld. This hypothesis was developed into a device used for

storing energy in an electrolyte, an ionic supercapacitor, which is the �rst of its kind. This

ionic supercapacitor can be implemented directly in ionic/nano�uidic circuits in an equi-

valent manner to a capacitor in an electrical circuit. Studies showed the dependence of

this capacitance and power on the conductivity of the reduced graphene oxide. The ionic

supercapacitor demonstrates the ability to �lter signals in an electrolyte by smoothing the

output of a bridge recti�er circuit.

Electrokinetic investigations of shear aligned membranes of graphene oxide found that

samples in low pH exhibited unusually high conductance which was attributed to proton

conduction. Due to the small interstitial height and surface charge density the streaming

currents measured through these membranes were very low. Further investigation of the

surface charge density found that nano�uidic estimates of the charge did not match colloidal

measurements. A charge regulation model attempted to examine the e�ect of con�nement

on the surface charge density and whilst some e�ect was observed, it could not explain the

di�erence between the two techniques. The model did succeed in explaining the power-law

dependence of the surface charge density on the concentration for a range of pH values.
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Investigation of a possible high interfacial permittivity lead to close examination of

the ion transport data which was exhibiting an unexpected hysteresis. It was concluded

that at least part of the hysteresis was due to transient shifts in the conductance of the

di�use boundary layers of the membrane due to concentration polarization. When com-

paring the membrane geometry to the planar case it was found that this polarization e�ect

was signi�cantly more pronounced in the membrane geometry. The planar geometry was

found to be signi�cantly more conductive (∼ 6.87× 107 times more conductive) than the

membrane geometry for the experimental parameters used.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of chapters

This thesis has two literature based chapters, which summarize the literature and existing

research to give the reader a background into nano�uidics and GO (graphene oxide), as

well as the experimental techniques used to perform the work in this thesis. The four

research projects that follow (chapters 4-7) were performed over the course of this thesis

and develop a picture of how GO can be understood and used for various applications in

nano�uidics and other soft matter sciences.

1.1.1 Literature and theory

In the �rst chapter the theory of PNP (Poisson, Nernst Planck) based nano�uidics is out-

lined. The notions of the electric double layer, Donnan equilibrium and various length

scales are derived and explained. Literature based on nano�uidic phenomena such as rec-

ti�cation, concentration polarization and surface charge governed conduction is discussed.

The role carbon plays in nano�uidics is highlighted and then graphene as a material is

introduced. The di�erence between graphene and its derivatives - GO and reduced GO is

clari�ed and �nally the limited literature on GO in the �eld of nano�uidics is examined,

which lays out the background to the investigations that follow.

1.1.2 Experimental methodologies

Here the various methodologies and experimental techniques are examined. A description

of the synthesis and concentration of GO is given. The methods for how �lms of GO were

produced for this work are then described. Techniques used for characterization are then

discussed including electron microscopy, pro�lometry, 4-point probe and polarized light

microscopy. Finally the details behind the ion transport studies and the electrochemical

techniques used are explained.
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1.1.3 Graphene based ion recti�er using macroscale geometric asym-

metry

In the �rst research chapter investigations of ion transport in GO �lms lead to a study

of how the �lm geometry might a�ect the ion transport. By embedding �lms of GO in

an impermeable polymer and opening access points to the �lm, one can then hydrate the

GO and study ion transport between the two openings. Our �ndings demonstrate that

for trapezoidal �lms an ionic recti�er is made and is a consequence of the �lm's geometric

asymmetry. A model motivating its existence is also proposed. This work was published in

APL Materials in 2014 and shows the ease at which one can use GO to access nano�uidic

e�ects.

1.1.4 The patterning of graphene oxide liquid crystals

Being able to pattern and control the shape of GO �lms became increasingly important

after the initial recti�cation �ndings. Controllably patterning a �lm sample over a substrate

has potential application as a form of iontronic circuit or as electrodes for sensing. Here

a mould made using a vinyl cutter masks a glass substrate and nematic phase GO is cast

on top. Once the vinyl is removed the negative of the vinyl mask is patterned in GO.

The resultant pattern �delities, thicknesses and roughnesses are characterized and edge

phenomena are examined using polarized light microscopy. Ion transport studies were

performed on sample devices demonstrating surface charge governed conduction. This

techinique enabled rapid fabrication of planar style nano�uidic devices without the need

for cleanroom fabrication tools.

1.1.5 The inside-out supercapacitor: induced charge storage on reduced

graphene oxide

Observations made in the initial recti�er work lead to the development of an ionic su-

percapacitor, which is the focus of this chapter. This concept is yet to be discussed in

the paradigm of iontronic components and this work opens this discussion, which will al-

low future iontronic circuit designs to incorporate it. The inside-out supercapacitor has

its method of fabrication outlined and undergoes an extensive study to demonstrate and

understand how this system stores charge and how it is equivalent to the electrical superca-

pacitor. Finally a demonstration of this capacitor �ltering various signals in an electrolyte

illustrates its potential in iontronics. This work was published in Physical Chemistry

Chemical Physics in 2016 and highlights an intruiging connection between conventional

capacitors, ion transport and iontronics.

1.1.6 The nano�uidics of shear aligned graphene oxide membranes

By way of collaboration with a leading research group in France, a study on shear aligned

GO membranes was performed. While so far studies in this thesis have centred on a

planar device being used for nano�uidic/electrochemical experiments a thin shear aligned

graphene layer on a highly porous membrane support is investigated. This membrane
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has proven to be an excellent for nano�ltration but the underlying mechanisms of how it

works remains unclear. This transverse system underwent a comprehensive electrokinetic

investigation which yielded a number of interesting conclusions- such as the role proton

conduction in these �lms, the anomalously low surface charge of this structure and, again,

an unusual hysteresis which is related to concentration polarization in ionically selective

membranes.
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Chapter 2

Literature and theory

2.1 Nano�uidics

At the beginning of previous decade, just before the rise of graphene as research topic,

the concept of nano�uidics entered the literature [5]. In this particular form nano�uidics

began its roots as a extension of micro�uidics and like most nanosciences succeeded due

to improvements in and availabilities of electron microscopy, scanning probe technologies

like atomic force microscopy (AFM) and improvements in lithographic techniques however

experts [5, 6] in the �eld are quick to highlight the fact that some of the breakthrough

discoveries [7, 8] are in fact well known colloidal phenomena long since described. Partic-

ular examples include Donnan equilibrium [9] and semi-permeability. Furthermore while

this word 'nano�uidics' is new to the literature, many scientists have been studying 'nan-

o�uidics' for decades without calling it by this particular title. An explicit example of this

is the development of what would now be termed a nano�uidic transistor developed in

1992 by Gajar et al. [10]. The �rst experimentally reported [11] slip of a �uid against an

interface [12] was in 1952 and the topic of slip is now of intense interest in the nano�uidic

community.

So what is this curious science that has been studied without a name for such a

long time? Nano�uidics is probably best described as the 'study of �uidic transport at

nanometer scales' [6] and is as an amalgam of existing areas of research which include

hydrodynamics, thermodynamics, statistical physics, surface sciences, colloidal sciences,

microbiology, separation science and micro/nano-fabrication. In this thesis the nanoscopic

interlayer distance between sheets of graphene oxide is used to con�ne �uids for further

study.

2.1.1 The theory of nano�uidics

The phenomena observed in nano�uidics are frequently of an apparent electrostatic nature.

The presence and actions of charged particles within a solvent dominate its behaviour at

these small length scales. While the �uid itself can be acted upon in a conventional sense

(with for instance a pressure gradient) the electrical body force term in the Navier-Stokes

equations plays an important role in nano�uidics. In this picture there is a con�ned solvent
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and solute, typically some charged ions. The ions are moved by three 'forces' - the force

of the electric �eld, convection due to the movement of the solvent and di�usion. The

electric �eld itself is de�ned by where the charged particles are located, so it is coupled

to the motion of the ions. With the introduction of the electric body force term to the

Navier-Stokes equation the movement of the solvent is also strongly coupled to the motion

of the ions. In the continuum picture of nano�uidics the transport of ions and �uids

is described by three equations- the Poisson equation, the Nernst-Planck equation and

the Navier-Stokes equation. As nano�uidics describes almost without exception �ows with

very low velocities (and low Reynolds numbers) the Stokes equation is typically used rather

than Navier-Stokes. This set of equations is used in other �elds- such as electrochemistry,

electrokinetics, colloidal sciences and electrophysiology as they all concern themselves with

the motion of ions in a �uid.

These equations will be detailed in the following sections and their relevant terms

discussed. For the moment however, the applicability of these equations to nano�uidics will

be considered. There are some important limitations to the application of these equations.

For instance, is the solvent considered continuous or is it so discrete that Navier-Stokes isn't

valid for extreme con�nements (for example inside the interior of a 2nm carbon nanotube)?

Remarkably Navier-Stokes is still valid for con�nement on the order of ∼ 1nm [6,13]. This

is particularly striking as on the order of this con�nement in graphene water is expected

to be found in discrete layers [14]. While the Navier-Stokes equation describes the �ow

and pressure of the �uid well enough at the nanoscale, the description of the electric

�eld is more problematic. In its standard treatment the Poisson equation which describes

the electric �eld is combined with elements of Boltzmann statistics to give the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation. This equation rests on some assumptions (such as the mean �eld

approximation of the interaction between ions, the lack of other forms of interaction etc)

that limit the applicability of the equation to modest applied potentials and concentrations.

These limitations are frequently ignored in the literature as the description given by these

equations remains relatively well behaved if handled carefully [15]. Luckily when we begin

to include additional e�ects, they often tend to counteract each other and roughly cancel

out. For instance these equations assume that the permittivity is constant throughout

the �uid which isn't correct close to an interface where the ion concentration can be very

high but if we also include the fact that the ions aren't point charges this limits the

concentration at the interface due to steric e�ects and ion-ion repulsion and the two e�ects

approximately counteract each other [16]. So the description that follows is by no means

perfect and is only an approximation, however these equations have proven to be highly

capable of explaining most of the observed phenomena in the literature.

Electrostatics

The classical description of how electric and magnetic �elds behave is given by Maxwell's

equations-

∇ �E =
1

ε0
ρ, (2.1)
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∇ �B = 0, (2.2)

∇×E = −∂B
∂t
, (2.3)

and

∇×B = µ0J+ ϑ0ε0
∂E

∂t
(2.4)

where E is the electric �eld, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ρ is the spatial charge

density, B is the magnetic �eld, ϑ0 is the permeability of free space and J is the current

density. Here the use of µ for the permittivity has been avoided as it will cause some

confusion later on when it is used for mobility. Together with the Lorentz force law

F = q(E+ v ×B), (2.5)

which describes how these �elds act on a particle travelling with velocity v, these equations

give a comprehensive picture of how, classically, electrodynamics works. When working

with ions travelling in �uids their velocity is always quite small (at most mm/s). So the

contribution to the Lorentz force from the magnetic �eld is considered negligible. Typically

these research areas concern themselves with electrostatics where the equations above

simplify greatly into just equation 2.1 known as Gauss' law. Knowing that −∇φ = E

(where φ is the �eld's potential) and combining it with equation 2.1 we arrive what is

referred to as the Poisson equation

∇2φ = −1

ε
ρ. (2.6)

Note here that ε0 has change to simply ε as these equations will be used in a dielectric

medium other than a vacuum. With this equation we are able to relate the potential (and

thus the electric �eld) at any point to the arrangement of charge (the ions & surface charges)

within the space we're examining. The Poisson equation describes electrostatics in general,

when a description for the volumetric charge density as a function of the concentration is

developed, the two equations can be combined to give the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.

Ion motion

There are three basic processes by which ions move around inside a solvent. Firstly there

is di�usion which can be described by Fick's law

JDiff,i = −Di∇Ci, (2.7)

where JDiff is the molar �ux of ions, D is the coe�cient of di�usivity and C is the

concentration of the ions. This �ux is due to the Brownian motion of the ions due to

thermal excitation or a di�erence in chemical potential. Increasing the temperature will

result in an increase in the coe�cient of di�usivity and as a result a larger �ux.

When an electric �eld is applied to the solution the ions move via a process referred

to as electrophoresis.

uE,i = µiE (2.8)
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where uE,i is the velocity of the ion and µi is a quantity known as the electrophoretic

mobility. Electrophoresis is often used interchangably with the terms electromigration or

drift for ions [16]. Some authors [17] create a distinction between the motion of a charged

microparticle moving due to the presence of an electric �eld, calling it electrophoresis and

the motion of a much smaller charged object, such as an ion, calling it electromigration.

Nevertheless when reporting a mobility of an ion in the literature, it is invariably referred

to as an electrophoretic mobility. This thesis doesn't really concern itself with the motion

of microparticles so it will refer to these processes using one general term; electrophoresis.

Ions can additionally be convected by solvent �ow. The resultant ion velocity being

simply the sum of the electrophoretic contribution and the velocity of the solvent-

ui = uE,i + usolvent. (2.9)

The molar �ux due to these contributions is given by

Ji = uiCi. (2.10)

Combining our �uxes and inserting them into the continuity equation gives us the Nernst-

Planck equation-
∂Ci
∂t

= −∇ � (JDiff,i + Ji), (2.11)

∂Ci
∂t

= −∇ � (−Di∇Ci + µiCiE+ Ciusolvent). (2.12)

For cases in this thesis however this equation can be simpli�ed by assuming that there is

no solvent �ow. Thus the total �ux is given by

Ji = −Di∇Ci + µiCiE. (2.13)

Replacing the electric �eld with its potential φ the equation takes the form

Ji = −(Di∇Ci + µiCi∇φ). (2.14)

So ignoring motion of the solvent, we have a description of how the electric �eld is de�ned

by the ions (the Poisson equation (2.6)) and coupled to it how the electric �eld and di�usion

move the ions (the Nernst-Planck equation (2.14)).

It is worth drawing attention to the fact that using some simple assumptions we

can show that these equations lead to electrical circuit like behaviour when looking at

ion transport through a membrane. Entrance and exit e�ects of the membrane aren't

considered in this derivation. Firstly we simplify equation 2.14 to a 1-D equation, ie

Ji = −(Di
dCi
dx

+ µiCi
dφ

dx
). (2.15)
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The Nernst-Einstein equation describes the relationship between how ions behave in con-

centration (chemical potential) gradients and how they behave in electrostatic gradients

Di

RT
=

µi
ziF

(2.16)

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, zi is the valence of the ion and F

is Faraday's constant. Substituting this in we �nd

Ji = −µiCi
ziF

(RT
d(ln(Ci))

dx
+ ziF

dφ

dx
). (2.17)

Since we are looking for electrical circuit like behaviour we'll convert the ion �ux to elec-

trical current by multiplying by ziFA, where A is the cross sectional area of the membrane

pore.

Ii = −µiCiA(RT
d(ln(Ci))

dx
+ ziF

dφ

dx
) (2.18)

Now if we assume this transport is in steady state and that the reservoirs either side of

the membrane are large then ∂Ci
∂t = 0. It follows from the continuity equation that if

∂Ci
∂t = 0 then −∇Ji = 0. Which means that our current density is constant regardless of

our position in x. We can now integrate across the thickness of our membrane (assigning

the membrane a thickness of d)

Ii

∫ d

0

dx

−µiziFACi
=
RT

ziF

∫ d

0

d(ln(Ci))

dx
dx+

∫ d

0

dφ

dx
dx (2.19)

which gives us

Ii

∫ d

0

dx

−µiziFACi
=
RT

ziF
ln(

Ci(d)

Ci(0)
) + φ(d)− φ(0). (2.20)

So we have a current, the remaining integral has the units of resistance, the equilibrium

potential across the membrane given by the Nernst equation and the applied potential, ie

IiR = Ei + ∆Vi (2.21)

which is essentially Ohm's law for a membrane. While simplistic this clearly illustrates the

electric-circuit like nature of this hypothetical membrane pore. However this result is true

for this arbitrary membrane with these particular properties and doesn't really describe a

system that is in fact nano�uidic. What is also perhaps surprising is the appearance of the

Nernst equation term in equation 2.20, within the context of membrane equilibrium this

term is referred to as the membrane potential, which will be addressed in further detail

later (see section 2.1.1), additionally Schoch [18] provides an excellent description of the

equilibrium potentials of nanochannels. This mean �eld, continuum approach describes

nano�uidics rather well, which is surprising as con�nement in these systems can get to

fundamental levels. The space occupied by water between sheets of graphene oxide is only

a couple of layers of water molecules thick and yet a continuum approach still describes

some of the phenomena observed [14,19].
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Solvent �ow in nano�uidics

Work in nano�uidics is almost exclusively conducted in aqueous media so more often than

not the solvent is water. The �ow of water is typically described by the incompressible

Navier Stokes equations-

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u− ν∇2u =

−1

ρf
∇p+ f (2.22)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity, ρf is the density of the �uid and f is an additional body

force term. f in the �eld of nano�uidics invariably takes the form ρ
ρf
∇φ, where ρ is the

charge density of the �uid as before. In these highly con�ned environments the Reynolds

number is almost without exception very small so the Stokes equations are used to describe

the behaviour of the �uid
1

ρf
∇p = ν∇2u+

ρ

ρf
∇φ. (2.23)

There are two distinct areas of interest in the literature when it comes to solvent �ow in

highly con�ned systems. The �rst is enhanced �ux due to hydrodynamic slip of the solvent

against the walls of the channel [20]. This is particularly of interest in the study of carbon

nanotubes [21�24] where large �ux enhancements have been reported. Within the context

of the Navier-Stokes equations this is treated as the 'slip boundary condition'

u = β
∂u

∂n
(2.24)

where n is the coordinate normal to the wall and β is the slip length. Typical slip lengths

for hydrophobic systems are on the order of nanometers [25, 26].

The second area is due to the coupling of the solvent transport equations with the ion-

interface behaviour. While not as pronounced as the slip in carbon nanotubes this coupling

gives rise to a series of interesting behaviours where solvent �ow can be created in response

to a gradient of electric potential (electroosmosis), concentration (di�usioosmosis) and even

temperature (thermoosmosis) [27�30]. In order to tackle these phenomena, particularly

electroosmosis, it is necessary to �rst discuss the electric double layer.

The electric double layer

Now that the foundations of how ions move with respect to �elds has been discussed

the e�ect of con�nement needs to be attended to. It is quite common for the wall of a

nanochannel to have some non-zero charge. This is often due to the presence of functional

groups or adsorbed molecules [31]. Ions of opposing charge migrate towards the wall whilst

co-ions are repelled. This leads to the establishment of what is referred to as the electric

double layer (or here it will just be referred to as the double layer). The double layer

has two parts- the ions that are speci�cally adsorbed to the surface and the surface itself,

which is called the Stern layer and the di�use ions that cloud the area around this charged

surface, which is referred to as the di�use layer. The double layer cannot arise from

purely Coloumbic attraction and repulsion, in the double layer's simplest form this force is
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balanced by the Brownian motion of the ions which gives the di�use layer of the double layer

its distinctive exponential like decay [16]. In more complex and realistic models factors

like ion-ion repulsion and steric hindrance are also considered but the overall important

qualitative behaviour is well described by the model that is to be presented here.

This derivation is based o� Kirby's book [16] and is a simple mathematical description

of the double layer, as it will prove instructive to the phenomena described in later sections

and all research chapters. From arguments in Boltzmann statistics and by making the

following assumptions- that the ions are treated using the point-charge approximation,

that they don't interact with each other and are located in a solvent which has a mean

�eld which governs the interactions of the ions, the concentration Ci is given by

Ci = Ci,∞ exp(−ziFφ
RT

). (2.25)

where the ∞ subscript refers to the state far from the interface and in the bulk of the

solution, we also assume that in the bulk of the solution, the potential is 0. This equation

can be summed over and multipled by ziF to give us an equation for the charge density

ρ =
∑
i

ziFCi,∞ exp(−ziFφ
RT

), (2.26)

This equation we can simply substitute into Poisson's equation (equation 2.6) to derive

the Poisson-Boltzmann equation:

∇2φ = − 1

ε0

∑
i

ziFCi,∞ exp(−ziFφ
RT

). (2.27)

To solve this equation for a binary electrolyte Kirby [16] normalizes the potential with

respect to what is referred to as the thermal voltage

φ̂ =
Fφ

RT
(2.28)

and the lengths by the Debye length

λd =

√
εRT

2F 2Ic
(2.29)

where Ic is the ionic strength of the electrolyte which is given by

Ic =
1

2

∑
i

Ciz
2
i . (2.30)

The Debye length is the �rst length scale given here and describes the length over which

an electrostatic force decays by 1
e due to charge screening. It's used ubiquitously (and

sometimes incorrectly, as mentioned in [6]) throughout the literature to describe the range

of nano�uidic e�ects. The Debye length is often used to provide a length scale of a double

layer, which is due to the Debye-H�uckel approximation of the double layer.

10
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For a symmetric, monovalent electrolyte (such as KCl) the nondimensionalized 1D

form of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation looks like

∂2φ̂

∂x̂2
=

1

z
sinh(zφ̂). (2.31)

For small values of φ̂ this equation can be approximated by the linear Poisson-Boltzmann

equation, which is known as the Debye-H�uckel approximation

∂2φ̂

∂x̂2
= φ̂, (2.32)

which for the boundary conditions φ̂ = φ̂0 for x̂ = 0 and φ̂ = 0 for x̂ =∞ has the following

solution

φ̂(x̂) = φ̂0 exp(−x̂) (2.33)

or in dimensionalized form

φ(x) = φ0 exp(− x

λD
) (2.34)

Now that the potential is known, the concentration distribution can be found-

Ci = Ci,∞ exp(
−ziFφ0

RT
exp(− x

λD
)). (2.35)

Despite the simpli�cations it is important to draw the following key concept from equation

2.35, there is a depletion of ions (of the same charge as the surface) near this boundary.

These are referred to as the co-ions. To balance this surface potential there is an enrichment

of ions of the opposing charge. These are referred to as the counter-ions. So within a few

Debye lengths of this boundary the solution is not electroneutral (an example is plotted in

�gure 2.1) which leads to a host of e�ects that have been used in membrane and colloidal

sciences and more recently in nano�uidics. This charged layer is sometimes referred to as

the Debye layer (which is on the order of a Debye length). For boundaries that are close

together, such as in the con�nes of a parallel pair of graphene oxide sheets or a nanopore

in a polymer membrane, the solution looks a little di�erent (and in fact this treatment

isn't valid for the extreme con�nement of graphene oxide), however importantly the Debye

layers from the two GO sheet-electrolyte interfaces are said to overlap. This overlap means

that the entire interior of the material is charged (and neutralized by the charge at the

interfaces).

The double layer has an e�ect on the conductivity of the channel which is termed

surface conductivity (other appropriate terms follow accordingly - surface conductance,

surface current etc.). This contribution is due to the concentration enrichment near the

double layer. Additional more complex e�ects, like electroosmotic �ow, contribute to the

surface current in various manners.

11
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Figure 2.1: The concentration pro�les of monovalent cations and anions with a bulk con-
centration of 10mM as a function of the distance from an interface with a surface potential
of 50mV . The Debye length in this case is 3nm.

Donnan equilibrium

The double layer described above is an equilibrium double layer. There do exist other

examples of non-equilibrium double layers which can exhibit di�erent phenomena [32,33].

The equilibrium described is called the Donnan equilibrium [9, 18] which balances the

concentration di�erence of the ions with an electric potential. The Donnan equilibrium is

very useful in describing how the concentration and potential di�ers from the bulk solution

(say in a microchannel) and the solution within a nanochannel. The balance is expressed

as [18,34]

RT ln Ĉi,∞ + ziFφ∞ = RT ln Ĉi, n + ziFφn, (2.36)

where Ĉ is the concentration normalized by 1mol/m3 and the n subscript refers to

the solution within a nanochannel. The potential di�erence between the bulk and the

nanochannel interior is known as the Donnan potential (φD = φn − φ∞). The Donnan

equation can easily be derived from the Nernst Planck equation (equation 2.14) by assuming

that equilibrium has been reached. This is the same electrochemical balance found in the

Nernst equation, hence their identical nature. By setting the bulk potential to zero one

can quickly arrive at equation 2.25. The Donnan equilibrium can give a clear picture of the

enriched/depleted concentration present in nanochannels by introduction of the Donnan

ratio rD [18]. For a symmetric electrolyte of valence 1, the expression is

rD = (
Ci,∞
Ci, n

)
1
zi =

Ccat,∞
Ccat, n

=
Can, n
Can,∞

(2.37)
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here clearly the sign of the charge is included in z1 so the expression has the right form.

For generality this description will be given in terms of co-ions and counter-ions denoted

co and counter respectively. From equation 2.37 it is clear that

Cco,∞Ccounter,∞ = Cco, nCcounter, n (2.38)

and with the knowledge that

Ccounter, n = Cσ + Cco, n (2.39)

where Cσ represents the surface charge of the channel averaged over it's volume. The

following two equations are formed

Cco, n =
1

2

√
4C2

co,∞ + C2
σ − Cσ (2.40)

and

Ccounter, n =
1

2

√
4C2

counter,∞ + C2
σ + Cσ. (2.41)

These two equations show how the surface charge contribution a�ects the concentration

in a nanochannel. This description gives an accurate picture of how concentration di�ers

at the junction of a nanochannel and the bulk but doesn't describe, for instance, the

behaviour in the nanochannel when it is exposed to two di�erent solutions at two di�erent

electrochemical potentials, like in the case of a nanoporous membrane which spans two

reservoirs containing di�erent solutions. In this case the potential across the membrane

is the sum of the two Donnan potentials at each junction and what is referred to as

the di�usion potential which depends on the permselectivity of the membrane. While

the Donnan potential is usually calculated, the membrane potential (the sum of these

potentials) is an experimentally measureable quantity.

Important length scales

In order to look at some other length scales that play important roles in the theory it is

necessary to take a step back and de�ne a more basic length scale than the Debye length

which is the Bjerrum length. The Bjerrum length is the length where the energy of an

electrostatic interaction between two ions is approximately equal to the thermal energy,

this is given by

lB =
z2e2

4πεkBT
, (2.42)

where e is the elementary unit of charge and kB is Boltzmann's constant. Below the

Bjerrum length electrostatic interactions dominate thermal e�ects, however the Bjerrum

length is quite small. For z = 1 at 25 ◦C the Bjerrum length in water is a miniscule 0.7nm.

So when we refer to a dilute limit one measure of this is to compare the mean distance

between ions and the Bjerrum length. By this scaling we can see (�gure 2.2) that in fact the

solution remains 'dilute' until considerable concentrations. Even at 1 M concentrations the

average separation is greater than the Bjerrum length, suggesting that ion-ion interactions

13



2.1. NANOFLUIDICS

remain limited, which supports the assumptions behind the Poisson-Boltzmann description

of the electric �eld.

Figure 2.2: The molecular dilution is the average molecular separation normalized by the
Bjerrum length. Here a monovalent solution of ions was considered at 25 ◦C.

We can re-express the Debye length in terms of the Bjerrum length (making compar-

isons between length scales easier)

λD =

√
1

8πlBC∞
, (2.43)

in this case as the Bjerrum length is considering ions of the same valency this follows

for this de�nition of the Debye length. Interestingly although the Debye length gives us

the length scale of the double layer it itself does not depend on any property of that

boundary (neither the surface charge, nor the surface potential). Indeed, although it may

seem surprising, it isn't even necessary to have a nonzero surface charge on the surface to

give a Debye layer. Other e�ects like dipoles on the boundary can also result in a double

layer being formed in the �uid at equilibrium. In general the Debye length describes the

screening length or the distance where the electrostatic free energy of the ion surrounded

by counterions is kBT [6]. The Gouy-Chapman length, however, describes the length where

an ion's electrostatic interaction with the boundary is equal to the thermal energy

lGC =
e

2πσlB
(2.44)

where σ is the surface charge density of the boundary. Typical surface charge densities of

∼ 50mC/m2 (as given in [6]) give lGC ∼ 0.7nm, however the surface charge of graphene

oxide has been reported to be much lower than that, merely 0.77mC/m2 [35] which gives

a much larger value of lGC = 47.3nm. In dilute solutions, where the Debye length is

large, the size of the di�use layer is described by the Guoy-Chapman length. Much like
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the Debye length, as more charge is added to the system, perhaps unexpectedly, the Guoy-

Chapman length decreases, in the case of the Debye length this is attributed to an increased

screening of the charge by oppositely charged ions. In contrast to the Debye length, the

Gouy-Chapman length depends on the surface charge of the boundary and not on the

concentration of the solution contacting it.

The reason for the low surface charge density of graphene oxide has not been reported

or discussed in the literature. Bocquet [6] suggests that as this is on the order of the

hydration shell of an ion, ions may have to go through the energetically unfavourable

process of shedding some of their hydration shell in order to �t in this con�ned space. This

would lead to fewer adsorbed ions on the surface of the material and a lower surface charge

value.

The �nal length of importance describes the length over which surface conduction

dominates bulk conduction and is known as the Duhkin length, which is given by

lDu =
σ

zFC∞
(2.45)

This equation is signi�cant in surface charge governed conduction and concentration po-

larization in nano�uidic systems.

2.1.2 Important phenomena in nano�uidics

Ion transport in nano�uidics is dominated by a couple of phenomena where most papers in

the �eld touch or draw inspiration from. These are, in no particular order, surface charge

governed conduction, electroosmosis, recti�cation and concentration polarization. All stem

from phenomena that reside in the double layer described in the previous section.

Surface charge governed conduction

Surface charge governed conduction was �rst observed for nanochannels in 2004 [36] and is a

consequence of the non-electroneutrality of the double layer. While studying ion transport

in electrolyte �lled fused silica nanochannels of varying height (70nm to 1015nm) it was

found that as the concentration of the electrolyte decreased the corresponding conductance

began to plateau. This result is unexpected when one considers the conductivity of such a

channel of length L, width w and height h to be given by

G =
Ii

∆φ
=

∑
i

−eµiziwhCi
L

, (2.46)

which is the Nernst-Planck equation (equation 2.14) expressed in terms of the current for

a system with no concentration gradient. This equation suggests that the current and thus

the conductance will scale linearly with the concentration. This surprising experimental

result is explained by demanding electroneutrality for the entire channel system including

the charge on the boundary. When the bulk concentration Cbulk becomes increasingly

small, then h < lDu and at this point the conduction in the channel is dominated by surface

conduction and as long as this condition is true, the contribution from bulk conduction
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is negligible. The dominance of the surface at low values of concentration is signi�cant

as it has lead to the development of �eld e�ect nano�uidic transistors [37] and �eld e�ect

nano�uidic diodes [38]. A basic description for the conductance in these systems is given

by Schoch [39] for a KCl electrolyte

G = (µK+ + µCl−)C∞F
wh

L
+ 2µK+σs

w

L
. (2.47)

The �rst term in the equation can be arrived at from equation 2.46 (with the assumption

that ∇φ = ∆φ
L ). The second term can be arrived at by simply demanding electroneutrality

for the boundaries of the channel (in this case a pair of parallel walls) and the solution

within it, ie.

ρn =
2σs
h
. (2.48)

This e�ect is not just observed with ion current measurements, the presence and domin-

ance of surface charge and the resulting enrichment of counter-ions and depletion of co-ions

a�ects the permeability of the channel under passive transport as well. Plecis [40] demon-

strated that the di�usive permeability of negative charged molecules through a negatively

charged nanochannel decreased with decreasing concentration. This is due to the domin-

ance of the surface charge in the channel rejecting the negatively charged molecules and

forms the basis for permselectivity in nanoporous membranes [41].

Electroosmosis and streaming potential

The equation for electrophoresis (equation 2.8) appears in an essentially phenomenological

manner here, however this equation is used to describe ions as well as large (∼ 1− 10µm)

charged colloidal particles and particularly for large colloidal particles there do exist ana-

lytical solutions for the mobility. In the case of small particles that can be treated like

point charges, such as ions, the Nernst-Einstein equation (equation 2.16) is applicable.

If one were to stand on the surface of one of these large colloidal particles and observe

the solvent in the presence of an electric �eld, it would be di�cult to tell whether the

particle is moving or the solvent. In the case where the particle is held in place the solvent

actually �ows along its surface.

The e�ect of solvent motion due to the presence of a charged interface and an applied

�eld is known as electroosmosis. Naturally, colloidal particles have their own double layers

as they too have an interface with the electrolyte. Channels made of the same material

as the colloidal particles thus also have �ow occurring along them when an electric �eld

is applied. As a result of the charged di�use layer of the double layer the application of

a potential along the channel results in net motion of the boundary layer and a Couette-

like surface driven �ow (for thin double layers relative to the channel dimensions). The

resultant velocity in the channel is a result of viscous forces accelerating the bulk of the

�uid and is given by

u =
εφ0

η
Eapplied (2.49)
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where ε is the dielectric constant of the medium, φ0 is again the surface potential of the

interface and η is the �uid's viscosity and much like electrophoresis we can then de�ne a

so called electroosmotic mobility given by

µEO =
εφ0

η
. (2.50)

Anytime a potential is applied to a system with surface charge there is a contribution

to the resultant measured current due to the convection of ions due to electroosmotic

�ow. For instance Stein [36] describes a more complete solution to the Poisson Nernst-

Planck equations to �nd the surface conductance of a nanochannel. In the dilute limit the

conductance is given by-

G = |σ|µw
L

(1 +
4εkBT

eµη
). (2.51)

where the term 4εkBT
eµη describes the electroosmotic contribution to the overall conductance.

At standard values for these variables this term is ∼ 1.8 which puts the equation in

reasonable agreement with the more approximate equation provided by Schoch [39].

There are authors who state that the contribution of electroosmosis to the total

current measured is relatively limited [8, 15, 42] which seems to contradict the �ndings

of Stein [36] shown above where clearly the osmotic contribution to the conductance is

greater than the electrophoretic. It is known that for highly charged surfaces [30] and for

surfaces exhibiting hydrodynamic slip [25, 27] electroosmosis can play a dominate role in

the system's behaviour.

Electroosmosis is of great importance in micro�uidics where the e�ect is used to pump

�uids with an applied voltage. This has some important advantages over pressure driven

systems as the resultant velocity pro�le is quite uniform, the velocity doesn't depend on

the dimensions of the channel, applying an electric �eld on a chip is relatively easy and

doesn't required additional bulky equipment like a pressure driven system [33, 43]. There

are drawbacks however, as this �ow is driven by the physics of the channel's surface and

small changes to this a�ect the �ow greatly. Surface potential can change due to adsorbed

molecules, changes in concentration and changes in pH, all of which a�ect the resultant

electroosmotic velocity.

Streaming potential is almost exactly the reversed scenario, a pressure gradient is

applied in the channel and the result is that a potential is created due to the build up of

charge in one end of the channel relative to the other. Streaming potential is of interest

to the community as a measurement tool but has interesting implications in nano�uidic's

potential in energy conversion. The ability to harvest energy in this manner has been

of great interest to many authors [30, 44�47] and while experimental results were initially

unimpressive (around 12% e�ciency was achieved) [45], predictions [27] that hydrodynamic

slip would radically increase the overall e�ciency of a system create opportunity for further

study.
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Concentration polarization

Concentration polarization is a long studied e�ect in membrane science [9, 48]. It arises

in permselective membranes due to the di�erences in permeability of di�erent ions. When

driving �ow through a membrane with a pressure gradient the ions that are rejected build

up at the entrance of the membrane. Electroneutrality requires that this charge be negated,

so on the input side of the membrane there is a build up of ions of both charges, resulting

in an increase in the concentration. This high concentration region then has a number

of di�erent interpretations as to how it reduces the �ux [49, 50]. Essentially the layer is

interpreted to create additional �ow resistance which results in declining �ux or the layer

creates an osmotic pressure opposing the applied pressure, which again, then reduces the

�ux. Concentration polarization is an inconvenience in �ltration sciences as it reduces

the permselectivity of the membrane by creating this region of high concentration. There

are however methods to combat this e�ect including introducing changing hydrodynamic

conditions and applying ultrasound or electric �elds to the membrane [50].

In the context of applying an electric �eld to a membrane or nanochannel the e�ect

of concentration polarization occurs in an equivalent manner due to the permselectivity of

the membrane. In these experiments the side of the membrane that has the concentration

enrichment depends on the charge of the membrane as the electric �eld moves ions of

opposite charge in opposing directions [7]. This phenomenon has long been studied by

researchers interested in electrodialysis [51, 52] and manifests itself in electrical studies as

three distinct regions on a standard current-voltage plot as described in �gure 2.3. Initially

there is an Ohmic region where the current response is linearly proportional to the applied

voltage, then there is a limiting region where the concentration polarization is strong and

changes in applied potential have little or no a�ect on the measured current. While the

Ohmic and limiting current regions are predicted in classical literature [51] the overlimiting

region is not, despite knowledge of its existence at the time. Rubenstein [53] showed that

the low concentration on the depleted side of the membrane caused by the concentration

polarization leads a series of electrokinetically driven vortices which overcome the di�usion

limitation of this region.

While this concentration polarization layer is thin, it isn't as thin as nano�uidic struc-

tures and channels. Pu [7] was able to image the enrichment and depletion regions using

�uorescence at the junction of a micro- and a nanochannel. If one were to take a symmetric

electrolyte at relatively low concentration then the conductance in the microchannel would

be dominated by the �rst term in equation 2.47 as the microchannel's height is signi�cantly

larger than the double layer and the conductance in the nanochannel would be dominated

by the second term, the ratio of the conductances is then found to be the Duhkin number

Gnano
Gmicro

=
σ

zFC∞h
. (2.52)

The Duhkin number, the associated length has been already described in equation 2.45,

is an important scaling number for concentration polarization in a number of known geo-

metries [31, 54,55].
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Figure 2.3: An idealized graph of the three regions of concentration polarization e�ects on
a membrane or nanochannel. Region 1 is ohmic and linear which after a certain potential
gives way to region 2 where the current roughly plateaus to the limiting current due
to concentration polarization. Region 3 is the overlimiting current region where linear
behaviour is somewhat restored due to a variety of e�ects.

Being able to enrich or deplete ions from a nanochannel using an applied voltage has

been used to great e�ect in the literature [54�57] to preconcentrate samples before further

analysis. This is in contrast to the procedures performed in pressure driven membrane

experiments where the electric �eld is applied to reduce the e�ect of concentration polar-

ization allowing enhanced �ux through the membrane [58]. Concentration enhancement

values as high as 106−108 [57] have been claimed which allow dilute protein samples to be

concentrated for further on-chip study. The e�ect has also been used to desalinate water by

�owing salty water into a junction where one branch is covered in a depletion zone which

de�ects away any charged particles [59]. This technique, while di�cult to scale, is very

attractive as the system is very e�cient for its size and the particles and ions do not come

into contact with the membrane which completely removes the problem of the membrane

fouling, a common and serious issue.

Recti�cation

Recti�cation describes an asymmetry in conductance, dependent on the direction of the

applied potential. An example of this would be an electrical diode where current �ows in

one direction and is blocked in the other. The hydraulic analogue would be a one-way valve.

Recti�cation has been a vast area of interest in the �eld [6,8,15,18,60�69]. Recti�cation is

the result of one of a number of relatively equivalent asymmetries that can be introduced

to a nano�uidic system. The simplest analogue to the electrical diode exists for systems

with areas of di�erent surface charge resulting in a junction within the nanochannel where
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Nano�uidics Semiconductors

ρ− negative ion concentration ρn electron density in the conduction band
ρ+ positive ion concentration ρp hole density in the conduction band
ρs electrolyte concentration ni carrier density in the intrinsic semiconductor
Surface charge 2Σ/h Doping concentration in the semiconductor
Donnan potential Shift of the Fermi level

Table 2.1: The nano�uidic parameters and their equivalent condensed matter terms show
the similarity between the two sets of physics.

the two zones meet [62,65,66]. The point where the two distinct regions of surface charge

meet behaves like the junction between two di�erently doped semiconductors resulting in

diode-like behaviour. Generally speaking the creation of a junction between two areas of

di�erent surface charge results in diode like behaviour, however there are many ways to

change the e�ective surface charge of a material. As has already been stated nano�uidics

has strong links to semiconductor systems, in fact the complete analogy is laid out in

Bocquet's work [6] and the corresponding table from that work is reproduced here in table

2.1.

Other ways of introducing asymmetry include channels which have regions with Debye

layer overlap (even partial overlap is enough) and regions that do not, this includes con-

centration based recti�ers [64] and conical nanopores [61, 70]. Highly con�ned systems

like carbon nanotubes can even use the physical size of the charge carriers to hinder each

others' motion leading to recti�cation [71].

Rectifying systems have been popular to develop sensors out of as their signals can

then be incorporated into logic circuits [68,72]. By attaching species that speci�cally absorb

target molecules like antibody-antigen coupling [73] or by changing the pH [74] and thus

modifying the surface charge the performance of these systems changes radically. Sensors

and demonstrations of logic gates are now beginning to give way to more complex circuits

such as this full-wave recti�er [75] and this voltage multiplier circuit [76]. The development

of systems like these is sometimes called ionic circuits or iontronics [77]. Chun's review [77]

suggests that there could be considerable bene�ts in using these electrolyte based semi-

conductor like systems for computational purposes. In more complex and selective designs

circuit components would have di�erent e�ects on each di�erent species of ion, leading to

carrier dependent signals which could allow massive increases in computational speed and

reuse of components (as some carriers may see the component as a resistor, others might

see it as a diode etc). While there is a massive di�erence in the mobility of an electron and

an ion (some ∼ 7 orders of magnitude between an ion moving in water and an electron

moving in silicon) biology clearly demonstrates to us that this di�erence is capable of being

overcome by clever design.

2.1.3 Carbon in nano�uidics

While carbon based systems have been investigated in colloidal environments before [78,79],

there has been signi�cant attention drawn to the interfacial properties of carbon with
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the advent of carbon nanotubes [80�83] then around a decade later [84] the surprising

simulation result that water could enter the hydrophobic channel of a carbon nanotube

and that the water molecules were moving at a rate on the order of aquaporin-1, the

transmembrane water channel protein. As this nanotube was quite small the water entered

in a single �le and went through a phase transition to an ice-like state. This exciting

result was followed by mass transport studies through carbon nanotube membranes [21�23].

These initial experiments [21, 22] reported large hydrodynamic slip lengths for carbon

nanotubes and as a result massive �ow enhancement through these membranes which

conceptually agreed with the simulated con�ned �ow studies. These results have ignited

extensive debate [6, 85�92] as to the exact value of this intriguing interfacial property.

Experimental values range from 1nm to 485µm while simulations give values ranging

from 1nm to 1100nm. Most recently unprecidented experiments have allowed researchers

to examine the �ow �eld created by a jet of water exiting a single carbon nanotube [24].

The results of the study agree with trends from simulations [88, 92] that the curvature of

the nanotube plays a signi�cant role in de�ning the friction of the water-carbon interface.

Secchi [24] found slip values of up to 300nm in the smallest size tube investigated, which

exceeded expected values from simulation. An overview of this debate which examines the

results of many di�erent experiments and simulations is given in [92] but lacks the most

recent developments of Secchi's �ndings.

As the slip length depends on the nanotube curvature the slip length for �uid �ow in

graphene systems is found to be lower, however the con�nement is still very strong and mass

transport in graphene-based membranes has aroused sign�cant interest in the literature as

the permeability of these membranes is signi�cantly higher and the complexity of making

a graphene-based membrane is signi�cantly easier than a carbon nanotube one. New

experiments performed by Radha [93] found that the slip length of graphene nanocapillaries

was around ∼ 60nm and that the capillary pressure in this system is enormous- around

1000 bar. Understanding of this slip value has dominated carbon's presence in nano�uidics.

2.1.4 Nano�uidics in this thesis

The theory given here provides grounding and context for the research that follows. The

recti�cation observed in chapter 4 is thought to be due to asymmetry in the concentration

polarization occuring at the junctions between a �lm of graphene oxide and the bulk elec-

trolyte solution. Surface charge governed conduction is experimentally observed in chapters

5 and 7, from which, using the Dukhin length, the surface charge density of graphene ox-

ide is calculated. The electric double layer is important to the charge storage mechanism

in supercapacitors and in chapter 6 a new kind of ionic supercapacitor is designed and

characterized, the electric double layer is essential in explaining its behaviour. In chapter

7 three di�erent forcings (electric, pressure and concentration di�erence) are applied to a

membrane of graphene oxide along with PNP simulations to understand more completely

how the material is behaving. Findings here show a connection between surface charge and

concentration and suggest a connection between concentration polarization and geometry

and between the material's surface charge density and the con�nement.
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2.2 Graphene, graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide

Since 2005 there has been an explosion of interest in 2D materials [94] centering on the ma-

terial known as graphene. Graphene is a one atom thick hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms

with extraordinary properties [95]. The material is the strongest ever measured [96], has

an enormous speci�c surface area of 2630 m2/g [97], is an excellent thermal conductor [98],

a fantastic electrical conductor [95] and exhibits a host of interesting quantum mechanical

e�ects [95,99]. While this material promises much, bulk techniques required for processing

and synthesizing it are necessary if the science is going to leave the days of scotch tape [100]

and rubbing graphite [101] behind it.

The world of chemistry has been processing graphite for a very long time into a

material known as graphite oxide which is well known to form aqueous dispersions in water

[102]. After the �ndings of Novoselov and Geim there was signi�cant interest in making

graphene and graphene-like materials more accessible via this route [103, 104]. From this

e�ort the material known as graphene oxide (GO) came into the literature. This material

is simply monolayer sheets of graphite oxide which are produced typically by exfoliating

graphite oxide. Soon after, via the use of various deoxygenating or reducing treatments,

reduced graphene oxide (RGO), which is often referred to as chemically converted graphene,

also came into being. The success of these materials in capturing the world of science's

minds is irrefutable, they have been used to enhance material strength [105�107], develop

new transparent conductive �lms for touch screens [108�110] and they also demonstrate

fantastic potential as an energy storage material in supercapacitors [111�113].

So what are the di�erences between graphene, GO and RGO? Graphene, as described

before, is purely carbon, it is a monolayer of graphite which can be produced by a wide

variety of exfoliation and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) techniques [94,114�117]. GO

is (ideally) a monolayer of oxidized graphite. While graphene very speci�cally refers to a

purely carbon-based hexagonal lattice, GO is far more poorly de�ned. As described in [117]

due to variances in the methods and variability in sample size there is no stoichiometric

description of this material. There are many models that have tried to describe this

material over the years but the Lerf-Klinowski model [118] of the material tends to appear

the most in visual descriptions. This model suggests that the structure is that of a defective

graphitic plane which is covered in defects and a variety of functional groups - epoxies,

hydroxyls and whose edge is functionalized with carboxyl functionalities.

GO is synthesized through exfoliation (typically using ultrasound) of graphite oxide.

There are a number of routes to synthesizing graphite oxide, the most common being

Hummers' method [102], however this method is quite dangerous due to its use of high

concentration sulfuric acid and the use of large amounts of potent oxidizing agents such as

potassium permanganate. Once synthesized and exfoliated a dispersion of GO is brown in

colour (lighter brown to yellow if more heavily oxidized) [119,120].

Chemical, thermal, electrochemical even photochemical reduction of GO is possible

[117]. By removing the oxygen functionalities and partially restoring the graphitic mo-

lecular structure of GO the material becomes a graphene-like substance known as reduced

graphene oxide (RGO). This may seem like a roundabout manner to get essentially what
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we had at the beginning but GO is considerably easier to process into �lms than pure

graphene as it can be so easily handled in aqueous dispersions. RGO is perhaps the most

poorly de�ned of all the materials described here. For instance most reducing chemicals

don't remove all the oxygen present on GO and there is presently no clear, well-de�ned

distinction for when a material transitions from GO to RGO. Generally speaking however,

RGO is black, conductive and far less stable than GO in aqueous solutions. Typically a

signi�cant fraction of the basal plane oxygen-bearing functionalities have been removed by

some reducing process but the carboxyl groups on the edges of the sheets could remain.

It should be mentioned however that signi�cant work has gone into �nding a solvent

capable of dissolving graphene, chlorosulfonic acid [121] is a super acid capable of pro-

tonating pure graphene and rendering it soluble. This has allowed researchers to process

graphene in the same manner to GO, however this solution is signi�cantly more dangerous

and di�cult to handle than an aqueous dispersion of GO.

2.2.1 Graphene oxide �lms

In plainest terms, the fabrication of GO �lms is incredibly important to this work, as all

the research performed in this thesis starts at this point. As will be seen in the following

chapters the �lms produced link the material properties of GO and RGO to the �uid-

interface physics of nano�uidics described earlier. While there are a number of di�erent

methods to form �lms like drop casting [122], dip coating [123], vacuum �ltration [104,124],

shear-alignment of GO liquid crystals [125], capillary-force assisted self-assembly [126],

spraying [127], etc. �lms produced are often thin [122,123,127] (only a few layers of RGO

or GO sheets) and transparent with the ultimate objective of replacing conductive metal

oxide thin �lms [123].

The �lms have a stacked structure where the GO/RGO sheets lie in planes parallel

to the substrate. Numerous X-ray di�raction studies [35, 124, 128] give relatively similar

values for the distance between GO sheets in these structures, around ∼ 0.85nm. Once

hydrated the interlayer spacing increases to ∼ 1.4nm [35]. Reducing agents decrease the

interlayer spacing as the resultant system (while still water permeable) becomes increas-

ingly graphitic, interlayer spacings as low as 0.36nm have been achieved using hydriodic

acid treatments [128].

It is somewhat surprising how stable the GO �lms are when immersed in water.

Whilst mechanically weak the �lm will happily remain there and not visibly begin to

disperse into the water. On the other hand GO suspensions exhibit long term stability in

water. Yeh [129] suggests that this is due to the introduction of contaminant multivalent

ions during the membrane formation process. This report [129] even demonstrates Al3+

contamination in their membranes when porous Al2O3 membranes are used and the relative

instability of the �lms when prepared on a di�erent membrane. Yeh suggests that this is

due to a 'cross linking e�ect' however DVLO theory [31,34] would suggest that the role of

the multivalent ions is to reduce the e�ect of the double layer repulsion, allowing the van der

Waals attraction to dominate and stabilize the �lm structure. In �gure 2.4 the interaction

energy per unit area for two parallel sheets of graphite is plotted showing the e�ect of
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the two forces- double layer repulsion and van der Waals attraction. The exact reasoning

seems to be still incomplete, for instance Yeh suggests that this is the mechanism by which

the �lms are stabilized ie. the introduction of multivalent ions (like Mn2+) in the synthesis

step and then the Al3+ ions in the �lm formation step. Whilst contamination is likely, GO

suspensions prepared before the �lm formation step still exhibit excellent stability and if

they were contaminated, one might expect some coagulation of the suspension.

Figure 2.4: The interaction energy densities of the two dominant interparticular forces;
double layer repulsion and the attractive van der Waals force, of which the van der Waals
has the longer range. This was calculated for a pair of graphite sheets (Hamaker constant
was ∼ 10−19 [1]) with a monovalent aqueous electrolyte concentration of 0.1M at room
temperature.

When examining transport in GO the typical method is vacuum �ltration [35, 130�

132]. There has been a great interest developed around membranes using GO which are

shown to be helium-leak-tight, whilst being permeable to water vapour [131], they have

large water �ux which makes them attractive for applications in nano�ltration [125] and

due to their layered structure they are a rapid way of fabricating systems of ordered

nanochannels [35]. Vacuum �ltration refers to a method by which a dispersion is pulled

through a �lter membrane (using negative pressure) leaving the once-dispersed particles

deposited on the �lter. This works quite well with GO as the sheets are often around 1µm

in size so many commonly available membranes are capable of separating the sheets from

their solvent (typically water). Dikin [124] suggests that in the initial stages when the

water �ux through the �lter membrane is at its highest the GO sheets form a disordered

and crumpled structure on its surface. The �lter is then quickly clogged and the �ux

decreases signi�cantly. At lower �ow rates the �lm forms in a far more ordered manner

giving rise to the layered structure one observes in cross sectional studies of these �lms

(see �gure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: A scanning electron micrograph of a cross section of an RGO �lm made via
vacuum �ltration

These thicker �lms have a variety of relevant applications, most notably as superca-

pacitor electrodes [97,111,112,133,134]. In typical sandwich style capacitors RGO is com-

bined with a binder and cast onto a stainless steel current collector from which Stoller [97]

measured a speci�c capacitance of 135 F/g in 5.5 M KOH. This was the earliest report of

graphene being used as the porous carbon electrodes of a supercapacitor, since then the

�eld has �ourished and given rise to a host of di�erent electrode structures and fabrication

methods [111�113,135,136].

2.2.2 Graphene oxide liquid crystals

Of particular importance to later works in this thesis is GO's ability to form lyotropic

nematic liquid crystals [137�139]. A liquid crystal an ordered state of anisotropic particles

which have both liquid like �uidity but also crystal like long-range ordering [140]. A

lyotropic liquid crystal exists only in mixtures (ie. a solute and a solvent are required)

and requires a strong interaction between the solute (GO) and the solvent (water). At low

solute concentration the solution is isotropic and no ordering can be observed but as the

solute concentration is increased the ordering in the solution increases.

Liquid crystals go through a variety of long-range orderings. Beginning in the low

concentration limit as solute is added groups of solute (often in the case of liquid crystals

these are micelles) gather and allow a certain preferred axis to be the time average descrip-

tion of the ensemble's alignment. This phase is known as the nematic phase. In the case

of GO as it is disk-like the GO sheets roughly align parallel to one another. The other two

axes, however, don't exhibit long-range ordering. It is possible for this to occur and this

phase is known as biaxial nematic but this hasn't been observed in GO. After orientational
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ordering there is an additional phase expected to be observed in GO called the columnar

phase where GO sheets form pillar like structures (like a tower of coins) which then form

�brous bundles, however this has not yet been reported in the literature, possibly due to

the variance in GO sheet size.

From studies performed by Tkacz [141] it is evident that GO nematic phase can

be manipulated to form ordered �lms which is brought to great use in her work and

by those that follow it [125]. What is gained from Tkacz's work [126] on suspensions

of RGO is that there are signi�cant bene�ts to increasing the order of RGO �lms from

virtually purely disordered vacuum �ltration based �lms to highly ordered capillary-force

assisted self-assembly (CAS) �lms. In the report it is shown that CAS �lms are 8 times

more conductive than an equivalent �lm formed via vacuum �ltration. Similar �ndings are

reported by Akbari [125] where highly ordered membranes formed using a similar technique

were found to have almost 7 times higher water �ux than vacuum �ltration �lms reported

in the same work.

2.2.3 Graphene oxide in nano�uidics

Only very recently have the two �elds considered here been combined and examined in

a quantitative fashion [35]. GO is quite attractive to the �eld of nano�uidics as the hy-

drated �lms have exceptionally con�ned interlayer spacings [35,132]. Transport of ions (and

indeed solvent) within GO continues to be an ongoing question which many authors are

attempting to come to grips with [19,132,142]. However the tantilizing accessability to this

relatively well-structured system allows experimenters to quickly access nano�uidic con-

�nement without the need to perform clean room based fabrication. Greater understanding

of nano�uidics can be quickly translated into large area membrane applications through

the use of this material. Ion transport in both conventional membrane form [130,132] and

planar form [35,143] have been examined. There are hints of large anisotropy in properties

due to the shape of GO sheets [113]. However since the system is so con�ned the equa-

tions that one uses to conventionally describe nano�uidics are potentially even less valid

in this case, studies up until this point have largely used molecular dynamics [19]. It is

unclear how the di�erences in concentration, pressure and electric potential might couple

and behave on this length scale where the channel size is typically smaller than the Debye

length and commensurate with the Bjerrum and Gouy-Chapman lengths.

2.2.4 Graphene oxide in this thesis

Initially GO is used in this work as a means to fabricate nanochannels for nano�uidic

investigations in chapters 4 and 5. From observations made in both those works GO was

then reduced and these investigations formed chapter 6. Finally the investigations turned

to the material itself, chapter 7 attempts to examine GO using nano�uidics to try to

understand some of its properties that have been overlooked in the literature.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Methodologies

3.1 Graphene oxide synthesis and concentration

The graphene oxide (GO) in this thesis was synthesized using Hummers' method and

concentrated into the nematic phase using SAP (super absorbent polymers). The technique

used in our laboratory is based o� work performed by Kovtyukhova [144] and utilizes

an additional pre-oxidation step to ensure completeness of the graphite oxidation. The

graphite used in the work performed for this thesis was Bay Carbon SP-1 grade 325 mesh

graphite powder.

The following procedure was performed; 5 g of potassium persulfate (Merck) and 5 g

of phosphorus pentoxide (Sigma Aldrich) were dissolved in 15mL of sulfuric acid heated

to 90 ◦C, once dissolved 10 g of graphite were added to the mixture and this was allowed

to stir at 80 ◦C for 4 hours. This pre-oxidized material was removed, washed until neutral

and then dried. 230mL of sulfuric acid (Univar 98%) was then placed in an ice bath along

with the dried pre-oxidized graphite. 30 g of potassium permanganate (Sigma Aldrich)

was slowly added to the mixture (ensuring that the reaction didn't warm more than a few

degrees above 0 ◦C), after which the reaction was held at 35 ◦C for 2 hours. Afterwards

the solution was diluted to a volume of 2L with deionized water and 25mL of hydrogen

peroxide solution (Merck 30%) was added to quench the reaction. The graphite oxide

was then washed with 1.7L of 10% hydrochloric acid solution (Univar 32%), to remove

the salts from the reaction and then a solution of sodium bicarbonate (Sigma Aldrich)

was added to neutralize the graphite oxide suspension. Here our methodology deviates

from Kovtyukhova's. The neutralization using sodium bicarbonate is novel and while

this introduces more undesirable ions into the graphite oxide at this point, in order to

form a high quality nematic phase GO an intensive washing step is required. No peaks

for sodium bicarbonate could be found in our resultant GO using Fourier transformed

infrared spectroscopy. The product was then washed three more times with deionized

water to remove the sodium bicarbonate. At this point the graphite oxide has a clay

like consistency and is brown in colour. Samples from this suspension were diluted again

1 : 2 with deionized water, sonicated for half an hour and centrifuged. This process is

repeated a number of times to produce a su�cient quantity of graphene oxide suspension.

Concentration was performed using SAP to remove water from the suspension leaving the
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GO in place. This procedure needed to be repeated a few times in order to concentrate

the suspension to the concentration used in these experiments, which was ∼ 30mg/mL.

Concentration of the resultant liquid crystal was measured by controlled dilution and

measurement of the characteristic peak at 230 nm using UV-Vis spectroscopy (Ocean

Optics USB4000).

It was possible that the nematic phase GO had agglomerations of even more concen-

trated GO within it, possibly due to a GO concentration gradient forming around the SAP

particles. In this event the GO was dispersed in a large volume of water and centrifuged

again. Any particulate matter was then removed before the concentration procedure was

repeated.
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3.2 Film formation and characterization

Figure 3.1: a) A �lm being formed by vacuum �ltration is prepared by using negative
pressure to pull solvent through a support membrane, on which the graphene oxide �akes
collect, b) a shear-aligned �lm of graphene oxide prepared by sweeping a doctor blade
across a substrate.

Two techniques are used to form GO �lms in the works in this thesis. Initially

vacuum �ltration was used, which is quite common in the literature [104,124,128,130,131].

Brie�y a dispersion of graphene oxide is prepared and pulled through a porous membrane

by negative pressure by applying a vacuum to the other side of the membrane (�gure

3.1a). The initial �lm formed is relatively disordered as the �ux through the membrane

is high [124], however as more sheets are deposited the �ux decreases and the individual

GO sheets deposit on the membrane in a more ordered manner. This method was used

to produce both free standing GO membranes from aqueous GO dispersions and free

standing RGO membranes from RGO dimethylformamide (DMF) dispersions. Obtaining

a large (r > 20mm) free standing membrane using either of these materials required the

deposition of a thick (around 50µm) layer so that the �lm had su�cient structural strength.

The process is limited by the size of �lter and also by the lengthy �ltration process. This is

particularly pronounced with GO which has a strong interaction with its solvent, a single

GO membrane can potentially take 48 hours of continuous �ltration to produce.

Following the work of Akbari et al. [125] an alternate method was used to form �lms

in the later works. By concentrating GO using superabsorbent polymer (SAP) to remove

water from the solution, very high concentrations of GO can be reached with relative ease.

Once concentrated into the nematic phase and sheared the GO sheets align and form an

ordered dense �lm as illustrated in �gure 3.1b. The blade of the doctor blade is rigid,

relatively thick and set such that the edge of the blade is ∼ 30µm above the surface of

the substrate. As the height of the blade (h) is small compared to it's velocity (v) the

resultant shear rate (γ̇) on the �uid is very high-

γ̇ =
v

h
. (3.1)

The applied shear on the liquid crystal results in the director �eld of the liquid crystal

being aligned perpendicular to the substrate. This creates long range molecular order in

the �lm which cannot be achieved using vacuum �ltration [125].
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3.2.1 Xurography patterning

Xurography comes from the graphic art world. Using a computer controlled cutter patterns

can be cut into thin polymeric �lms. The technique is rapid and allows cutting of structures

on the range of ∼ 10 − 100µm [145]. It �rst appeared in the literature as a method

for rapidly preparing micro-channels through the use of adhesive thin polymeric �lms

[145�147]. In the laboratory a Roland SV-8 Stika cutter was used to cut samples of

Metamark series 7 vinyl. This �lm has a thickness of approximately ∼ 100µm and a solvent

based acrylic adhesive. The lateral precision of the cutter was limited to approximately ∼
200µm due to di�erences in the step size of the motors and the friction between the rollers

and the substrate. An example of how an arbitrary pattern is prepared and transferred to

a glass slide is depicted in �gure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: At the top of this image a vinyl pattern has been prepared by the cutter. The
o�cuts have been removed using a weeding tool and the vinyl is still on its backing. In the
middle the pattern is being transferred using adhesive tape to hold the pattern in shape.
At the bottom the vinyl has been adhered to a glass microscope slide ready for being used
as a mould for a shear-aligned graphene oxide pattern.

3.2.2 Electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an invaluable tool to almost any experimentalist

working in the nanotechnology domain [148,149]. The technique provides surface informa-

tion with incredibly high resolution for samples which are relatively conductive (typically

GO, as it is quite insulating, requires a conductive coating) and can be performed relat-

ively swiftly with minimal preparation. Most SEM imaging in this thesis was performed

on an FEI Nova NanoSEM 450 FEGSEM. A typical image is depicted in �gure 3.3. Cross

sections in this work were performed by freezing a sample in liquid nitrogen and then shat-

tering it. The shards were adhered to an SEM stub using carbon tape and coated with a

thin layer of sputtered gold before imaging.
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Figure 3.3: This cross sectional image of a GO �lm has the typical layered microstructure
observed in this material. As GO is not very conductive charging is also evident on the
surface on the bottom.

3.2.3 Pro�lometry

Pro�lometry is a very popular technique used to examine substrates and surfaces [150,151].

The two varieties of pro�lometer used in this work are the standard stylus pro�lometer

(Ambios XP 200) which uses a small stylus to contact the material and the optical pro�lo-

meter (Bruker Contour GT-I) which uses a microscope and lasers to gather surface height

information. Standard pro�lometry moves a small, relatively sharp stylus across the sur-

face of the substrate. As the stylus strikes objects it de�ects and this de�ection is detected

by a laser. By moving the stylus at a constant speed simple 1D pro�les of the surface can

be made with a resolution around ∼ 10nm. Optical pro�lometry uses interference from

a laser rastered over the substrate to collect height information. The optical pro�lometer

is a more sophisticated instrument allowing 2D height maps to be collected and doesn't

risk damaging the sample as the method is contactless. Typically both pro�lometry tech-

niques have some di�culties with samples with particularly steep gradients and sudden

changes in feature height on the order of ∼ 10µm. The stylus can jam quite easily on

such a "large" feature and the laser based optical system's signal quality is quite poor.

These features can occur at �lm edges if the samples are prepared in a certain manner,

however the bulk of the �lm is well handled by these techniques which can swiftly provide

an abundance thickness and surface information. Pro�lometry was used extensively in this

thesis to examine patterns of GO.
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3.2.4 Four point probe

In the interest of being able to rapidly characterize �lm samples, a four point probe was

constructed to measure the sheet resistance of �lm samples. The four point probe is a

common technique used to study thin �lms where a set of four contacts in a line are

lowered onto the sample. The outer contacts apply a current (I) permitting the inner two

to measure the voltage drop (V ) between each other. As no current is �owing in these inner

contacts (approximately), the potential di�erence measured is purely the resistance of the

substrate and the contact resistance (which can be quite troublesome) is circumvented.

The relation which gives the sheet resistance (ρ�) of the material is remarkably simple

ρ� =
π

ln 2

V

I
. (3.2)

An issue encountered in this work was that the probe size was relatively large com-

pared to the �lm dimensions. The equation above is formulated assuming that the �lm

is an in�nitely large sheet [152] relative to the probe, however in this case the sheet has

a de�nite �nite size which reduces its conductance leading to the sheet resistance being

overestimated. It is necessary to then apply an adjustment factor to allow for its �nite

geometry [153].

While measuring the sheet resistance doesn't provide chemical information in the way

infrared spectroscopy or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy could, it does provide an idea

of the level of reduction in the �lm and allows rapid comparison between samples, since

in some of the studies performed here conductivity was a more useful metric than exact

chemical composition. The �rst probe constructed was a rigid probe using circuit board

pin contacts. For thicker samples (> 10µm) this probe performed admirably connected to

a Agilent (B2900) source measurement unit. For thinner samples a Jandal 4-point probe

station was used.

3.2.5 Polarized light studies

GO exhibits two optical properties which are leveraged here to provide information on the

molecular ordering of a suspension or �lm. These properties are inherited from its parent

material graphite due to the fact that the two have very similar molecular ordering [141].

The �rst is birefringence which means the materials have two refractive indices. The second

is di-attenuation which is the di�erential transmission of light through a material. This is

to say that light of di�ering polarities will be transmitted in di�erent amounts through the

material. This anisotropic optical structure is due to the lack of symmetry between the

wide sheets of graphite and the layered out of plane stacked structure. These properties

enable GO samples to be investigated on an LC-Polscope [126,154], whose (rather complex)

mechanism is described here [155, 156]. The bene�t is that one can very swiftly gather

images of the in-plane ordering of the GO sheets.

Measurements of the �lm's slow axis (as shown in �gure 3.4) are used in this thesis

to give a measure of the ordering of GO sheets in the �lm's structure. The slow axis is the

(apparent) azimuth, which is also the angle of the sheet's normal vector when projected
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into the image plane. Critically when a sheet lies �at in the plane (and perpendicular

to the light beam) no measurement can be made as the system has no optical anisotropy

in this state. It is necessary to assume that this is the only anisotropy present in the

sample, despite individual sheets exhibiting additional anisotropies [126]. The system is

very sensitive so only small angles of inclination away from the �at plane are needed to show

some anisotropy. Thus darker regions in �gure 3.4 are indicative of two things- the sheets

are lying perpendicular to the light beam in that region and/or the �lm is signi�cantly

thinner at that point, thus producing a far smaller signal. Given the uniformity of the

�lm the former seems more likely than the latter. Thus we can begin to get an idea of the

structure of the GO sheets. As the hue is almost the same everywhere we can conclude that

the GO sheets are all tilted in roughly the same direction. Variances in the hue are likely

to be due to changes in the inclination angle, so the sheets' orientation at a molecular level

is slightly wavy. This indicates a very high level of molecular order. This is measurable by

an order parameter S which is given by

S = 〈2 cosφ2 − 1〉 (3.3)

where φ is the angle between the azimuth at a particular measured point and the average

azimuth. Films produced using shear aligned methods can have incredibly high order

parameters S ∼ 1 [125].

Figure 3.4: A slow axis alignment image of a shear-cast graphene oxide �lm. The edge of
the �lm is visible on the right. The slow axis scale is the angle of the azimuth from the
x-axis.
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3.3 Ion transport studies

Ion transport is probably the easiest and thus the �rst experiment one can do with a nan-

o�uidic system. It can provide fundamental nano�uidic characteristics about the system

under investigation, particularly the region of concentration which is surface charge gov-

erned. This gives an experimenter an idea whether their experiment will show non-bulk

behaviour at a particular concentration. Other studies, such as applying a pressure or con-

centration gradient can often prove to be di�cult to intepret as while electronics excel at

sensitive detection, equivalent techniques for detecting these miniscule �ow rates or subtle

changes in concentration can often require bulky equipment and specialist expertise. By

placing a pair of electrodes in reservoirs either side of the nano�uidic system and applying a

potential, the �ux of ions is easily measured as the current passing through the electrodes.

Currents greater than picoamps are detectable with relatively common laboratory equip-

ment. This experimental setup also allows access to a host of electrochemical techniques,

such as impedance spectroscopy, which provide even more information about the system.

Regardless of the device design ion transport was studied on a Keithley 6403 sub-

femto amp source measurement unit (SMU) in a Faraday cage with a custom purpose

written Labview program, the setup is described in �gure 3.5. At a later point in the

research in order to increase sample throughput this was combined with a 4 channel relay

switch which enabled 4 samples to be measured in a time sharing manner without the need

to unplug anything or open the faraday cage, this modi�ed setup is laid out in �gure 3.6.

This improved setup radically eased the task of reproducibility and control in experiments

as multiple samples could be tested simultaneously.

Keithley

6403 SMU

Ag/AgCl

Electrodes

Computer

with

Labview

Figure 3.5: The basic setup for conducting ion current measurements in a sensitive system

Keithley

6403 SMU

Relay switch

Ag/AgCl

Electrodes

Computer

with

Labview

Figure 3.6: With the addition of a relay switch more samples could be handled simul-
taneously. While the relay switch does increase the impedance of the circuit the relative
di�erence is negligible as the sample impedance is simply so high.
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The need arose for the custom Labview program after the provided program showed

some anomalous results (see �gure 3.7) which turned out to be due to the SMU changing

measurement ranges during an experiment. The original software o�ered very limited

control of the SMU's measuring parameters (delay between application of a signal and

measurement of the system's response, etc.) so to investigate this anomaly new software

was written.

Figure 3.7: Two distinct gradients are observable here which was �rst incorrectly inter-
preted as some sort of potential dependent gating or switching present in the GO. However
it was in fact found to be an artefact of the measuring equipment when current measure-
ment ranges were swapped. Following this further study of the measuring equipment and
development of our own Labview program to control the SMU was necessary.
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3.4 Electrochemical techniques

Electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic charge/discharge and

impedance spectroscopy were performed on a Biologic VSP using Ag/AgCl electrodes from

BASi.

Cyclic voltammetry is typically used to investigate electrochemical systems such as

batteries [157], supercapacitors [112,158] and functionalized electrodes acting as sensors or

functional coatings [159]. In cyclic voltammetry the voltage is swept at a certain rate from

an initial potential to another and then returned to the initial state. This procedure is

performed multiple times and it provides, in the case of supercapacitors which is relevant

to chapter 6, information about the amount of charge stored, some information about the

kinetics of the process and provides evidence of the mechanism of charge storage (whether

there are faradaic reactions present or that most of the charge is stored in the electric

double layer).

Galvanotstatic charge/discharge experiments provide matching information to cyclic

voltammetry experiments. In this case a constant current is applied (often this is stated

in terms of a current density) until the system has reached a certain potential. Then

the reverse current is applied returning the system to its original state. Galvanostatic

charge/discharge experiments show, in well behave supercapacitors, the resistive loss of the

capacitor during discharge and are frequently used to demonstrate the long term stability

of a supercapacitor [111,112].

Finally electrochemical impedance spectroscopy provides a host of information open

for analysis about the impedance of the system as a function of an applied AC perturba-

tion's frequency. By examining how a system's impedance behaves at di�erent frequencies

models can be developed and matched to the data to try to describe and understand the

various interfaces and resistances in a system. A classic example for an electrode, such

as the Ag/AgCl electrodes used in these experiments is a Randles circuit [160]. This is

modelled using two resistances Rsol and Rct, a capacitance Cedl and a Warburg impedance

modelling the di�usion limitation of a system W . Rsol is the resistance of the electrolyte,

Rct is the resistance required to transfer charge across the interface, the capacitance Cedl

describes the dynamic behaviour of the electric double layer under this perturbation (which

is quite well approximated with just a capacitor). The Randles circuit is depicted in �gure

3.8a and its plot of its impedance spectrum given as a Nyquist plot is in �gure 3.8b.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: a) The Randles circuit is an equivalent circuit model of an electrochemical
interface such as where the electrolyte meets the electrode. W on the schematic refers
to the Warburg impedance. b) The Nyquist plot of a Randles circuit plots the real im-
pedance (Zre) against the imaginary impedance (Zim) which gives a visualization of how
the impedance changes with frequency. At high frequencies the impedance of the system
approaches Rsol, the lower frequencies are dominated by the Warburg element indicated
by the 45◦ slope of the line at high values of Zre.
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3.5. STATE OF THE ART NANOFLUIDIC FABRICATION

3.5 State of the art nano�uidic fabrication

It merits discussion at this point to consider the current state of the art techniques research-

ers are using to probe nano�uidic systems. Traditional silicon/photolithography based

systems [36,37,44] have been extended down to channel heights of 2nm [161]. These have

been used to perform fundamental demonstrations of nano�uidic properties [36, 44] and

also to produce devices for various applications [37]. Na�on is another popular [59, 162]

choice for researchers as the pore size is small ∼ 5nm and Na�on is known to have large

number of ionizable functional groups at its surface. Typically Na�on is injected into mi-

crometer scale features and allowed set leaving a nanoscopically porous structure behind,

as it cannot be as accurately handled Na�on has remained on the application side of nano-

�uidics. Extensive work performed by Tybrandt and Gabrielson [67,68,72,75] in patterning

polymeric bipolar membranes has enabled iontronic style applications of nano�uidic-like

planar devices. These techniques describe planar systems which could see application in

lab-on-a-chip style devices such as protein concentration [55] and other applications.

Membrane-like systems are more troublesome [85] to integrate into compact devices

but allow scalable of applications of nano�uidics (such as desalination and osmotic power

generation). Initial works on single conical nanopores [70, 163] have lead to interesting

applications of the pores as sensors [73] and using arrays of pores as a demonstration

of energy extraction from thermal noise [164]. Since these �ndings nanopores have been

drilled into substrates using various techniques- heavy ions [70], focussed ion beam [165],

eletrochemical etching [166], to name a few. Studies on isolated single nanotubes have

recently emerged as a highly successful method for demonstrating fantastic nano�uidic

properties [24, 30]. While studies like this and others [166] demonstrate promising results

these platforms are not easily scaled, furthermore there is some evidence that these e�ects

may not extrapolate linearly to larger scales [165].

GO with its numerous functional groups may prove to be a new nano�uidic element

for on chip sample pre-concentration and other applications if methods can be found to

incorporate the material into the standard fabrication process. On the other hand thanks

to the scalability o�ered by GO shear aligned membranes studies performed here can be

brought to much larger scales as well.
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3.6 Use of the experimental techniques in this thesis

Ion transport studies are a common theme throughout this thesis and used extensively in

each of the coming chapters. Chapter 4 is the only chapter that makes use of GO �lms

produced using vacuum �ltration, all other chapters take advantage of the superior mo-

lecular ordering of shear-aligned nematic phase GO �lms. Chapter 5 examines patterns

of GO �lms and characterizes them using pro�lometry, polarized light microscopy and

electron microscopy. Chapter 6 uses a four point probe and electrochemical techniques

to characterize the studies performed on RGO �lm samples. Chapter 7 uses ion trans-

port measurements extensively and cross sectioning on a scanning electron microscope to

estimate the thickness of a shear aligned GO layer on its porous support.
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Chapter 4

Graphene based ion recti�er using

macroscale geometric asymmetry

4.1 Introduction

In this initial work we found an interesting recti�cation phenomenon in geometrically asym-

metric �lm samples of graphene oxide. Our investigations began as an extension of work

performed by Raidongia [35] and the fabrication technique used in this work is based upon

Raidongia's. Development of a switch-like element would be quite important if circuit-

like implementations of nano�uidics were to be developed. This recti�er is an attractive

combination of planar design and uses of PDMS, which is ubiquitous in micro�uidics re-

search. It could be useful future projects where micro�uidic interconnections might be

used to connect di�erent planar elements together. Biosensors based on recti�ers have

been demonstrated [73] and remain a driving force in applications of nano�uidic research.

In the end this project served to highlight the complexity of the �eld, as even now, the ex-

act nature of the recti�cation mechanism observed here remains elusive. From the ∼ 1nm

pores to �lm samples on the scale of centimetres, the device, while deceptively simple, has

important interactions occurring on vastly di�erent length scales. Self assembled struc-

tures such as graphene oxide enable researchers to easily and rapidly study highly con�ned

systems.

In terms of this thesis this work served as its �rst iontronic component and was to

lead, after improved fabrication techniques were developed in chapter 5, to the inside-out

super capacitor in chapter 6 which serves as the only iontronic capactor in the literature.

The following work was published in APL Materials in 2014.
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Ion rectification is the asymmetrical conduction of ions through a system under dif-
ferent polarities of applied potentials. In this article we report the finding of a novel
form of ion rectification in graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (RGO)
films which act as an ensemble array of nanochannels. Rectification is imparted
by introducing geometric asymmetry in fluidic inlets to the counter-ion selective
nanochannels of GO/RGO which creates asymmetry in the enrichment/depletion ef-
fects at the macro-/nano-interface. The devices are made simply by cutting a GO
or RGO film into a trapezoid and sealing the film within a Polydimethylsiloxane
block so that fluid may only enter through one of two inlets. These devices exhibit
rectification ratios larger than 20 (in 1 mM NaCl) while operating at modest volt-
ages [−1 V, +1 V]. © 2014 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise
noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4894499]

Microfluidic technologies have the potential to revolutionize analytical sciences by reducing
the volume requirement for fluids, providing faster response time-scales, and simplifying large
scale parallelization.1, 2 Several technologies are very mature and some are commercially available,
however fluidic systems combining micro- and nano-structures are still in their infancy3, 4 underlining
that several scientific phenomena that traverse these scales are yet to be fully understood. Nanoscale
fluidic systems5 involving fluid flow across or through structures with one of the dimensions less
than 100 nm can exhibit interesting surface charge governed properties.6 In these circumstances the
Debye length

λD =
√

εkB T

e2
∑

i z2
i ci

(1)

(where ε is the permittivity of the material, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature,
e is the charge of an electron, zi is the valency of ion i, and ci is the bulk concentration of ion
i) begins to encroach upon or exceed the characteristic dimension of the nanofluidic device. In
such an environment the fluidic properties of ionic solutions deviate from that of the bulk, exhibit-
ing surface charge dependent ionic conduction and in more complex systems rectification of ion
currents.7–9

Ion rectifiers are artificial analogues of biological ion-channels, which are intracellular pores in
cell membranes that aid communication and signaling by being permeable to ionic species; they are
intimately involved in the complex machinery of our thought, movement, heartbeat, response, and
well-being.10 Among numerous functions, ion-channels have the ability to respond to electric fields
leading to changes in ion current flowing through the channel. A very typical example is rectification

aElectronic mail:
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FIG. 1. GO/RGO-based nanofluidic devices: (a) Schematic of the device illustrating the continuous sheet structure of the
GO/RGO films made from smaller microplates which are embedded in PDMS. The electrolyte reservoirs have not been
included for clarity. The inset shows a scanning electron microscope image of the cross-section of a typical RGO film
highlighting the layered 2D structure. (b) An image of a completed device used in our experiments. (c) An image of the
bottom of a device with the asymmetric (trapezoidal) RGO film in view.

where a change in the polarity of the electric field can produce drastic change in the amount of ion
current being supported by the pores.11

Developing structurally more robust, synthetic analogues to these complex biological systems
is an area of growing interest. We draw attention to three types of artificial systems which describe
rectification of ions.12 The conical nanopore is a system where a conical pore provides the path
through a membrane, at the narrow end the length scale is usually less than 20 nm,8 at the wider
end the length scale is often on the order of micrometers. The cause of rectification in nanopores
has been the subject of much debate,12–14 however the asymmetry of the pore is important to
how the rectification is achieved. The track etching method14 using accelerated heavy ions, laser
pulling of quartz nanopippettes,15 or the electron beam stimulated decomposition of silicon nitride
membranes16 illustrates the difficulty in fabricating these nanopores.

Systems that have asymmetrical distributions of surface charge density are the closest analogue
to a diode in the nanofluidic domain.9 Defining regions within the nanochannel with different surface
charges has, however, proven to be experimentally challenging but has been realized.17 These systems
rely on an asymmetrical potential field inside the nanochannel, which produces asymmetry in their
ion transport behavior.

More recently7 it has been found that geometrically and electrically symmetrical systems with
asymmetric concentrations in electrolyte will also rectify ionic current. Regarding these rectifying
properties the ion enrichment/depletion phenomenon4 is of direct relevance. This occurs due to
an imbalance in the ion currents inside the nanochannel and just outside the nanochannel (in the
bulk fluid). As a result of these effects counter-ions and co-ions will enrich at one end of the
nanochannel (together) and deplete at the opposing end. When the electrolyte in each reservoir is of
different concentrations an asymmetry occurs in the enrichment/depletion effects which can cause
large sections of the nanochannel to deplete or enrich with ions and the nanochannel to rectify.
The asymmetry in this scenario is suggested to be equivalent to an asymmetry in a nanochannel’s
potential and both effects lead to rectifying transport of ions.7 In addition to these examples, more
exotic systems such as rectification using electromechanical macromolecular tethers attached to the
entrances of carbon nanotubes18 or the use of steric hinderance of large ions in the confines of a
carbon nanotube19 have also been reported.

In a recent publication3 researchers have demonstrated that surface charge governed conduction
is exhibited in a layered film of graphene oxide (GO). GO and reduced GO (RGO) in their film forms
are layered structures of many individual GO/RGO flakes, see Figure 1(a), and offer ion transport
pathways between these flakes. The flakes themselves are a few layers of graphitic crystals decorated
in oxygen bearing functional groups (carboxyls, alcohols, and carbonyls).20 Although the material is
by no means a precision fabricated nanochannel it offers significant advantages over nanofabrication
methods such as the enormous ensemble of nanochannels, their characteristic height ∼1 nm3, 21, 22

and the ease (and cost) at which such a device can be produced. Here we report that a structural
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asymmetry in the ensemble nanochannels of GO or mildly reduced GO can rectify ion current with
rectification ratios exceeding 20.

A schematic of the device in Figure 1(a) along with an image of a working device in Figure 1(b)
are provided to give the general form of the device. The asymmetry is created by cutting the GO or
RGO film into a trapezoidal shape which is shown in Figure 1(c) and connecting the ends of the film
to large fluidic reservoirs. The length of the films used in our experiments had dimensions on the
order of mm with the large inlet ∼2–10 mm and a small inlet ∼0.5–4 mm whilst the thickness was
∼30–50 μm. The fabrication method is similar to a previous report;3 however rectification behavior
was not observed in those structurally symmetric devices. The ion transport is measured across the
length of the film where the ions move in parallel to the GO/RGO sheets.

GO was produced using modified Hummer’s method. For producing mildly reduced GO (RGO),
0.3 g of GO were dissolved in 50 ml of water and reduced in solution with 0.5 g of sodium borohy-
dride at 100 ◦C for ∼2 h. The resultant solution was then washed with deionized (DI) water, filtered,
and dried. Samples of RGO were then weighed, dispersed in 90 mL Dimethylformamide (DMF) and
10 mL DI water and ultrasonicated until well dispersed. The dispersions were then vacuum filtered
onto nylon membranes, dried, and removed. To make the devices a base layer of Polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS) was cured first for the GO/RGO samples to be placed on. The film samples were then
cut using a scalpel and carefully placed on the PDMS base and then additional PDMS was poured on
top, to embed the sample in a PDMS block. Once cured the embedded films were plasma bonded to
glass slides which act as the base of the device, ends of the film were cut open, small holes were cut
into the PDMS, wells for the electrolyte were placed on top of the holes and glued into place with
more PDMS. The devices then had their wells filled with electrolyte and allowed to wet for at least
24 h. All I/V measurements were conducted on Keithley 6430 sub femptoamp SMU using Ag/AgCl
electrodes (BASi, IN, USA) and inside a Faraday cage. Before each test, devices had their open cir-
cuit potential checked to ensure that the potential within the devices did not fluctuate at a rate greater
than 10 mV/h. For preliminary testing of the GO devices, we used DI water as the electrolyte, which
has a conductivity of 0.067–0.1 μS/cm according to the manufacturer of the system (equivalent
concentration of ∼0.6 μM NaCl). Experiments on RGO devices used 1mM NaCl unless otherwise
stated.

Initially experiments were carried out on GO devices and the I-V characteristics have an
apparent trend between the inlet ratio of the device and its corresponding rectification ratio as shown
in Figure 2(a). Although these experiments demonstrate the proof-of-concept, we must note that
the GO devices were structurally unstable because of the solubility of GO. Further investigations
were conducted using RGO because of its higher stability in aqueous solutions. Mild reduction was
selected because it was hypothesized that extreme reducing treatments would drastically reduce the
material’s surface charge, restack the exfoliated sheets by strong van der Waals interactions, and
render it difficult to wet. It is expected that the mildly reduced GO inter-layer distance is smaller
than observed for GO and would be ∼4–8 Å21, 22 when dry.

Figure 2(b) demonstrates the key rectifying behavior (using an RGO film) and shows the
dramatic difference in I-V behavior of a symmetrical (rectangular, inlets size 3.0 mm, length
5.0 mm, thickness 40 μm) and asymmetric (trapezoidal, inlets sizes were 2.6 mm and 0.6mm, length
7 mm, thickness 40 μm) fluidic devices. The inlet ratio of the trapezoidal system was 4.3 in this
experiment. The rectification ratios for the trapezoidal and rectangular devices were 20.4 ± 0.2 and
0.847 ± 0.002, respectively. In its conventional definition,23 the rectification ratio of the trapezoidal
system varies widely from 53.3 at 1 V to 16.4 at 0.5 V. Here we calculated the rectification ratio by the
ratio of the gradients of lines of best fit fitted to the data at positive and negative applied potentials, this
gradient based definition should make comparisons between different systems in our experiments
more consistent. Below we will discuss the transient effects of I-V characteristics which are domi-
nant at negative potentials but because of these effects the negative range was truncated to [−0.8 V,
0 V] to determine the rectification ratio. The offset from 0 A at 0 V applied potential and the deviation
of the rectangular system’s rectification ratio from 1 is attributed to capacitive-like hysteresis in the
I-V characteristics. This is confirmed by conducting cyclic voltammetry tests on the rectangular sys-
tem at multiple scan rates which shows hysteresis curves which shrink as the scan rate is decreased
(Figure 2(c)). Although more prominent in the case of the rectangular systems because of the larger
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FIG. 2. Transport properties of GO/RGO-based nanofluidic devices: (a) The I/V characteristics of GO-based devices.
(b) The I/V characteristics of trapezoidal and rectangular RGO-based devices. (c) Cyclic voltammetry plots of a rectangular
device illustrating the system’s capacitive-like hysteresis. (d) The pH behavior of a typical trapezoidal system. The increase in
conductivity at low pH is attributed to the addition of the H+ ions and the comparatively low concentration of the electrolyte.19

current it supports, both kinds of systems (rectangular and trapezoidal) displayed some transient,
scan rate dependent behavior that causes the systems to move away from ideal operation. As these
systems were scanned typically from −1 V to +1 V the initial behavior (i.e., the behavior around
−1 V) is attributed to transient effects, hence our choice of the potential window [−0.8 V, 0 V] for
calculating the rectification ratio.

To investigate whether the rectification effect was related to the surface charge of the nanochan-
nels, the effect of pH on the rectification behavior was studied at two pHs, one above the pKa (∼4) of
carboxylic acid groups (pH 7) and one below that (pH 2). The results in Figure 2(d) confirm that the
rectification behavior is related to the surface charge however the change in conduction due to the
presence of H+ ions also contributes to this effect. In this typical experiment, the rectification ratio
changed from 13.1 ± 0.1 at pH 7, when the carboxylic acids groups are deprotonated to 0.754 ±
0.004 at pH 2, when they are protonated. Based on this evidence, we can conclude that rectification
is due to a combination of nanoscale surface charge effects (Figure 2(d)) and macroscale geometric
asymmetry (Figure 2(b)), both are necessary for these devices to function.

The mechanism of rectification observed here differs from those reported in the following
ways: the surface charge on GO/RGO is uniformly distributed throughout the film so ignoring the
edge effects, one can say that the surface potential is uniform throughout the film, the electrolyte
is symmetrical at either end and the nanochannel’s characteristic dimension is reasonably uniform
throughout the films. A model describing our proposed mechanism of rectification is shown in
Figure 3.

It is known that the concentration of counter ions will exceed the concentration of co-ions in
the surface charge dominated nanochannel region, for a symmetrical monovalent electrolyte of A+
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FIG. 3. The states of the nanofluidic devices due to applied potentials: Here only counter-ions are illustrated as they
dominate this effect. The fields of red negative charges represent the surface charge on the film. The arrows at the interfaces
give an indication of the relative magnitudes of the counter-ion currents at the end regions of the nanochannel. In (a) the
nanochannel is in depletion, whereas in (b) the nanochannel is enriched with counter ions.

and B− they are related by

[A+]nano = α[B−]nano, α > 1. (2)

The following relations are found between the ion currents of the “macro” (bulk) and “nano”
(within the nanochannel) interfaces at each end region of a negatively charged nanochannel (marked
by dotted lines in Figure 3):4

i A+
macro =

(
μA+ + μB−/α

μA+ + μB−

)
· i A+

nano (3)

and

i B−
macro =

(
μB− + α · μA+

μA+ + μB−

)
· i B−

nano, (4)

where i A+
macro is the counter-ion current outside of the nanochannel, i A+

nano is the counter-ion current
inside of the nanochannel, μA+ is the electrophoretic mobility of the counter-ion and the co-ion,
B−, symbols follow analogously. Since α > 1 it follows that: i A+

nano > i A+
macro. Depending on the

direction of the applied potential relative to the interface at either end of the channel this will result
in enrichment or depletion of ion A+ in the nanochannel’s end regions. For example, for a negatively
charged nanochannel, the enrichment will occur at the cathode (−ve electrode).

If it is assumed that the electric field within the nanochannel is relatively constant then it follows
that the counter-ion currents in the nanochannel can be described by

i A+
nano, large = zFEnano SlargeμA+[A+]nano, (5)

and

i A+
nano, small = zFEnano SsmallμA+ [A+]nano, (6)

where z is the valency, F is the Faraday constant, Enano is the electric field within the nanochannel,
Slarge is the cross-sectional area of the large end of the trapezoid, and Ssmall the smaller. Then it
follows simply that

i A+
nano, large

Snano, large
= i A+

nano, small

Snano, small
, (7)

which gives most importantly i A+
nano, large > i A+

nano, small . This effectively results in the entire nanochan-
nel behaving like the small end region. When the large end goes into ion enrichment, more counter-
ions are being removed from the nanochannel than are able to enter it at the small end, and the
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entire channel becomes counter-ion depleted (Figure 3(a)). In the opposing case (Figure 3(b)) the
depletion of the larger end results in the enrichment of counter-ions within the nanochannel due
to the difference between the two inlet ion currents. When the channel is enriched the device is
in forward mode and the nanochannel conducts a greater number of ions, when it is depleted
the device is in reverse mode and the nanochannel’s current shrinks to current values as small as
∼10 nA (Figure 2(b)).

It is important to note that there is an additional assumption here: the counter-ion concentration
is large compared to the co-ion concentration (α is large). This is quite important to establish
rectification because the exact opposite occurs with the B− ions. If the co-ion current could be
considered much smaller than the counter-ion current then clearly the hypothesis stated seems to
correctly describe and give an understanding of this effect. This assumption is in agreement with
findings24 where co-ions were shown to have very small permeability in nanochannels compared to
counter-ions, particularly where the electric double layer is predicted to have a large overlap (in this
case the characteristic height is ∼1 nm and the Debye length for 1 mM NaCl is ∼10 nm).

In the pH data (Figure 2(c)) it is observed that reduction in surface charge disabled the device’s
rectifying capability. Since protonating the functional groups on the RGO effectively reduces α, the
results in Figure 2(c) agree with our proposed model. A decrease in pH would effectively increase
the co-ion permeability of the nanochannel. Additionally it does not stop the pH 2 system exhibiting
the enrichment/depletion phenomena, only that there is insufficient difference in co-/counter-ion
current to cause rectification.

The device in its functionality is most similar to an asymmetric concentration rectifier, in which
depletion or enrichment zones are created at the inlets of the nanochannel. Depending on the applied
bias, the device will allow the enrichment/depletion state of the smaller end of the nanochannel to
affect the entire nanochannel structure, enriching or depleting it. The mechanism appears to simply
depend on the fact that the device has asymmetry in the ion currents through the two inlets, when
they are sufficiently different the rectification can occur. Such a physical re-arrangement of ions
over millimeters of material also would take some appreciable time (given the modest values of ion
mobilities in water) which agrees with the scan-rate anomalies observed in these systems. Whilst
this is by no means a conclusive understanding of the scan-rate dependence it does suggest reasons
as to why it may be occurring.

In conclusion a new cause of ion rectification has been demonstrated and a basic model moti-
vating its existence has been proposed. The effect depends on the surface charge and the dimensions
of the nanochannels of a layered GO/RGO structure which makes the nanochannels counter-ion
selective, while the relative difference in size of the device inlets causes the depletion/enrichment
effects to affect the entire nanochannel which causes large asymmetry in the ion-transport behavior.
This work shows the ease at which devices can be made which exhibit complex nanofluidic phenom-
ena. By additional chemical modification additional functionality like biochemical sensing could be
achieved and even larger rectification ratios could also be realized.

The authors acknowledge funding from Australian Research Council (LP 110100612 and DP
110100082). The authors acknowledge use of facilities within the Monash Centre for Electron
Microscopy.
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Chapter 5

The patterning of graphene oxide

liquid crystals

5.1 Introduction

While materials and simple structures, such as membranes [125] and �bres [167,168] have

been prepared from graphene oxide (GO) liquid crystals there are many potential ap-

plications in being able to pattern the liquid crystals on a substrate. Works such as El-

Kady's [111] have attracted signi�cant attention and could potentially be further improved

with the more ordered microstructure of GO liquid crystals. Within the �elds of micro-

and nano�uidics one of the more di�cult task in fabrication is incorporating membrane

structures into conventional lab-on-a-chip like devices [85]. While there are many tech-

niques suggested in the literature [162, 169�171], the problem remains open to signi�cant

improvement.

Controllably patterning nano�uidic components on large scale could enable the micro-

scopic phenomena of this regime, such as recti�cation, to be used in more complex circuit-

based systems. Being able to scale nano�uidic systems such as Siria's boron nitride nan-

otube experiment [30] or the more recent studies on molybdenum disul�de nanopores [166]

would have enormous implications for the until now relatively inaccessable energy associ-

ated with salination. Access to nano�uidic phenomena typically requires photolithographic

approaches [36,37] such as etching shallow silicon trenches [40,161]. One of the issues with

this is that even at trench depths of ∼ 100nm many of the e�ects of nano�uidics remain

weak and perform well only at very low concentrations. This is a direct consequence of the

scaling of the Debye and Dukhin lengths discussed in chapter 2.

There are methods that take advantage of molecular tube-like structures such as

carbon nanotubes [172] and boron nitride nanotubes [30]. Commonly these techniques grow

the tubes in place and then fabricate structures onto them to isolate the inlets and outlets.

This has allowed some intriguing fundamental studies of nano�uidic transport in these

systems which due to the simple geometry can be approximated or partially analytically

solved using the Poisson Nernst-Planck equations [24,30,173]. Whilst insightful the results

found in these systems are di�cult to scale to larger membrane like systems. Even carbon
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nanotube membranes have not been able to completely follow in the success of studies on

individual tubes.

The conical nanopore is a highly successful geometry in nano�uidic studies. They

are commonly made by either track-etching a defect in a membrane (created by a linear

particle accelerator) or more accessably by studying glass or quartz nanopipettes [174,175].

The production of membranes with multiple defects has allowed this geometry to scale to

a variety of applications [76] but isolated nanopores have proven to be highly interesting

for detection of nanoparticles, particularly DNA [176�179].

The �nal method, which is most closely associated with this work here is to take an

existing structure whose pore size falls into the required size range for nano�uidics, such

as Na�on [162,180]. Two dimensional materials are quite interesting for this �eld of study,

as they self-assemble into a disordered stack of 2D channels. Patterning membrane-like

structures is an attractive approach as it takes advantage of the self-assembly of the mem-

brane, is scalable and doesn't require photolithography or complex fabrication techniques.

Recently it was demonstrated [35] that one can use the layered structure of GO as a rapid

and easy way to self-assemble a large network of nanochannels. Other two dimensional

materials however remain relatively un-explored (vermiculite [181] being the only other ma-

terial studied in this manner that the author has come across) but there's great promise

in these materials in bringing nano�uidics to larger scales.

There's been signi�cant interest within separation science in graphene and graphene-

like materials such as GO [130, 131]. Other studies demonstrating energy harvesting via

streaming currents [2], curious permeation of ions [130] and brand new electrokinetic phe-

nomena [182] suggest that further investigation is warranted. Whilst numerous patterning

techniques in the literature work directly with graphene itself [183�185] for a variety of

purposes there are advantages in using these derivatives like GO to pattern [186], such

as the ability to process the nanosheets in solution [104] and as found more recently the

ability of GO to form aqueous lyotropic nematic liquid crystals [137,187].

In this chapter the patterning is produced using moulds, fabricated using a vinyl

cutter, into which a nematic phase GO liquid crystal was placed and then sheared. The

patterned cutting of vinyl and other polymer �lms or xurography [145] has been commonly

used in the literature to design micro�uidic platforms [146, 147] made from polymer �lms

and is attractive because it allows rapid fabrication without the need for photolithography

- it has not previously been used in conjunction with nano�uidic systems.

Once the desired �lm shape is produced the GO can be hydrated and its interesting

nano�uidic transport properties [130,131,188] can be studied. In addition to ion transport

studies these �lms have potential applications such as planar electrodes (when suitably

reduced) for energy storage [189] and chemical and biological sensing [190], integration

as membranes on lab-on-a-chip devices [59], strain sensors [191] and in capillary electro-

chromatography. This work demonstrates the promise GO o�ers for rapid, simple and

industrially scalable nano�uidics that could be integrated on to lab-on-a-chip type applic-

ations.
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Figure 5.1: Fabrication procedure for making a patterned �lm and then a PDMS based
device. 1) A vinyl mould is cut using a plotter cutter, 2) The vinyl is adhered to a glass
substrate, 3) GO is spread over the vacancy in the mould and is sheared using a doctor
blade, 4) PDMS is cast over the device and quickly set at 150 ◦C, 5) The ends of the �lm
are opened with a mechanical blade, 6) Reservoirs are bonded on top of exposed ends and
are �lled with electrolyte.

5.2 Experimental methods

This section examines the fabrication of GO patterns using xurographic techniques. The

techniques used to characterize the patterns in terms of their microstructure, resolution and

�delity are discussed. Finally the GO patterns are fabricated into planar nano�uidic devices

to demonstrate surface charge governed conduction. The conditions of these experiments

are detailed.

5.2.1 Fabrication of patterns

Patterns were created using software and cut into an adhesive vinyl �lm using a Roland

SV-8 Stika cutter. The vinyl used was Metamark series 7 vinyl with a solvent based acrylic

adhesive. The pattern was then adhered to a glass microscope slide. From there GO is

cast into the mould and once dry the mould is removed leaving the GO pattern in place.

A schematic of this process is given in �gure 5.1. The shear casting procedure using GO

was pioneered in Akbari et al. [125] but using a doctor blade to shear mixtures has been

experimentally explored extensively for slurries [192�194] and theoretically [195,196]. The

GO is placed on a smooth substrate and the doctor blade is swept over the liquid crystal

shearing it. The height of the doctor blade is set to be ∼ 30µm above the vinyl substrate,

which has a thickness of ∼ 100µm. Speed analysis of the blade was performed by �lming
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Figure 5.2: Binary image analysis conversion of a) an 0.8 mm square, b) 1.5 mm square,
c) a 10 mm circle with a tearing defect and d) a pristine 10 mm circle, please note that
analysis considered only continuous bodies over a certain area threshold so that blotches
such as those present in c) and d) were not analyzed by the software.

the user when performing the casting action. The �lms taken were then analysed to yield

a rough speed at which the blade moves at when it is over the sample. From 5 tests the

average velocity was found to be 1.7 ± 0.1m.s−1. Given a height of ∼ 130µm from the

bottom of the blade to the glass substrate the shear rate experienced by the GO at the

glass interface is about ∼ 13000 s−1.

5.2.2 Film characterization techniques

Film thickness and roughness

To characterize the shape, height and roughness of the �lms, pro�lometry of the GO �lms

was performed on an Ambios XP 200 (stylus pro�lometer) and a Bruker Contour GT-

I (optical pro�lometer). A typical measurement of considerable importance to a large

number of �elds is the thickness of a GO �lm. Most researchers opt for a cross section of

the �lm prepared either by focussed ion beam or liquid nitrogen shattering of the membrane

and its support (as done in [125]). As the �lms in this work have been typically deposited

on glass substrates which are relatively clean and smooth optical pro�lometry and stylus

pro�lometry can gather signi�cantly more data than SEM imaging of a cross section.

Molecular ordering was also examined using an LC-Polscope, which is described in chapter

3.
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Shape and �delity characterization

Binary image analysis (BIA) was used to examine the patterns and how they di�ered from

the mould that made them. BIA can be performed using simply a photograph. In this

particular case images of samples were taken through a microscope in order to examine the

shape of the sample relative to the mould which formed it. BIA converts the image into

something that is simply black or white (1 or 0), as depicted in �gure 5.2 which then allows

object area, perimeter and a host of other geometric metrics to be calculated. Selection of

the correct threshold is critical as it will set the intensity at which the boundary around

the �lm will be calculated. Fortunately GO at the particular thickness examined is dark

brown which contrast nicely against a white background which makes selecting a particular

threshold value relatively easy. By keeping the lighting and sample position constant the

threshold value could then be held constant for all samples which is essential so that images

of the samples have equitable standing.

Once collected the metrics calculated based on the binary images provide a large

amount of statistical information based on the shape of these images. BIA doesn't provide

a complete picture of the sample's structure (in fact it provides no information on the

structure other than some partial information of the sample's perimeter) thus needs to be

combined with other techniques to give a complete picture.

Binary images of both the resultant �lms and the moulds themselves were used in these

experiments as the plotter cutter doesn't faithfully reproduce the dimensions programmed

into it at low length scales. This is due to the accuracy of the stepper motors, simplicity

of the blade design, the cutting technique and deformation of the vinyl under the applied

blade pressure.

5.2.3 Nano�uidic demonstration

Previous nano�uidic device designs based on GO [35,60,197] have used polydimethylsilox-

ane (PDMS), however there is a problem here. The PDMS is able to invade into the �lm

and partially (or completely) block the array of channels, as illustrated in �gure 5.3. PDMS

sealed samples were cured at di�erent temperatures allowing the PDMS to penetrate dif-

ferent depths into the sample, this resulted in changes in the device's conductance. It is

not clear whether a device produced with a vinyl seal completely prevents ion transport

other than through the GO so PDMS was preferred for these tests.

In demonstrating the nano�uidic potential of patterned �lms of GO, 8 devices were

produced of two thicknesses (4 devices for each thickness). The two thicknesses fabricated

were 2.1 ± 0.3µm and 7.1 ± 0.3µm. The thickness data were collected using the optical

pro�lometer. The devices then had PDMS cast on them and were cured at 150◦C, so

as to reduce the e�ect of PDMS in�ltration. While exposing the GO to this temperature

reduces it, the exposure time was 5 minutes and thus only slight reduction occurred. It was

supposed that one might be able to estimate the PDMS penetration depth δ by comparing

the conductance data to the thickness data.

A distinct di�erence between this work and those previous is that the shape of the

�lm is de�ned by the mould whereas works prior to this relied on manual cutting to de�ne
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Figure 5.3: The conductance of a series of devices, sealed using vinyl (labelled) or PDMS
(curing temperature listed) was monitored for 20 hours in 1 mM NaCl electrolyte. The
25◦C sample had an average conductance of 9 nS.

the shape of the �lm. It should be noted that manual cutting is still used to remove excess

GO but the shape of the resultant �lm is de�ned �rst by the mould. Sacri�cial lengths of

�lm are included in the designs so that the seal covers the desired structure (�gure 5.4).

Figure 5.4 also has an image of an alternate seal design using the vinyl adhesive used to

form the GO patterns. This seal's adhesive was found to weaken in high salt concentrations

and couldn't provide the same robust experimental design as a PDMS seal.

The devices were produced to demonstrate surface charge governed conduction as

described in chapter 2, which has already been demonstrated in hand cut vacuum �ltration

�lms of GO [35]. This experiment is performed by hydrating the GO devices with the

lowest concentration of electrolyte considered (here 0.1mM KCl) and giving su�cient

equilibration time (around 12 hours) and then measuring the conductance of the device

using ion current measurements. Each time the concentration is increased care was given

to provide plenty of equilibration time and replacement of electrolyte that had sat in the

cell for more than 12 hours. In this way the pH of the electrolyte could be maintained at

around 5.5 − 7, the change here being due to absorption of carbon dioxide from the air.

While the pH could be more accurately maintained using a bu�er it is quite impossible to

achieve the low ionic strengths required due to the bu�er's conductivity.
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Figure 5.4: a) A PDMS based device which measures 14 mm long, b) a typical recti�er
sealed in vinyl with a �ne 200µm tip, ∼ 2mm of tip are what remains of a longer sacri�cial
thin �lm that is washed o� after the relevant parts of the recti�er are protected by the
vinyl.
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Figure 5.5: a) Pro�le of interdigitated �ngers which have burring present on their edges, the
inset shows a photograph of the interdigitated structure. Micrographs of �lm extremities
in two cases; low in-mould drying time, (b)) and high in-mould drying time (c)) which lead
to di�erent defects at the �lm edges. Optical pro�lometry indicates that whilst the centre
of the �lms doesn't seem to change as a function of the mould removal time the edges do-
the two samples had their moulds removed at 2 (d) and 5 (e) minutes respectively.

5.3 Results

Once dry the resultant �lms form layered structures with nanometric interlayer spacings

between each GO sheet, which form the pores of the structure. While the thickness of

the �lm is dominated by the rheology of the GO and surface properties of the substrate,

it is easily controlled by simply casting the GO multiple times. This method was used

to produce the two di�erent sample thicknesses in the nano�uidic demonstration. Shear

casting processes like this o�er good thickness control [125], so here we concentrate on the

degree of lateral dimension de�nition that can be obtained by using vinyl moulds, this is

of crucial importance for the recti�ers in the previous chapter (the performance of which

is dependent on the geometry), repeatability in experimentation and in applications such

as interdigitated electrodes [111].

5.3.1 Shape and �delity of resultant patterns

The most immediate di�erences can be observed when one compares samples that had their

vinyl mould removed whilst the GO was still 'wet' and those that were given su�cient time

to dry in their mould (which can be seen in �gure 5.5). In this wet case there is a sudden

step created between the prism of cast GO liquid crystal and the unoccupied substrate

where the vinyl is removed. This causes the GO to �ow and lose de�nition at its edges.

The wet �lm thickness is smaller than the capillary length (which is ∼ 2.2mm)
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l =

√
γ

ρg
, (5.1)

where γ is the surface tension (γ ∼ 49mN.m−1 for a GO concentration of 40mg.mL−1

[125]), ρ is the density of the GO (as the volume fraction is low, this is close to that of

water) and g is the acceleration due to gravity. For distances shorter than the capillary

length the surface tension forces dominate the dynamics. What results is a surface tension

driven hydrodynamic levelling of the �uid much like what is observed in rod coating [198].

However the distinct di�erence here is that the levelling time is greater than the drying

time

tdry =
∆h

J
, (5.2)

where h is the thickness of solvent required to evaporate to cause solidi�cation of the �lm

and J is the evaporation current. The outcome of this is smearing of the edge of �lm

samples prepared in this manner as shown in �gures 5.5b and 5.5d.

If the GO is allowed more time in the mould at around the 5 minute mark there is

a visible change observable at the extremities of the sample - they have solidi�ed. Exact

elucidation of this point is di�cult due to the swiftness of the process and the limited rate

at which the vinyl can be removed however from experimental observation it occurs around

the 5 minute mark for a temperature of 23 ◦C, wet �lm thickness of ∼ 100µm and lateral

feature size on the order of 1mm. Mould removal after this time requires the fracturing

of the GO overlapping from the mould recess to the vinyl mould and is discussed later

on in the context of shrinking the feature size limit. This fracturing is evident in �lm

defects from �lms with high in-mould drying times (�gure 5.5c). Film drying in itself is a

complex topic and the two extreme examples (dry and wet) chosen here are used to ease

the discussion and don't provide a comprehensive overview of the host of phenomena found

in this topic.

Images taken using a microscope were converted to binary images and then analysis

was performed on the processed data. Images of the test mould are shown in �gure 5.6a.

To compare samples to one another the area of each sample was calculated using binary

image analysis and the di�erence between this and the mould area was then normalized

by the mould area to give the �gure of merit for each �lm shape. Samples which have

their vinyl moulds removed at later times tend to have higher degrees of �delity to their

mould, this is particularly evident with larger features (�gure 5.6b), this is logical as the

later removal times mean that the �lms are relatively dry when the supporting mould is

removed. Negative values of normalized area indicate tearing of the �lm (such as �gure

5.2c) which was more common with the circular test shape. This is thought to be because

the connection to the vinyl mould is stronger due to the lack of sharp edges in the shape

so there is a longer continuous overlapping �lm layer between the GO on the mould and

the GO in the mould's recess. The smallest features (0.8mm diameter circles and 0.8mm

length squares) are largely delaminated at higher in-mould drying times �gure (5.6c) which

results in fewer data points at these higher times. Here the bond between the �lm and the
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Figure 5.6: a) Photograph of a vinyl mould and an example of a resultant GO patterned �lm
(the squares and circles that were tested and studied had critical dimensions (diameters or
lengths) of 0.8mm, 1.5mm, 3mm, 5mm and 10mm), b) a comparison of area di�erence
between that of the cast object and that of the mould (normalized by the mould area for
all data in these �gures) for 10mm features, c) the same comparison plotted for 0.8mm
features and d) normalized area di�erence for various sized features.

excess GO on the mould is so strongly developed that it overcomes the adhesion to the

glass substrate. Features produced at low in-mould drying times don't accurately hold their

shape due to the edge of the �lm �owing before drying as illustrated in �gure 5.6c. This

spreading however, is not captured well in the binary image analysis and is better observed

and described using optical pro�lometry (�gure 5.5d). Spreading could be controlled by

changing the surface properties of the substrate or by increasing the concentration and

thus the viscosity of the GO. As this spreading is largely driven by surface wetting to the

glass changing to a more hydrophobic surface could reduce or eliminate this e�ect however

a change of substrate introduces new issues such as dewetting and defects in the resultant

thin �lm [125].

Fine features of 200± 20µm (�gure 5.4a) can be resolved better with high in-mould

drying times but as the area of these features is small on the glass they tend to tear and

be delaminated when the mould is removed. Thus consideration of the mould removal

and careful design are required. It was found that long thin structures work best relative

to the removal direction which is re�ected in studies performed on the tearing of adhesive

�lms [199]. As the force due to adhesion at the crack tip is proportional to the width of the

GO �lm and the fracture energy doesn't depend on this width (rather the �lm thickness),

a greater portion of the work done on narrower �lms is used to fracture the GO-vinyl

interface than on wider �lms. There is a general trend across all drying times that larger

features are more accurately replicated which isn't surprising given that all �lms have
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Figure 5.7: a) A sample still in its mould is placed in a shallow water bath, b) after a while
the water in�ltrates the �lm and causes it to expand and debond from the substrate and
�oat free in the water.

similar thickness so edge spreading e�ects are minimized in larger patterns and the e�ect

of delamination and edge defects are also minimized for larger areas (�gure 5.6d).

Delamination for this particular application is not desired however it is possible also

to controllably delaminate the �lm patterns by simply immersing the substrate in water

before the vinyl mould is removed. The hydrated GO �lms expand and debond from the

glass substrate as can be seen in �gure 5.7. With some gentle teasing patterns can be

�oated onto an arbitrary substrate. To remove a pattern from the glass is a surprisingly

facile task. The pattern is taken whilst still in the mould and immersed in water. After

approximately 10 minutes the sample expands su�ciently that it typically pops out of the

mould. Once free in the water the pattern can then be located onto an arbitrary substrate

and dried.

5.3.2 Surface roughness and �lm order

The 3mm diameter circle from each sample produced was then examined for its roughness.

As the optical pro�lometer had di�culty measuring the edge artefacts on some of the

samples (those with high in-mould drying times, see the black regions in �gure 5.5e), the

area considered for surface roughness was a 2mm diameter circle placed in the centre of

the circular �lm. It was found that drying times don't have a strong e�ect on surface

roughness, suggesting that their e�ect is limited to the morphology of the edge of the �lm

which can't be reliably probed with this technique (�gure 5.8a). For the samples considered

in this test the root mean square surface roughness was 515 ± 160nm, averaged over 19

samples.

Roughness has a modest trend with increasing blade height (�gure 5.8b) which agrees

with the fact that at higher blade heights the shear applied to the �uid would be decreased,

leading to poor molecular order and increased roughness of the resultant �lm. Initial studies

of the e�ect of speed (comparing hand casting to a doctor blade pushed by a syringe pump

at 18 cm.min−1) don't clearly show a trend with roughness despite the very large di�erence

in applied shear.

As can be seen in �gure 5.5a, the interdigitated �nger pairs have a 'spike' at the �lm

edges. This is understood to be due to the GO drying on the walls of the vinyl mould
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Figure 5.8: a) Rq, the RMS surface roughness for 3mm circular GO �lm plotted against
a) in-mould drying time, b) blade height of the doctor blade, c) casting speed.

and leaving a vertical thin �lm upon the mould's removal. Investigation of this wall under

polarized light microscopy and SEM imaging (�gure 5.9) revealed the wall's structure.

The wall is highly aligned which due to the high shear experienced at the mould walls

during the casting process and then a swift drying process as these samples dry from their

extremities inwards. As can be seen in �gure 5.9a and c this feature is not observed in

samples with low in-mould drying times. Examination of the edge under a microscope

whilst drying con�rmed that the wall structure is formed during casting and not during

the drying process.

This structure is relatively unique in the literature and can in fact be thickened by

casting on top of the existing structure whilst it is still in its mould (5.10). After 8 castings

the wall structure could be thickened to ∼ 5µm. It can also be observed that the area near

the wall structure exhibits relatively good in-plane alignment compared to the low in-mould

drying time case (�gure 5.9b and e). Further investigation of this e�ect by casting digits

of varying thickness found that samples which were relatively long in the casting direction

and thin perpendicular to it were highly aligned (�gure 5.11). This is not related to any

increase in the shear applied to the GO but rather that wider digits take longer to dry and

can disorder during this period as is observed from the images taken that the extremities

of these �lms retain a high degree of in-plane order regardless of their thickness. This is
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Figure 5.9: a) A pro�le of a sample with low in-mould drying time, b) a falsely coloured
slow axis image of the edge of a low in-mould drying time sample, c) an SEM of a low
in-mould drying time sample illustrates the spreading of the edge and the absence of any
wall structure, d) a pro�le of a high in-mould drying time sample shows the characteristic
spike of a tall thin structure at the �lm's edge, e) a falsely coloured slow axis image of the
edge of a high in-mould drying time sample shows a uniquely aligned thin structure at the
�lms edge and signi�cant in-plane order in the �lm structure nearby, f) an SEM of a high
in-mould drying time sample with the wall structure in view.

Figure 5.10: a) Heights of samples plotted against the number of castings performed, b)
a schematic of the GO �lm in its mould and the regions of molecular order c) a tilted
image of a single casting sample's wall structure d) the wall of an eight casting thick
sample illustrating how multiple layers combine to thicken the wall structure, which in this
particular case is around 5µm thick
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Figure 5.11: a) A slow axis image of a 100µm wide digit, b) a slow axis image of a 200µm
wide digit (edge opposing edge just out of view), c) a slow axis image of a 600µm wide
digit and d) a slow axis image of a 1mm wide digit

attributed to initial shear alignment, then surface tension based �attening and swift drying

time. When the digits widen the structure becomes increasingly disordered in the centre

suggesting that longer drying times allow for increasing amounts of disorder to occur. A

schematic of this proposed structure is given in �gure 5.10b.

5.3.3 Nano�uidic results

Conductances were measured for concentrations varying from 0.1mM to 1M KCl. The

results of the concentration sweep are shown in �gure 5.12. Two features are immediately

apparent- the conductance doesn't plateau at low concentrations and there is some strange

variation occuring in the 7.1µm samples. Regardless one can still use the Dukhin length to

estimate the surface charge density at the transition between the surface conduction and

the bulk, in this case assuming linterstitial ∼ 1.4nm and Ctransition ∼ 30mM the surface

charge is appoximately 4.05mC/m2. This is somewhat in contrast to the value given by

Raidongia of 0.77mC/m2 [35] which will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.12: The conductance of the two sets of devices of di�erent thickness. The elec-
trolyte in both cases was KCl. Error bars here are one S.D.
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5.4 Discussion

As a rule of thumb, well de�ned patterns should be prepared by allowing the GO to dry

in its mould rather than removing it early and potentially losing edge de�nition. The

resultant patterns are smooth (roughness 515 ± 160nm) and can have features down to

200±20µm. Additionally as this technique can not only pattern an arbitrary structure but

also control the location of the produced �lm samples (�gure 5.6a) more complex devices,

circuits and applications can be conceived.

In order to improve the resolution a further and more close examination of the forces

determining the behaviour of the liquid would be necessary. A careful selection of materials

should allow greater resolution. Using a more hydrophobic mould may prevent the GO

from drying on it and reduce low limit delamination. Partially hydrophobic substrates

may encourage pattern stability by making it energetically costly to spread. Excessive

hydrophobicity will of course force the samples to bead. At these resolutions the system

is comparable to jet based printing systems [200, 201]. The advantage of this system over

printing systems would be the superior molecular ordering due to the shear casting step.

It is also likely (given the results in �gure 5.11) that small features will have excellent

alignment if the edge e�ect can be removed by a careful selection of surfaces.

On the other hand creating a method to radically worsten the edge e�ect is also

of interest. Vertically aligned GO, if it could be made in large areas, would have an

enormous increase in porosity over planar �lms. This anisotropy is not lost amongst

those working in the energy storage �elds where indications that not only porosity but

ion conductivity [113], capacitance and electrode kinetics [134] all improve when one works

with large numbers of exposed graphitic edges. The success of graphene based planar micro

supercapacitors [111, 112] is indeed partially due to the fact that the graphene sheets are

parallel to the motion of ions. Methods that enable the growth of this edge merit further

investigation as presently there exists no large scale method for producing a densely packed,

vertically aligned GO based �lm (regardless of the resultant thickness).

The mould design here is essentially a stepping stone to better technologies. The

shear-aligned GO membranes used in Akbari's work [125] are produced using a commer-

cial gravure printer with a blank image plate allowing rapid fabrication of large area mem-

branes. With improvements in the technology patterned plates would print the patterns

and allow more accurate, thinner designs. The GO would be applied in an analogous

manner to what is described here to the patterned plate and then it would be transferred

to the �nal substrate. Printing on to an impermeable, �exible polymer �lm would allow

integration of the patterns in to lab-on-a-chip type systems.

There are, however, issues with greater application in compact lab-on-a-chip (LOC)

like systems. Conventional research based LOC systems use PDMS in their construction

which is cured over a patterned mould. This patterned mould creates the microchannels in

the PDMS. How exactly one incorporates the patterned GO substrated into this remains

an open question. Conventional plasma bonding treatments used to bond PDMS to a

glass substrate only damage the GO. During the course of this work we examined the

possibility of using double-sided adhesive vinyl, which has a fabrication method outlined
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Figure 5.13: Fabrication procedure for producing a patterned �lm and then incorporation
into a lab-on-a-chip style device. 1. A vinyl mould is cut using a plotter cutter, 2. The
vinyl is adhered to a glass substrate , 3. GO is spread over the vacancy in the mould and
is sheared using a doctor blade, 4. A double adhesive sided vinyl is then cut to make the
microchannels that interface with the sample, 5. The vinyl is adhered to a plasma exposed
polydimethylsiloxane lid, 6. The sealed channels and their lid are aligned and placed onto
the �lm sample sealing the system, which can then have ports cut and tubing inserted in
the usual manner.

in �gure 5.13. While fabrication was simple and �uid could �ow in the microchannels of

the device there were some issues with this technique. The key problem was the stability

of the vinyl adhesive. In various concentrations of electrolyte the adhesive weakens and

eventually debonds which destroys the device. This problem could be solved by using a

�lm which cures in place irreversibly and renders this bonding region impermeable. If such

an adhesive �lm can be found then the device would allow incredibly easy incorporation

of nanometric components into a milli- / micro�uidic systems.

The results of the nano�uidic �ndings merit further examination. Perhaps a prelim-

inary question may be- are they correct if a conductance plateau and therefore constant

surface charge as a function of concentration is not observed? Trends like this are not

unprecidented- for instance Secchi [173] reports a 1/3 power law for the concentration-

conduction plots measured for carbon nanotubes. This is explained using a charge regu-

lation model describing the adsorption of hydroxyl ions onto the surface of the nanotube.

While a 1/3 power law isn't the best �t to the low concentration data in �gure 5.12, 1/4

being preferable for the well-behaved 2.1µm data, it does suggest that an equivalent yet

di�erent mechanism may be occurring. What is so interesting about the surface conduc-

tion regime is that G ∝ σ so the relationship proposed in �gure 5.12 also means σ ∝ C0.25

or σ ∝ C0.32. So the concentration conductance plot is revealing interesting interfacial
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Figure 5.14: The conductance of the two sets of devices of di�erent thickness. The elec-
trolyte in both cases was KCl. Error bars here are one S.D.

behaviour. Re-examining Raidongia's data and taking the �rst deviation from bulk con-

centration as the transition from bulk conduction to surface conduction gives 4.05mC/m2

for both HCl and KCl measurements and 2.70mC/m2 for the CaCl2 measurements, which

is in good agreement with the studies performed here. Implicit in those calculations is

the suggestion that results below around 0.1mM aren't showing the 'expected' power law,

variable surface charge behaviour. Given how di�cult it can be to prepare solutions of

very low concentration without contamination (and unduly absorption of CO2 from the

air) and that both data sets show the same deviation at the same concentration, it is likely

that GO is truly showing this power law behaviour. The exact nature of the surface charge

of GO is the one of the main subjects in chapter 7 and modelling suggests that charge

regulation [16,173] can explain a signi�cant portion of these measurements.

The di�erence between the 2.1µm and 7.1µm data in �gure 5.12 has a couple of

interesting features. Firstly the 7.1µm data are not 3.4 times more conductive. The

conductance ratios between the two data sets are plotted as a function of concentration

in �gure 5.14. Studies on large diameter nanopores in the high concentration regime have

shown that the conductance through arrays of pores scales sub-additively with 2D arrays

of pores scaling with G ∼
√
N and 1D arrays of pores scaling with G ∼ N/log(N) [165].

This phenomenon is due to entrance e�ects at the junction between the nanopore and

the bulk solution. The lines for 2D and 1D on �gure 5.12 are drawn assuming that the

approximate number of layers is equal to N (the number of layers is approximately given by

sample thickness divided by 1.4nm). These calculations were performed based on an array

of cylindrical nanopores fabricated using a focussed ion beam, however the principal that

the pores don't combined their conductances linearly (and add sub-linearly) is certainly
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applicable here. The unfortunate result of this �nding is that it is signi�cantly more di�cult

than initially anticipated to estimate the penetration depth δ of the PDMS discussed in

subsection 5.2.3. Indeed if one were to assume such a linear scaling of the conductances

and plotted the two conductances as a function of their thicknesses the penetration depth

calculated would be negative, which makes no physical sense. The reason as to why this

ratio presented in �gure 5.14 is not constant is not known, however the average ratio is

2.4± 0.5 where the uncertainty here is one standard deviation.
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5.5 Conclusion

Using xurographic techniques a method for making patterns of GO has been developed.

The patterns underwent shape and �delity studies that indicated that under the right choice

of parameters features down to ∼ 200µm can be realized. The RMS roughness of the �lms

was found to be 515± 160nm. Drying time was a signi�cant parameter on the �nal form

of the pattern, most importantly at the pattern's edge where a mould-GO artefact was

formed under speci�c conditions. The edge artefact was found to be a vertically aligned

wall of GO sheets which through multiple castings could be made thicker. The structure

indicates that it is possible to have a densely packed vertically aligned �lm which is very

promising for future applications of GO �lms in energy storage and separation sciences.

Polarized light microscopy studies showed that the patterns can have high degrees

of order and that this ordering is related to how swiftly the patterns dried. Fingers of

various widths indicated that wider �ngers had, in general, lower degrees of order than

thin �ngers. Film left to dry outside of their moulds have very limited long range order

compared to �lms left to dry inside their moulds. The surface tension driven �ow that

governs the spreading of the GO liquid crystals clearly undoes any of the bene�t brought

about by the initial shear alignment.

Surface charge governed conduction was demonstrated for sample devices produced

using this technique. Surprisingly the conductance didn't plateau at low concentration,

preferring instead to follow a 1/4 power law. The surface charge density at the transition

between surface and bulk conduction is ∼ 4.05mC/m2, although as mentioned this charge

density varies a function of the concentration. This �nding shows that GO is exhibiting

intriguing new surface charge behaviour that warrants further study to understand the

mechanisms behind this result, which will be addressed in chapter 7. In agreement with

experimental �ndings on arrays of cylindrical nanopores [165] the two di�erent thicknesses

examined exhibited sub-linear scaling of their conductance. These �ndings demonstrate

that fundamental experimentation can be performed on a simple system such as this and

robust, repeatable results can be collected and compared from multiple devices.

While incorporation into a lab-on-a-chip device was not successful, this technique is

still useful for producing macroscale, removable patterns of graphene oxide. These �lms

could see potential use as interdigitated capacitors and applications as sensors.
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Chapter 6

The inside out supercapacitor:

induced charge storage in reduced

graphene oxide

6.1 Introduction

This work was born out of observations that were made during the work described in

chapter 4. In order to stabilize the graphene oxide in the devices, the material underwent

mild reduction making reduced graphene oxide. While the principle of the recti�cation

didn't change there was an unusual hysteresis observed in the measurements. From thor-

ough investigation of the literature it was found that such a hysteresis was likely due to

a polarization of the reduced graphene oxide under an applied potential much like how a

capacitor functioned. The design was modi�ed to include a separator which would enhance

the hysteresis and many improvements in the reduction technique were made to create a

material better suited to the application.

Interest in ionic circuit components and nano�uidic devices like ionic diodes [63, 66]

and ionic transistors [37,202] has been split into two distinct streams of application- scal-

able technologies focussed on desalination and energy harvesting and compact technologies

focussed on sensing, DNA sequencing and implementing electronic like ionic circuits (also

referred to as iontronics). Ionic circuits were recently reviewed by Chun [77], a review

which highlights the potential applications of these systems and their use in interfacing

man-made electronics with biological systems. Within this paradigm there has been signi-

�cant focus on the active components which provide the switching and logic elements but

little attention has been paid to the passive components. In this work we examine this

issue and introduce an iontronic capacitor which could be implemented in these circuits.

The following work was published in Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics in 2016.
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The inside-out supercapacitor: induced charge
storage in reduced graphene oxide†

Samuel T. Martin,ab Abozar Akbari,a Parama Chakraborty Banerjee,a Adrian Neildb

and Mainak Majumder*a

Iontronic circuits are built using components which are analogous to those used in electronic circuits,

however they involve the movement of ions in an electrolyte rather than electrons in a metal or

semiconductor. Developments in these circuits’ performance have led to applications in biological

sensing, interfacing and drug delivery. While transistors, diodes and elementary logic circuits have been

demonstrated for ionic circuits if more complex circuits are to be realized, the precident set by electrical

circuits suggests that a component which is analogous to an electrical capacitor is required. Herein, an

ionic supercapacitor is reported, our experiments show that charge may be stored in a conductive

porous reduced graphene oxide film that is contacted by two isolated aqueous solutions and that this

concept extends to an arbitrary polarizable sample. Parametric studies indicate that the conductivity and

porosity of this film play important roles in the resultant device’s performance. This ionic capacitor has a

specific capacitance of 8.6 F cm�3 at 1 mV s�1 and demonstrates the ability to filter and smooth signals

in an electrolyte at a variety of low frequencies. The device has the same interfaces as a supercapacitor

but their arrangement is changed, hence the name inside-out supercapacitor.

Introduction

Iontronics1 is the study of devices and components that operate
somewhat analogously to electrical components like diodes and
transistors to form ionic circuits.2 Iontronics has potential
applications in biosensing and the interfacing of man-made
devices with biological systems.1,3 Recently there has been an
increase in the development of more complex ionic circuits.
Full wave bridge rectifiers,4 voltage multipliers5 and ionic logic
gates2,6 have been implemented as largely on-chip compact
demonstrations of coupled iontronic components. These works
have allowed rectification of AC voltages in an electrolyte, the
overcoming of the limitations of conventional DC ionic currents
created at electrodes, accurate pumping of nanomolar concentra-
tions of analyte and elementary computation. Although the field has
extensively fabricated various types of iontronic components2,7–10

using a variety of techniques and underlying mechanisms, the set of
analogous components is incomplete. A cursory examination of
even the most elementary electrical circuit designs for filters,
amplifiers and control systems shows the need for a capacitor,

yet no ionic equivalent has been reported. This will be needed
as the complexity of ionic circuitry grows,11 particularly as
we move from studying isolated circuit elements to coupled
circuits.12 This report proposes and demonstrates the capabilities
of a graphene based ionic capacitor which serves as an ionic
equivalent to a typical electric double layer capacitor or
supercapacitor.

A conventional electric double layer occurs due to an equilibrium
created between mobile charge within an electrolyte, thermal
fluctuations and typically the surface charge at an interface.13,14

An induced double layer is created when a potential field is
applied to an electrolyte perturbing this equilibrium which then
results in the formation of a steady state double layer structure at
a polarizable interface, which is referred to as the work surface.15

Induced double layers have been used in the literature to create
electrokinetic effects resulting in net fluid motion even at AC
potentials.16 The induced double layer is typically bipolar and
the work surface charges much like a capacitor. It should be
mentioned that the work surface is isolated from any other
electrical conductors and is contacted only by the electrolyte
solution. In this work, we show that induced double layers can
be used to store charge and thus energy at this interface. When
the system is discharged the current is ionic rather than electrical
and the result is an ionic capacitor.

The key components that make up a standard sand-
wich supercapacitor are a pair of electrically conducting
plates coated with a high surface area porous carbon material
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(the electrodes), an electrolyte and a separator which is an ionic
conductor and an electrical insulator preventing the two electrodes
from contacting each other17 as can be seen in Fig. 1A. The
difference in this work is that we reverse the roles of the components
and turn the design inside-out, our electrolyte becomes our pair
of current collectors. Whilst, the porous carbon plays the role of
the electrolyte. This means the device has virtually the same
interfaces as a standard supercapacitor,18–20 but has a separator
which forbids ionic conduction rather than electrical conduction.
This is introduced into our porous carbon to prevent an ionic short
circuit (Fig. 1B) between our two current collectors.

The ionic capacitors in this work are made by reducing
graphene oxide (GO) films to reduced graphene oxide (RGO) and
incorporating these films in a design that turns the conventional
supercapacitor inside-out (Fig. 1). To test this system a pair of
electrodes are used to apply a potential to the electrolyte and
thus polarize the electrolyte/RGO interfaces analogously to pre-
vious reports using induced charge electrokinetics.15,16 In future
ionic circuits ionic capacitors such as this could be embedded
within the circuit and connected to neighbouring elements by
fluidic interconnections. The imposed field then induces a pair
of double layers, one at each interface between the work surface
and an electrolyte reservoir.

The separator required here should be electrically conducting
and ionically insulating which is done by taking a conductive
RGO film and casting polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) into a con-
trolled section of the film, the PDMS then penetrates into the
film isolating the two fluid reservoirs and creating regions in the
film in which ionic conduction is blocked (see Fig. S1, ESI†).
Control studies (Fig. S2, ESI†) show this penetration of
PDMS into GO and the associated reduction in ionic conduc-
tance. These studies indicate that the separator reduces the
ionic conductance of a GO sample by around 3 orders of
magnitude.

In this report we demonstrate the generality of the concept
of an ionic supercapacitor, examine the characteristics of the
RGO film that affect the component’s performance, present the
results of a sample’s electrochemical characterization in a
similar manner to how one would characterize a conventional
supercapacitor and finally, to show the capacitor’s complete

analogy to its electrical counterpart, we demonstrate the capacitor’s
ability to smooth AC signals in an electrolyte.

Fabrication and method

Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized using Hummers’ method
(graphite used was Bay Carbon SP-1 grade 325 mesh graphite
power) and concentrated into the nematic phase using the
methods outlined in Akbari et al.21 Briefly 5 g of potassium
persulfate (Merck) and 5 g of phosphorus pentoxide (Sigma
Aldrich) were dissolved in 15 mL of sulfuric acid heated to
90 1C, once dissolved 10 g of graphite were added to the mixture
and this was allowed to stir at 80 1C for 4 hours. This pre-
oxidized material was removed, washed until neutral and then
dried. 230 mL of sulfuric acid (Univar 98%) was then placed in
an ice bath along with the dried pre-oxidized graphite. 30 g of
potassium permanganate (Sigma Aldrich) was slowly added to
the mixture, after which the reaction was held at 35 1C for
2 hours. After this step the reaction was diluted to a volume of
2 L with deionized water and 25 mL of hydrogen peroxide
solution (Merck 30%) was added to quench the reaction. The
graphite oxide was then washed with 1.7 L of 10% hydrochloric
acid solution (Univar 32%) and then a solution of sodium
bicarbonate (Sigma Aldrich) was added to neutralize the graphite
oxide suspension. This was then washed three more times with
deionized water to remove the sodium bicarbonate. Samples
from this suspension were diluted again 1 : 2 with deionized
water, sonicated for half an hour and centrifuged. This process is
repeated a number of times to produce a sufficient quantity of
graphene oxide suspension. Concentration was performed using
super absorbent polymers to remove water from the suspension,
leaving the GO in place. This procedure needed to be repeated a
few times in order to concentrate the suspension to the concen-
tration used in these experiments, which was B30 mg mL�1.

The device fabrication is outlined in Fig. 2. The GO was
shear cast using a doctor blade into a vinyl mould adhered to a
glass slide (Sail Brand cat. No. 7101). The resultant film is
permeable21 to solvents such as water and highly ordered due
to the shear alignment of the graphene oxide sheets. The vinyl
moulds for casting were cut using a Roland SV-8 vinyl cutter
and the vinyl used was Metamark series 7 vinyl (in white). Films
produced using this method were reduced in hydrazine hydrate
vapour (80% Merck) at 60 1C for 4 hours to make reduced
graphene oxide (RGO).22 Data on how film conductivity varied
with hydrazine hydrate volume is provided in the Fig. S3 (ESI†).
SEM images of the pristine GO and hydrazine exposed samples
can be found in Fig. S4 (ESI†). After reduction the samples were
washed in a 1 : 1 mixture of ethanol/deionized water. Resultant
film thicknesses were estimated using a Bruker Contour GT-I
optical profilometer. Conductivities of the reduced films were
measured using a Jandal 4-point probe station. After this stage
of characterization a vinyl seal was placed on the film sample.
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184 Dow Corning) was
cast into a slot in the seal and allowed to cure over 24 hours.
After this, the electrolyte reservoirs were bonded onto the

Fig. 1 (A) A standard supercapacitor and its basic components, (B) the
inside-out supercapacitor reverses the roles of the components so that
the charge stored is accessible in an ionic circuit. The ionic separator is
formed by curing PDMS within an RGO film rendering it impermeable to
ions in the aqueous electrolyte.
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device using epoxy. Then excess film extending beyond the vinyl
seal was removed using a scalpel. The final lateral dimensions
of the films were 14 mm � 6 mm, with the 6 mm ends exposed
to the electrolyte.

Electrochemical studies were performed in 1 M Na2SO4

using a Biologic VSP potentiostat and a two electrode setup,
where two Ag/AgCl electrodes (BASi Pty. Ltd) were used as the
working and the counter electrode, one was placed in each
reservoir to polarize the RGO films. Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
was performed using a voltage window of [0, +1] V vs. Ag/AgCl.
For each device the open circuit potential (OCP) was measured
for 1 hour before experimentation began and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed before and after
cyclic voltammetry tests. In each case the Nyquist plots before and
after the CV were similar. For each scan rate the 5th cycle was
considered for further analysis. Current densities (and other
densities) are relative to the volume of the RGO film (6 mm wide,
14 mm long and thickness B1 mm), so the thickness was
measured using an optical profilometer for each sample.
Throughout these experiments the separator thickness was
2 mm. The method of calculating23 the specific capacitance,
power density and areal capacitance is given in the ESI.†

Results

Firstly, to demonstrate the generality of the principle of the
inside-out supercapacitor, a control experiment was built using
gold sputtered onto a glass slide. Reservoirs were patterned on
top of slide and filled with 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte. The findings
demonstrate capacitive behaviour and double-layer charge

storage as can be seen in Fig. S5 (ESI†). Further investigation
was conducted using RGO due to the ease at which its conductivity
can be tuned and its high specific surface area.18 To investigate
the role of conductivity and work surface thickness in this
design, two different studies were performed.

Effect of conductivity

In a conventional supercapacitor conductivity plays a significant
role in performance, particularly its effect on power.24,25 Films of
similar thickness were cast and reduced in various quantities of
hydrazine to produce RGO films of varying conductivity. The
thickness of each film sample was measured at multiple points
using an optical profilometer (typically these films had thick-
nesses of B1 mm), the conductivity was also measured, using a
4-point probe. Once characterized, the films were fabricated into
capacitors (schematically depicted in Fig. 2I). Data was collected
from 31 different devices using two different, but similar,
fabrication methods. In this way the efficacy of the fabrication
methods could be verified, a discussion of this is included in the
ESI.† The results of these experiments (Fig. 3) agree with expecta-
tions from conventional supercapacitors reports;24 namely that lower
scan rates give larger values of capacitance than higher scan rates. In
addition, the data clearly shows that an increase in conductivity
improves the capacitance of the device. The sudden increase in
specific capacitance at low conductivities at 1 mV s�1 and 10 mV s�1

in Fig. 3A can be attributed to the presence of faradaic reactions in
these devices,26 as the films at these conductivities are not
completely reduced, they contain oxygen functional groups that
can undergo irreversible redox reactions. At higher conductivities
the films are sufficiently reduced, so there is no discernible
presence of such faradaic reactions in the cyclic voltammograms
(Fig. S6, ESI†). Power density is inversely proportional to the
resistance of a given electrochemical system, hence, the power
density increases with conductivity.

Effect of film thickness

So while the conductivity can be varied in the film it is known
that hydrazine also swells GO film structures as gas evolves
during the reduction process.27,28 For this reason films of
varying thickness were produced by casting GO multiple times
on the vinyl mould and then the films were reduced in identical

Fig. 2 Fabrication process and model (A) a vinyl mould is cut using a
plotter cutter (a rectangle 6 mm � 20 mm), (B) the mould is adhered to a
glass slide, (C) a volume of nematic phase GO is placed on the mould and
sheared using a doctor blade, (D) the vinyl mould is removed leaving the
GO in place, (E) the GO is reduced to RGO using hydrazine vapour, (F) a
vinyl seal is adhered to the top of the film, (G) PDMS is cast into the central
slot and allowed to cure, (H) the film ends extending out of the seal are
removed with a scalpel, the resultant shape is 6 mm � 14 mm, (I) the
geometry of the devices used in these experiments, illustrating the layered
RGO structure immersed in electrolyte and infiltrated by the PDMS ionic
separator (sample h height is on the order of microns, length l is a constant
14 mm and the PDMS blockage length lPDMS is 2 mm).

Fig. 3 (A) Specific capacitance is plotted here as a function of the conductivity
of the RGO film for various scan rates, (B) power density is plotted in a similar
manner to specific capacitance, (C) GO is covered in oxygen functionalities
which disrupt the sp2 bonded graphitic plane reducing conductivity, by
reducing the sample the graphitic network is partially restored radically
increasing conductivity and reducing oxygen content.
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hydrazine hydrate vapour conditions. While samples with 1, 2
and 4 castings of GO shrank during reduction, the degree of
shrinkage decreased as the thickness increased (Table 1) and a
negative trend of conductivity with sample thickness was
observed. During reduction it is hypothesized that the evolved
gas is more completely trapped in the 6.4 mm GO films than
thinner samples. Indeed, it has been previously reported that
hydrazine vapour reduction of graphene oxide creates low
density foam like structures with high porosity.28 The optimal
balance between conductivity and expansion due to gas evolution
appears to be for 2.3 mm thick RGO samples (Fig. 4), they have
slightly lower power than the 1 mm samples at high scan rates,
however the enhancement in their porosity allows more ions to
access more of the pores in the material leading to superior
specific capacitance and power at lower scan rates.

Electrochemical characterization

To evaluate the performance of a typical device cyclic voltam-
metry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and
galvanostatic charge–discharge measurements were conducted
on 1 mm thick samples. The shape of the cyclic voltammograms
in Fig. 5A indicate typical double-layer charge storage behaviour
as they take a rectangular shape. A control device was cycled
100 times at 1 mV s�1 to illustrate the absence of faradaic
reactions which could contribute to the measured capacitance
(Fig. S6, ESI†). The decline of capacitance at high scan rates is
attributed to the resistance of the work surface (which is 14 mm
long) and the long ion path length in the electrolyte that adds
further to the resistance. The Nyquist plots in Fig. 5B agrees with
this hypothesis – the equivalent series resistance (ESR) is large

(over 2 kO, which when normalized is 0.19 O cm�3) compared to
B1 O in more conventional, optimized designs.18,19 The phase
angle at low frequencies eventually plateaus to B721 (Fig. S7,
ESI†). While this ESR is high, within the context of ionic
circuitry, sensor systems,29 membrane based ionic transistors,6

conical nanopore logic gates30 and polyelectrolyte based diode
circuits2 reported impedances are on the order of 105–108 O.
Thus in this context, the ESR of this system is actually quite
small2,6 compared to resistive elements with which it would
potentially be coupled.

As can be seen in Fig. 5C, the capacitance is high at lower
scan rates and decreases steadily with increasing scan rates.
This trend is not surprising if one considers the high resistance
of this system. The trend is also common to supercapacitors
and is often observed as the curves of a particular system in a
Ragone plot.19,23,31 The increase in resistance R affects the
charging time and the time constant t, so the higher ESR
observed here, understandably, results in this trend being
observed at slower scan rates.

Galvanostatic charge/discharge plots in the inset of Fig. 5D
show a typical triangular shape with an IR drop, which is the
characteristic shape of the charge/discharge plots for any super-
capacitor. Specific capacitance retention is shown in Fig. 5D.
The specific capacitance retention at a constant current density
of 10 mA cm�3 was B80%. The loss of 20% in the specific
capacitance over 1000 cycles is not surprising considering the
high resistance of the system, which is in agreement with the
EIS and CV measurements. The specific capacitance retention
for higher current densities (50 mA cm�3 and 100 mA cm�3)
were lower than that at 10 mA cm�3, which can be attributed to
the losses corresponding to the larger iR drop (inset in Fig. 5D)
in the system at higher current densities. The induced nature of
the system results in an initial decrease in capacitance which
stabilizes as cycling continues. Studies performed on the same

Table 1 Profilometry data on samples made by casting GO multiple times
over the same mould, the samples were then reduced, had their heights
measured again and had their conductivity measured. Uncertainties
here are one SD of measurements performed multiple times on multiple
samples

1 casting 2 castings 4 castings

GO thickness (mm) 1.6 � 0.2 3.3 � 0.3 6.4 � 0.5
RGO thickness (mm) 1.0 � 0.2 2.3 � 0.3 5.3 � 0.4
RGO conductivity (S m�1) 2850 � 220 1470 � 260 450 � 20

Fig. 4 (A) The specific capacitance as a function of the scan rate is plotted
for samples of varying average thickness, (B) power density here is plotted
in a similar manner to the specific capacitance. Error bars here are one SD
from measurements made on multiple samples.

Fig. 5 (A) Cyclic voltammograms at various scan rates indicate the classic
double layer shape (5th cycle is displayed in each case), (B) a Nyquist plot
with a low frequency phase angle of B721, inset provides displays the high
frequency data and the equivalent series resistance value, (C) specific
capacitance plotted against scan rate, (D) specific capacitance retention
over 1000 cycles for 3 current densities, inset contains a cycle of each of
these tests. This study was performed on samples of thickness 1.0 mm.
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sample found that for cyclic voltammetry with a scan rate of
1 mV s�1 the specific capacitance was found to be 2.8 F cm�3

and for galvanostatic charge/discharge measurements at a constant
current density of 10 mA cm�3 the specific capacitance measured
was 4.31 F cm�3.

Discussion

Firstly, we examine the performance of the inside-out super-
capacitor as an energy storage system, then we consider it in
the context of iontronic circuitry.

While the device design has a long work surface (corres-
ponding to a pair of 6 mm thick electrodes and a 2 mm thick
separator) compared to standard designs the cross sectional area
exposed to the bulk electrolyte has two interesting properties –
it’s quite small (around 6000 mm2) and is made up of a large
proportion of exposed graphene sheet edges. The resultant areal
capacitance is enormous, the highest value measured in this
study was 5.9 F cm�2 (accounting for both exposed areas of the
work surface), which came from a 2.3 mm sample. Certainly the
length of the work surface plays a significant role in this large
figure, as this means the electrodes are far thicker than conven-
tional designs, but this value still lies above reported values
for pseudocapacitive systems.32,33 Studies performed on pyrolytic

graphite,34,35 carbon nanotubes36 and more recently single layer
graphene37 indicate that the edge plane of the carbon structure
has faster kinetics and importantly for this study – stores more
charge. In the case of the monolayer of graphene37 the edge plane
showed 4 orders of magnitude higher specific capacitance than
the basal plane. While there have been vertically aligned graphene
electrodes,20,38 they have been fabricated by CVD and lack the
dense packing of the exposed RGO film edges in this work. There
have also been works which have used a similar design to produce
standard supercapacitors taking advantage of alignment of the
graphene sheets in a similar manner39,40 but the calculated areal
capacitances given are not relative to the thickness of the
graphene (as both systems were very thin, t o 20 nm) and rather
give a measure of the area on the substrate taken up by the active
material. Considering the cross section of the film as the area of
consideration highlights the massive potential of a densely
packed vertically aligned graphene electrode in energy storage.

Turning our attention, now, to the iontronic use of the
system, it is noteworthy that, in a recent review1 Chun et al.
drew attention to the advantages of iontronics in the area of
biosensing and biological information processing. The field’s
attention has always been drawn towards the performance and
characterization of the active elements (diodes and transistor
like elements) however if more complex circuits4–6,10,12 are to
be designed and realized the need for capacitive components to
store charge and filter signals is necessary. Electrical capacitors
are frequently used in conjunction with active components
(such as transistor and diodes) and integrated circuits to
improve the quality of their response and enable closer to ideal
behaviour.11 As applications look to produce more complex time
varying signals such as transient switching from ionic logic
circuits6 there is need to take a leaf from an electrical circuit
designer’s book and begin to utilize passive components (such
as ionic resistors and capacitors) to improve performance.

While the focus of this report has been to study the
component’s performance in the manner of a conventional
supercapacitor this component has a unique role to play in the
field of iontronics. An ionic capacitor would have immediate
application in rectification of AC signals4 and in voltage multi-
plication in an electrolyte5 in combination with ionic diodes.
To demonstrate this system’s capabilities an (electronic) bridge
rectifier was constructed attached to a 1 MO resistor, a quantity
in the range of the impedance of a nanofluidic circuit (Fig. 6).
The unfiltered signal in Fig. 6 shows how the circuit behaves in
the absence of the capacitor. When the ionic capacitor is placed
across the load it smoothes the signal at a variety of frequencies
common to these circuits.4,5 The results of this study are found
in Table 2 and show that once smoothed the current signal has
a significantly smaller deviation from the average and that at

Fig. 6 (A) Bridge rectifier circuit using electrical diodes and an electrical
resistor in parallel with an inside-out supercapacitor, (B) the output signals
as measured on a potentiostat for a variety of frequencies and the unfiltered
signal (the signal in the absence of the inside-out supercapacitor).

Table 2 Performance of the capacitor in smoothing an AC signal. The unfiltered data is collected from the circuit without the capacitor in place.
Uncertainties here are one SD

Unfiltered output 10 mHz 100 mHz 1000 mHz

Average output voltage (V) 0.53 � 0.34 0.70 � 0.07 0.77 � 0.02 0.77 � 0.01
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higher frequencies the average voltage output across the load is
higher which is due to reduced discharge from the capacitor.
Whilst supercapacitors rarely perform this role of filtering and
smoothing in electronics due to their poor high frequency response
compared to electrolytic and dieletric based capacitors,11,17 as the
response times of iontronic components so far remains compara-
tively very slow to electronics,4,6 it seems that ionic supercapacitors
will be able to fulfil this role. As the concept behind the component
examined here is simple and robust it is reasonable to think that,
capacitors based on this concept made from porous carbons or
conductive polymers,8,41 could be integrated into fully-fledged ionic
circuits.

Conclusions

We have reported a new supercapacitor analogue for ionic
circuits. The device’s performance was studied and had a
specific capacitance of 8.3 F cm�3 and a large areal capacitance
of 5.9 F cm�2 in 1 M Na2SO4 (at a scan rate of 1 mV s�1). Studies
on the thickness of the film used indicate that a 2.3 mm thick
film yielded the highest specific capacitance and had virtually
the same power density as the more conductive 1.0 mm thick
films. The electrochemical data indicates that the energy is
stored in a pair of induced double layers at either exposed end
of the work surface, in perfect analogy to a conventional
supercapacitor. The inside-out supercapacitor has immediate
application in the ionic rectification and voltage divider circuits
that have recently been reported and highlights the importance
of passive components in improving the output of ionic circuits.
This work unveils an unexplored component in the growing field
of ionic circuits.
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Chapter 7

The nano�uidics of shear aligned

graphene oxide membranes

7.1 Introduction

Shear aligned membranes (SAM), as discussed previously in chapter 3, are formed by

shearing a nematic liquid crystal of graphene oxide across a substrate. Development of

this membrane was pioneered in a recent work by Akbari et al. [125]. In this chapter

samples of these membranes have their nano�uidic properties examined. The majority

of this work was performed at the Ecole Normale Superieure in France working with the

MicroMEGAS research group.

Despite interest in GO's (graphene oxide) water transport properties [19,88,188,203,

204], there has been limited publication of 2D systems' nano�uidic properties. Investiga-

tions of this layered structure are of increasing importance as presently little work is aimed

at understanding this structure and results drawn from crude models [131] often leading

to superlative results that are misleading [205], in this case Nair's [131] approximation

leads a large estimated path length within the membrane resulting in a large value (4-5

orders of magnitude above the bulk value) for the di�usion of coe�cient of water within the

GO membrane. Simulations and analysis by Yoshida [19] indicate suggest that additional

capillary forces driving Nair's �ow are absent in the analysis in [131]. Further and more

systematic study of this geometry has disproved the "defect-free" assumption made by nu-

merous authors [130, 131, 205] when interpreting their data [132]. When investigating 2D

structures like layered GO �lms there are two approaches taken by experimentalists shown

in �gure 7.1. The planar case, where net transport is in the plane of the sheets, usually

involves encasing a �lm sample within an impermeable matrix (like polydimethylsiloxane)

and opening the �lm ends with a scalpel (�gure 7.1a). Work using this technique was

pioneered by Raidongia [35, 181] and allows experimenters a far simpler set of nano�uidic

channels to investigate than the other case. Due to the design of this experiment and

the macroscopically large length of the �lm used, pressure tests have not been feasible.

Additionally whilst this geometry is analytically simpler, more ionically conductive [113]

and potentially enormously porous in comparison to the other case no technique exists yet

for producing thin, large areas of this con�guration as discussed in chapter 5. The second
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case represents �lms formed under any number of techniques (shear-alignment on a porous

substrate [125], vacuum �ltration [2, 131] etc.) where the forcing is applied perpendicular

to the plane of the �lm (�gure 7.1b).

(a) (b)

Figure 7.1: Two di�erent experimental setups for investigating 2D nanochannels. a) The
'planar' case typically has the ion transport parallel to the substrate supporting the 2D
�lm structure. b) The transverse/u-tube type experiment has the disadvantage of having
the 2D sheets perpendicular to the direction of transport.

In addition to this challenging anisotropic geometry there are more elusive e�ects sug-

gested by �ndings in the literature that require further study in order to understand what

is happening at GO's interface with water. Secchi [173] found that for carbon nanotubes

the ionic conductance scaled with the concentration to the power of one third G ∝ C
1
3

which is explained by the author as the adsorption of hydroxyl ions onto the graphitic sur-

face. However no such scaling is reported in Raidongia's [35], Miansari's [143] or Guo's [2]

works on GO and reduced GO. Reasoning behind why, until now, no unusual behaviour

and constant surface charge density has been reported is discussed in section 7.4 and will

compare �ndings from this chapter and chapter 5 with the literature. Particularly in the

case of Guo's experiments on a chemically reduced graphene oxide membrane one might

expect some agreement between results for carbon nanotubes and relatively graphitic car-

bon. Additionally the reported surface charge value for Raidongia's work is an incredibly

low 0.77mC/m2 which is below that of silica [44], however in light of experimental stud-

ies on GO performed in chapter 5 this value can be revised to ∼ 4.05mC/m2 at the

point of transition to bulk conduction. Under typical conditions surface charge densities of

10− 100mC/m2 are quite normal [30,37,45]. It is surprising that despite the presence of

functional groups and the availability of graphitic regions the surface charge density is so

small. One possible explanation of the small value of the surface charge density is that the

interstitial gap size is prohibitive to hydrated ions [6], Secchi's work did not extend to car-

bon nanotubes of sizes less than 3.5nm which is well above the hydrated radius of chlorine,

potassium and sodium. This explanation is somewhat in disagreement with �ndings by

Chmiola [206], who found that carbon based pores smaller than the hydration radius could

not only store charge in a supercapacitor but also resulted in a dramatic enhancement in

the stored charge.

A report by Duan [161] studying the transport of cations in silicon dioxide nanochan-

nels models the observed behaviour by assuming that the surface charge is derived purely

from the equilibrium of the silanol functional groups on the surface of the channel, whose

ionization state is dependent on the pH. By shifting the equilibrium of the reaction one
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can e�ect the surface charge at the interface. In fact this model was used earlier by van der

Heyden [44] but Duan extends the modelling to consider the con�nement of the channel to

be a way of perturbing equilibrium state of the electric double layers. In the dilute state

the surface charge is neutralized by the di�use cloud of counter-ions forming the electric

double layer near the interface. If two of these surfaces are brought closer to each other

then the counter-ion concentration in the enclosed volume must rise, leading to the surface

reaction equilibrium being pushed towards reducing the surface charge. This is re�ected

in Duan's model and provides a reasonable explanation as to why the surface charge on

GO could be so low.

Studies by Konkena [4] highlight the interesting surface activity of GO as pH changes.

Gudarzi [207] compares surface charge calculated from zeta potential measurements with

Konkena's charge titration results and �nds good agreement between the two data sets

for a large spread of pHs. At pH 7 the surface charge of a colloidal suspension of GO

was calculated to be around ∼ 28mC/m2 and at very high pHs the surface charge was

around ∼ 37mC/m2. This suggests that a con�nement like e�ect as found in Duan's

silanol model could be applied to GO to understand why the surface charge observed by

Raidongia [35] and in chapter 5 was so low. Additionally Konkena was able to show a three

step ionization of GO with pKa values of 4.3, 6.6 and 9.8. The lower two are suggested to

be the ionization of carboxylic acid groups, the lower of which has a neighbouring hydroxyl

group which stabilizes it, allowing the lower pKa. The highest pKa is suggested to be the

ionization of phenolic hydroxyl groups. So any forthcoming model would likely need to

consider the various number and pKas of these groups.

GO is a complex system to study as almost all of its features vary [117]. The amount,

type and distribution of function groups, defects, sheet dimensions all have potentially dif-

ferent e�ects on the resultant property investigated [132]. In terms of conduction mechan-

isms, apart from bulk and surface conduction of ions, GO is a known proton conductor [208]

and additionally �lms of hydrated graphene oxide have been used as a dielectric in capa-

citors [209]. One of the driving factors of these experiments was to see if there was an

enhancement in the dielectric constant of water due to the con�nement of the GO.
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7.2 Experimental methods

7.2.1 Experimental setup for membrane studies at ENS

These experiments were conducted in a custom made cell which is depicted in �gure 7.2.

A porous polytetra�uoroethylene frit was used to support the �exible membrane and mesh

electrode, this allowed streaming current measurements to be performed on the membrane

without macroscopically deforming or stretching it. In these experiments the cell's elec-

trodes were controlled using a Keithley 2400 source measurement unit and the pressure

was controlled using a Fluigent MFCS-EZ pressure based �ow controller. Cross sections

of the membrane were performed by shattering it in liquid nitrogen and imaging the cross

sections on a Nova NanoSEM. The electrodes were Ag/AgCl and produced by immersing

a silver wire into a solution of 10% sodium hypochlorite (Sigma Aldrich) for half an hour.

V

thin GO layer
polymer membrane support

Ag/AgCl mesh electrode
porous PTFE frit (25 m pores)

Figure 7.2: The ion current measurement cell design used in these experiments. The
Ag/AgCl electrodes are depicted in red, one was a mesh electrode placed in close contact
with the membrane's porous support, the other was placed near the GO surface in the
electrolyte.

For current voltage (I/V) measurements the system typically had its open circuit

potential monitored for a period of time to ensure stability and minimal concentration

di�erences between the two reservoirs. Then a stepped potential was applied, varying

typically between -5 mV and 5 mV. Once stepped the potential is held constant allowing

the response of the system to relax leading to data similar to that shown in �gure 7.3.

This total stepped saw-tooth response was allowed to settle over multiple cycles until the

signal had stabilized (which might take a couple of hours). This data was then collected

and analyzed. From each relaxation curve the median of the last three data points was

taken as the current value for the given applied potential. This set of data is what makes

up a typical I/V curve.

The procedure for measuring a streaming current was to �ow the electrolyte of relevant

concentration through the cell at the lowest pressure (typically 500 mbar) for an hour.

This was to allow the transient e�ect of concentration polarization to diminish so the �ux
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Figure 7.3: A data sample from a typical experiment. The current data is depicted in
black and relaxes from an initially high value to a more stable one over the course of 10s
of seconds. The applied voltage is depicted in red with the two important parameters; the
wait time twait and the voltage step size Vstep depicted.

through the membrane sample remained relatively constant for a given applied pressure

over the measurement time. After this pre-polarization the current was then measured for

a given applied pressure. Each pressure value was held for around 2000 seconds allowing

the current signal to stabilize. Once this time had elapsed the pressure was increased

stepwise, repeating this measurement procedure until the maximum pump pressure was

reached (2 bar).

Concentration di�erence measurements were performed by priming the cell and mem-

brane at the lower concentration for 24 hours and then exchanging the electrolyte in one

reservoir with the high concentration electrolyte. The reservoir chosen faced the porous

support of the GO membrane as it was thought that the higher concentration electro-

lyte would have less di�cult di�using through the porous structure and maintaining the

expected concentration di�erence across the membrane itself.

7.2.2 COMSOL modelling of GO at equilibrium

As well as being experimentally investigated GO was modelled using COMSOL Multiphys-

ics to see if the surface charge density could be understood within the limits of the Poisson

Nernst-Planck (PNP) equations. In order to model the surface charge density on GO a

modi�ed charge regulation model needs to be proposed as the present model used for silica

doesn't have the complexity required. As mentioned in section 7.1, Konkena [4] proposed

3 di�erent equilibrium reactions for the di�erent functional groups on GO, which are sum-

marized in table 7.1. In the COMSOL model of this system these reactions describe the

number of ionized sites on the GO's surface for a given pH. It is assumed that these sites

when ionized represent the only source of surface charge in this system (we ignore, for
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Reaction pKa Distribution ratio

COOH* −−⇀↽−− COO*� +H+ 4.3 3.0
COOH −−⇀↽−− COO� +H+ 6.6 7.4

OH −−⇀↽−− O� +H+ 9.8 6.5

Table 7.1: The 3 equilibrium reactions proposed by Konkena [4] which form the basis for
GO's surface charge. The * denotes carboxyl groups stabilized by near by hydroxyl groups
near the edge of the GO sheet.

instance, the adsorption of ions onto GO). Typically charge regulation models [44, 161]

deal with the silanol equilibrium on the interface of silica, here however there are three

di�erent functional groups contributing to the surface charge. The fraction of ionization

of a particular functional group is denoted as αi and is given by

αi =
Kd,i

Kd,i + [H+]
, (7.1)

where Kd,i is the dissociation constant and is derived from the pKa of that particular

functional group. As Konkena provides not only the pKas but also the distribution of

these functional groups we can then weigh each αi by the appropriate amount qi to get the

fraction of ionization of the GO's surface. This is multiplied by the surface charge density

at total ionization σ0 (which is a �tting parameter here) to give the surface charge density

σ

σ = σ0
Σqiαi
Σqi

. (7.2)

This de�nes the boundary condition for the Poisson equation at the GO-electrolyte inter-

face, coupling it to the PNP equations.

The 2D model is a pair of GO sheets separated by 15mM KCl electrolyte shown

in �gure 7.4. Details of the boundary conditions and various parameters are provided in

tables 7.2 and 7.3. No perturbation is applied and thus the system is studied in equilibrium.

While Konkena's data is relatively comprehensive, it is not stated in the manuscript if there

was a background electrolyte used (as at moderate pHs the ionic strength can be very

low). Recent work by Gudarzi [207] used zeta potential measurements in a 15mM KCl

background electrolyte to calculate the surface charge of GO using the Grahame equation.

Additionally the author compares the work to Konkena's charge titration measurements

�nding a decent match if one assume the speci�c surface area of GO to be 1800m2/g.

Assuming that Konkena's work is performed using a similar background electrolyte the

model can be solved and compared to existing experimental results.
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Figure 7.4: A schematic of the COMSOL model with parameters and boundaries marked.

Boundary Equation Condition

1 Poisson Applied potential (0 V)
2, 4, 6 Poisson Insulating

3 Poisson Surface chage density (charge regulated)
5 Poisson Ground

1, 5 Nernst-Planck Concentration = Cinf
2, 3, 5 Nernst-Planck No �ux

6 Nernst-Planck Planar symmetry

Table 7.2: The boundary conditions for the PNP equations solved using the COMSOL
model described in this section.

Parameter Value

h 1.4 or 200nm
Lchannel 1000nm
LGO 750nm
R 150nm

Cinf (K+) 15mM
Cinf (Cl−) 15mM

Cinf (H+) and Cinf (OH−) pH dependent

Table 7.3: The values of various parameters used in the COMSOL modelling performed
here.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Experimental results

Studies were performed at pH 10 and pH 4 representing, roughly speaking, the two extremes

of the surface charge of GO- highly charged at pH 10 and poorly charged at pH 4. Increasing

the pH beyond pH 10 runs the risk of reducing the GO in the alkaline conditions [210]. As

the SAM is quite thin it's an important initial experiment to show that the majority of the

impedance is due to the GO and not the bulk resistance. Concentration conductance plots

clearly demonstrate that the dominant behaviour of the measurement is due to the GO's

nanochannels. The shape of the curve (�gure 7.5) at pH 10 closely matches a constant

surface charge material. Unfortunately the membrane sample fouled with continued use

and gave anomalously low conductances at high concentrations at pH 4. The inset in �gure

7.5 shows the low concentration regime of the sample for both pHs.

Figure 7.5: The conductance is plotted against the concentration for the two pHs con-
sidered.

The conductance plateau for pH 10 (�gure 7.5) appears to be well de�ned and changes

from surface dominated conduction to bulk conduction at around 10mM . Assuming this

to be a Duhkin number of 1 and the interstitial height between GO sheets to be 1.4nm [35],

the surface charge is approximately 1.35mC/m2 which is in quite good agreement with

Raidongia's corrected value of 4.05mC/m2 and the estimate from chapter 5. Di�erences in

surface charge density here can be attributed to the fact that the GO batches were di�erent.

Variation in oxidation levels can lead to di�erent distributions of functional groups on the

GO sheets. In all cases however, these surface charge density values remain lower than the

expected values from colloidal zeta potential measurements.
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As for the pH 4 data it is worth noting that it is at least as conductive as the pH 10

case which is a counter-intuitive result in the low concentration limit where one expects

a geometrically similar system with higher surface charges to conduct far better! In the

low concentration limit the data scales with G ∝ C0.35 which suggests a kind of pH

dependent shift in the surface charge density. It is quite likely that this unexpectedly high

conductivity can be attributed to proton conduction in the �lm which is a known charge

transport mechanism in GO [208]. The pH 10 �ndings agree with claims of constant

surface charge density reported by Raidongia [35] and Guo [2], with only a weak scaling

with concentration and are in strong contrast to measurements made using CNTs reported

by Secchi [173] and the observation of power law like behaviour in chapter 5.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.6: Streaming current densities at various applied pressures and concentrations for
a) pH 10 and b) pH 4.

Both streaming current plots have the same trend that as concentration increases

the streaming current decreases. This agrees with trends observed by others [44,211,212].

Streaming currents have been described in the literature to be proportional to the zeta

potential of a system (in addition to some geometric factors). Zeta potentials [16] in the

Debye-H�uckel limit scale with 1√
c∞

like the Debye length. This power law like trend is not

observed here suggesting a more complex relation between the streaming current and the

zeta potential or the zeta potential and the electrolyte concentration. The reason that the

streaming current reversed at pH 4 in �gure 7.6 is probably due to that fact that the GO is

near its isoelectric point and very little charge is present at the interface. It is also worth

noting that in both cases these currents are very small, the membrane area is ∼ 44.2mm2

so even the largest current measured at pH 10 is around 150nA and the currents at pH 4

are all less than 10nA.

Conductance was calculated by taking the line of best �t of the I/V data and taking

the gradient of this line as the ionic conductance, as illustrated in �gure 7.7. Frequently,

as the applied potentials were very small, there was an o�set in the data which is due to

di�usive currents and concentration imbalances. As can be seen in �gure 7.7 there is an

obvious hysteresis in this system even at these small potentials. This was hypothesized to

be due to the anticipated high dielectric constant of water in the GO. In order to determine
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Figure 7.7: I/V curves for GO generally have an unusual hysteresis. The data is for pH 4
with a concentration of 10 mM of KCl.

the ionic conductance of the membrane and to obviate this additional e�ect, large wait

times (in excess of 20 seconds) were used to 'discharge' this capacitive e�ect. Variances in

wait time were also studied. The e�ect of wait time is characterized in �gure 7.8, where it

can be seen that the hysteresis is indeed decreasing for larger wait times but the channel's

conductance is also unexpectedly decreasing as well.

More systematic studies of this behaviour calculated a capacitance based o� this

hysteresis which was performed in an identical way to how one does cyclic voltammetry.

So

C =
1

2ν∆V

∮
i(V )dV (7.3)

where ν is the scan rate (here that's simply Vstep/twait), ∆V is the voltage range and all

other symbols have their usual meanings. It was found that this capacitance increases with

twait and that the conductance through the channel falls as twait increases, which is shown

in �gure 7.9. These experiments were also conducted with a 5% ethanol electrolyte to see

if it might disturb the water-GO interaction. The results show that the ethanol had only

a limited e�ect.

Taking the de�ned capacitance in equation 7.3 and applying it to the concentration

- conductance I/V data gave an interesting relationship between the conductance of the

channel and the capacitance measured. In both cases the capacitance was found to be

roughly proportional to the conductance of the channel (�gure 7.10). This is a particularly

surprising result given the initial hypothesis that the hysteresis e�ect might be attributable

to a high water-GO relative permittivity. The nature of this hysteresis will be expanded

upon in the next section.
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Figure 7.8: Increasing the wait time did cause the hysteresis to reduce however the con-
ductance of the membrane also decreased.

The streaming current work was expanded upon by considering the hysteresis e�ect

observed in the I/V data as a kind of capacitance. In that sense the streaming current

istream would be given by

istream = Gstream∆P + C
dVstream

dt
, (7.4)

where Gstream is the streaming conductance, ∆P is applied pressure di�erence, C is the

system's capacitance and dVstream
dt is the time derivative of the streaming potential. Since

the streaming potential is proportional to the applied pressure, an oscillating pressure

leads to an oscillating streaming potential. The advantage of technique over conventional

attempts to generate power from streaming currents would be that the applied pressure

need not be large, it need only rapidly oscillate. This was tested in an experiment, �gure

7.11, and allowed transient current values in excess of the typical constant pressure values.

This was tested for a sample using a 10mM KCl electrolyte at pH 4. Comparing the peak

current value of 25nA to the constant value of 4nA at 1500mbar suggests that a system

like this might work. However the fact that the measured capacitance in this system is

proportional to the current (�gure 7.10) means that the simple equation suggested above

becomes somewhat complicated. This equation also implicitly assumes that the capacitive

current can be superimposed with the standard streaming current (perhaps it could as a

perturbation).

After con�rming such a miniscule surface charge density, the expectation for a large

osmotic current was unlikely. Siria [30] found for the case of boron nitride nanotubes that

the osmotic current was approximately
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.9: The conductance (a) and the capacitance (b) of the GO membrane at various
scan rates for an aqueous electrolyte and a 5% ethanol electrolyte.

iosm ∝ 2πRΣVDO (7.5)

where R is the radius of the nanotube, Σ is the surface charge density and VDO is the

di�usio-osmotic potential across the nanotube. Since the surface charge density is so low,

this system isn't of great interest to power generation from concentration di�erences. What

is somewhat surprising is the similarity in the currents observed in �gure 7.12. A small I/V

perturbation is applied on top of the di�usion current so a steady state conductance can

be easily obtained. The concentration di�erence in both cases was a ratio of 1 : 1000. In

the inset of �gure 7.12 one can even observe the conductivity of the membrane increasing

as time passes, noticeable particularly by the changing size of the initial current transients.

While large initial transient in the di�usion current is large (around 10µA compared to

the steady state of ∼ 100nA) and swift to settle, no further investigation was conducted

here.

7.3.2 Simulation results

Solving the COMSOL model described in subsection 7.2.2 requires a few steps. Firstly it's

necessary to consider the GO sheets relatively independent of one another. Overlapping

potentials and concentration enhancement could lead to changes in the surface equilibrium

(and thus the surface charge density) of the GO. Initially the GO sheets were placed 200nm

apart and in a 15mM KCl electrolyte, the Debye length is ∼ 2.5nm so the GO sheets

are certainly distant enough from one another that their potentials are screened from one

another, as can be seen in �gure 7.13a. For a maximal surface charge of ∼ 55mC/m2

the Gouy-Chapman length is ∼ 0.6nm so the mesh size is kept below this. Since the

concentration of H+ is enhanced at a particular surface due to the negative surface charge

of GO, the surface pKas needed to be calculated from the bulk pKas experimentally found

by Konkena [4]. This is performed by setting the pH to the appropriate pKa and then

using Konkena's surface charge titration data to de�ned a constant surface charge boundary

condition. The potentials calculated by the model match the anticipated potentials given
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Figure 7.10: It was found for both cases that the conductance of the GO membrane was
proportional to its calculated capacitance.

by the Grahame equation for surface charges given in Konkena's charge titration data

[4, 207]. The Grahame equation is

σ =
√

8ICεε0RT sinh(
Fψ0

2RT
), (7.6)

where IC is the ionic strength and ψ0 is the surface potential. The pH as a function of

distance from the channel's centreline is plotted in �gure 7.14. The surface contact values

of pH were then used in the next step of the model to �t σ0 (which was found to be

∼ σ0 = −55mC/m2). Once the surface pKas were found it was then possible to decrease

the interstitial distance and allow the sheets' potentials to overlap. These simulations

were run using the charge regulation model proposed in the subsection 7.2.2 and the data

is summarized in �gure 7.15. Additionally data from Gudarzi [207] and Konkena [4] are

plotted as well as the equilibrium equations themselves uncoupled from the PNP model (for

σ0 = −55mC/m2). While the agreement with Konkena's experimental data is excellent

the anticipated con�nement e�ect is not strongly observed.
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Figure 7.11: An oscillating pressure signal applied to the membrane results in an oscillating
streaming current.

Figure 7.12: Concentration gradient driven currents for pH 10 and 4 under a concentra-
tion ratio of 1000. A small I/V is applied to help measure the conductance of the GO
nanochannels.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.13: a) The potentials for 3 di�erent surface charges on GO at pHi = pKai, b)
the surface potentials calculated using the model match the expected surface potentials
calculated from the Grahame equation.

Figure 7.14: The pH as a function of the distance from the centreline between the two GO
sheets. The GO sheets are separated by 200nm in a 15mM background electrolyte.
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Figure 7.15: The surface charge density for GO is plotted here against pH. Equilibrium data
are calculated using the equilibrium equations with no coupling to any model/geometry,
Gudarzi's data are calculated from zeta potential measurements in 15mM KCl background
electrolyte, Konkena's data are calculated using charge titration results and by assuming
a GO surface area of 1800m2/g, the full PNP model was also solved for two interstitial
distances; 1.4nm and 200nm.
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7.4 Discussion

The discussion here is ordered as follows- �rstly the di�culties of measuring concentration-

conductance plateaus are described, a comparison between the streaming conductance

results of the SAM and a similar work [2] is made, then the simulation results are compared

to the experimental data collected and �nally the origin of the hysteresis observed in I/V

measurements (such as 7.7) is examined.

Concentration-conductance plateaus can be quite misleading depending on how the

experiment is conducted. For instance Karnik [37] and Duan [161] explore concentrations

down to 10−7M , whose conductances one naively expects to scale with the concentration

listed. While Stein's [36] work, which introduced the concept to the literature, referred

to the idea of nanochannel conductance independent of concentration in the dilute limit,

it is more importantly conductance independent of electrolyte conductivity, which in his

equations is given by a dilute monovalent electrolyte. There are at least three additional

e�ects and complications which make very low concentrations like these experimentally

challenging to accurately probe in the context of a conductance - concentration plot. Im-

portantly the higher mobility of the hydronium and hydroxide ions means that in low

concentrations these two ions contribute signi�cantly to bulk electrolyte conductivity. As

the dissociation constant of water is 10−14, at 10−7M of salt (for instance KCl or NaCl)

the concentration of hydronium and hydroxide is equal to the concentration of salt. The

second point is mentioned in the supplementary information in Duan's report [161], the

carbon dioxide in the air will form an equilibrium reaction with the water forming car-

bonic acid, which will then dissociate into carbonate, bicarbonate and hydronium ions.

The equilibrium of this reaction is around pH 5 (understandably this is environmentally

dependent). Most authors report measuring their systems over a number of hours and thus

this e�ect certainly plays a role in open systems (and likely in closed systems). Finally

most authors use Ag/AgCl electrodes to apply potentials to their device and place them

quite close to the channel system in order to increase the resultant electric �eld. While

AgCl is quite insoluble in water the solubility product is 1.8 × 10−10 [213] which whilst

low does mean that in chloride concentrations of 10−5M the Ag+ concentration will rise

to 1.8 × 10−5M . These three factors mean that exceptional consideration would need to

be conducted to probe the dilute regions of nano�uidic systems or the reality maybe in

many cases that reported plateaus are simply due to experimental error rather than a true

change in electrolyte conductivity.

The streaming currents shown in �gure 7.6 are very small. The highest achieved was

for 1 mM of KCl at pH 10 and had a performance of 3mA/m2/bar, which is much less than

Guo's [2] result for a graphene hydrogel membrane of ∼ 168mA/m2/bar. What is striking

about this result is that whilst the GO membrane studied here is ∼ 100 − 200nm thick,

Guo's hydrogel membrane is a signi�cantly thicker ∼ 100µm. Indeed examining the ionic

conductances measured and normalizing them we see that Guo's membrane is signi�cantly

more ionically conductive than a shear aligned GO membrane (�gure 7.16). Due to Guo's

experimental setup the hydrogel membrane was not strong enough to withstand pressures

greater than 10 kPa. Additionally the hydrogel structure is still greatly a�ected by colloidal
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forces, measurably changing its thickness in response to changes in concentration. So whilst

the result is signi�cantly better than GO, it does pose the question as to whether it would

extend to larger pressures and real world applications, such as micro-power generation.

Figure 7.16: The ionic conductivities of the pH 10 data and Guo's [2] are compared. The
graphene hydrogel membrane is signi�cantly more conductive than the GO.

Di�erences in performance can be attributed to a number of factors- the structure of

the hydrogel membrane is more disordered (it gives no signal in X-ray di�raction [2]) and

the interstitial space is much larger, varying from 11nm to 8nm depending on the con-

centration. This is quite di�erent to the SAM case where the peak in the X-ray di�raction

is noticeably sharper than the peaks given by �lms formed using vacuum �ltration [125].

While no hydrated SAM X-ray di�raction has been performed yet the result given in

Raidongia [35] for a vacuum �ltration �lm provides a likely estimate of the interstitial

space of 1.4nm. The di�erence in interstitial height here is critical as not only does it in-

crease the hydraulic resistance of any particular rectangular channel by a factor of ∼ 1000

as Rh ∝ h3 but it also a�ects the surface charge density of the material as highlighted

by the di�erences between nano�uidic [35] (chapter 5) and colloidal �ndings [4, 207]. The

more structured ordering of the GO SAM is no doubt detrimental to its ionic conductivity

compared to the hydrogel membrane, where defects and changes in the direction of the

alignment could mean shorter path lengths for ions. Finally the experimental methodology

is quite di�erent. Guo's approach applied a pressure on and o� for 30 s pulses with no

mention of e�ects like concentration polarization, nor is any data for more than 1000 s

presented, making unbiased comparison between the two sets of measurements di�cult.

However, in comparison to larger, similar nanochannels SAM has worse streaming con-

ductivity and ionic conductivity. It should be mentioned here that the entire volume of

material used was considered when normalizing the current value rather than attempting
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to estimate the volume of nanochannels within these materials as the structure here is

quite complex.

In contrast to the zeta potential measurements made by Gudarzi [207] both Guo [2]

and the work performed here observe a change in sign in the streaming current at low pH.

At pH 4 (�gure 7.6) by varying the concentration the sign of the surface potential changes

resulting in a change in sign of the streaming current. This could be unexpected in GO

however the current measured is very low which suggests only a very small positive zeta

potential and one can attribute this to di�erences in the synthesis process between this

GO and that studied by Gudarzi. Guo's pH 3 results are anticipated from zeta potential

measurements in the literature as graphene hydrogels reduced in hydrazine have nitrogen

doped onto them resulting in some positively charged functionalities at low pH [104].

The surface charge results in �gure 7.15 are quiet surprising. There is almost no e�ect

of con�nement on the surface charge density using this model. This points to additional

mechanisms such as those mentioned by Bocquet [6] as to why the surface charge density

of GO in a compact �lm is so low (∼ 1.35mC/m2 at pH 10) compared to measurements

performed on a colloidal suspension (∼ 37mC/m2). What adds further to this mystery

is that ions permeate through GO membranes, with claims that their di�usion is in fact

enhanced [130], one might anticipate that partial shedding or distorsion of the hydration

shell might lead to a reduced di�usivity. Additionally it is worth also noting that at

low pH the charge regulation model fails to describe the experimental data again. This is

explained by Gudarzi [207] as surface charge contributed by sulfur present as a contaminate

functional group in the GO.

An important factor in the absence of this con�nement e�ect is the background electro-

lyte. The ionic strengths in these simulations go to a maximum of 25mol/m3, 15mol/m3

of which is contributed by the KCl electrolyte. The majority of surface charge present on

GO is screened by the more abundant K+ ions. In cases where the KCl concentration is

low the regulation e�ect is stronger as the surface concentration of H+ is higher, as can

be seen in �gure 7.17. Even at pH 10 as the concentration of KCl decreases the H+ ions

are able to reduce the surface charge of GO, however it still isn't enough to explain the

di�erences observed in colloidal and �lm measurements.

It is important here to highlight the role concentration play in comparing the sim-

ulation results with the experimental ones. The transitioning concentration from surface

to bulk conduction was found to be ∼ 10mM in this chapter and ∼ 30mM in chapter 5

however Gudarzi's and Konkena's results were performed and assumed to be performed,

respectively, at 15mM . From �gure 7.17 the simulation data suggests that at the pHs

considered this concentration di�erence between the two sets of experimental data again

will not account for the large di�erence in the surface charge densities.

The role of bulk concentration does however explain the changes in the power laws

observed in the I/V plots in 7.5 and the results found in chapter 5. In �gure 7.17 the

surface charge densities for a range of pHs and concentrations are plotted. The resulting

curves are �tted to power laws whose exponents agree well with the surface charge governed

results measured using ion current measurements. A comparison of the results found from
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Figure 7.17: The bulk concentration of KCl was modi�ed showing the e�ect of H+ on the
surface charge density for a range of pHs.

experiments and simulations is tabulated in table 7.4. The agreement of the exponents

suggests that the power law behaviour in the surface conduction regime is due to this

charge regulation e�ect. This �nding shows that GO's complex surface behaviour can be

understood, at least partially, within the context of the PNP equations. Concentration

dependent surface charge variation, particularly around pH 7, will have important e�ects

in the results from pressure driven separations.

Work in 2nm nanochannels by Duan [161] can provide some insight into this irreg-

ularity between colloidal measurements and nano�uidic estimates of the surface charge

density. Duan's work in silica is easy to compare to colloidal studies as the material is

so commonly used. For a transition concentration of ∼ 100mM the estimate of Duan's

surface charge density based o� the Dukhin length is ∼ 19.3mC/m2 for both KCl and

Experiment pH Experimental
power law expo-
nent

R2 Simulation expo-
nent

2.1µm planar devices in
chapter 5

6 0.25 0.99 0.30

7.1µm planar devices in
chapter 5

6 0.32 0.98 0.30

Shear aligned membrane 4 0.35 0.85 ∼ 0.4*
Shear aligned membrane 10 0.07 0.68 0.10

Table 7.4: A comparison of power law exponents measured experimentally and those cal-
culated using the charge regulated COMSOL model described here. The * is a result
extrapolated from the simulation data.
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Figure 7.18: The motivating picture for the hysteresis observed in GO. There are two
mechanism - resistive like ionic conduction and capacitive behaviour due to an expected
large dielectric constant of water.

NaCl. Simulations performed in the same work suggest that for 100mM of KCl the sur-

face charge is 26.4mC/m2. In the case of the charge at total ionization Duan assumes this

to be −1.28C/m2. A review by Kirby [214] provides the zeta potential of silica at pH of

5.8 with an electrolyte concentration of 100mM KCl as −21mV which when put in the

Grahame equation gives a surface charge of 15.75mC/m2. So in Duan's case the colloidal

zeta potential measurement and the nano�uidic estimate agree rather well. This suggests

that GO's surface charge density's mismatch may be limited to GO itself or systems like it

with heterogeneous charge distributions (which was not considered in the modelling here).

Now to address the underlying observations within these experiments- the nature of

the hysteresis observed in the I/V measurements characterized in �gure 7.7 which is related

to the discharge of the current signal (�gure 7.3) and the experimental method used to

investigate the GO. An initial motivation for these experiments was a potentially large

value of the dielectric constant of water in the vicinity of GO. The model proposed here to

describe this behaviour is characterized by two simple features summarized in �gure 7.18.

In this sense the two e�ects would operate in parallel leading to essentially a leaky capacitor.

One can quickly ascertain whether this model is realistic by taking values of resistance and

capacitance calculated from the I/V plots and assigning them to resistors and capacitors in

equivalent circuits to give approximate values to these elements and then compare them to

the experimental data. While this won't provide a quantitative match to the experimental

data, it should indicate whether the model is somewhat describing the correct behaviour.

Using SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) one can simulate

these circuits for a variety of input signals. In �gure 7.19 the data plotted are for a stepped

potential, identical to the experimental data, collected for the proposed parallel and a series

circuits. Neither simple circuit is able to correctly describe the behaviour observed in the

experimental data however it is clear that the parallel circuit di�ers signi�cantly from

the experimental data. This illustrates that the hysteresis measured cannot be so simply

described and that a more complex mechanism is at play.

Work on ion selective membranes [3, 215, 216] suggests a more likely reason for this

hysteresis is concentration polarization. Moya's [216] work on chronoamperometric re-

sponse in a cation selective membrane (standard CMX Neosepta) has many similar fea-

tures. Chronoamperometry applies a single step potential change and observes the current

response. The experiment is performed in the under-limiting current range like the exper-

iments performed here and Moya models the behaviour using a 1D PNP model which is
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.19: A comparison of SPICE simulation data with experimentally collected data
from a GO membrane for a) conductance and b) capacitance as a function of the wait
time. The value of R is 50 kΩ and the value of C is 5mF . The potential applied in all
cases was the same.

solved numerically. The works [3,216] describe a membrane where there is a bulk in either

reservoir (which is stirred), di�use boundary layers close to the membrane, an in�nitely

thin electric double layer on the membrane's surface and the membrane itself (see �gure

7.20). In particular the membrane system, in steady state when a constant current is

applied, can be described by 3 separate resistances [3]-

Rtot = Rdif +Rohm +Rcond (7.7)

where

Rdif =
RT

F ī
2t2[

ΦI

1− ΦI
+

ΦII

1 + ΦII
], (7.8)

Rohm =
RT

F ī

2t1t2
T1 − t1

ln
1 + ΦII

1− ΦI
+Rs+mb (7.9)

and

Rcond =
RT

F ī

2t1t2
T1 − t1

(
ΦI

1− ΦI
+

ΦII

1 + ΦII
− ln

1 + ΦII

1− ΦI
), (7.10)

where ti = Di
Di+Dj

for i 6= j, ī is the DC steady current, Φn = ī
inlim

is the normalized

current density for the nth di�use boundary layer, inlim is the limiting current density in

that boundary layer and Tn is the transport number of the n
th ion in the membrane. What

is particularly important here are the additional resistance contributions from Rdif which

is due to di�usion and Rcond which is due to the variation in conductivity in the di�use

boundary layer. Since the membrane in this instance is de�ned only by a few assumptions

- that its �ux is given by

jn = Tn
i

znF
(7.11)
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and that the transport number does vary with applied current and is 1 for the counter-ion

and 0 for the co-ion, this theory would most certainly apply to membranes made from GO.

In these equations Moya only solves the PNP equations with no coupling to Navier-Stokes

and �nds excellent agreement with the experiments performed. Additionally Moya �nds a

steady state current for the membrane investigated by setting i(twait = 300 s) = isteadystate.

For GO (�gure 7.19) it is pretty clear even at 500 s the conductance has not stabilized,

it indeed appears to be diverging. When the data is extracted (�gure 7.21) it shows no

strong indication of a steady state forming. In �gure 7.21 the sample has already been

cycled many times and starts from t = 0 on the plot not in equilibrium. One of the reasons

for this instability in the current is that the di�use boundary layer hasn't grown enough

yet. As this layer grows the conductance will shift from purely the membrane resistance,

the naively anticipated results, to the sum of the 3 resistances described above. In most

systems the di�use boundary layer will grow until its boundary is stabilized by convective

mixing, so larger wait times may in fact be necessary. The sharp nature of the curves in

�gure 7.21 are, however, quite di�erent to those found in Moya's results and may indeed

be indicative of this enhance dielectric constant. Untangling the e�ect of the concentration

polarization of the di�use boundary layers from this far swifter spike would require the

use of other electrochemical techniques like impedance spectroscopy. Indeed given the tiny

perturbation values explored here, it is somewhat surprising that this e�ect is so extreme.

Figure 7.20: This �gure is a recreation of �gure 1 in [3], it describes a membrane with
in�nitely thin electric double layers and di�use boundary layers of thickness δI and δII .

What is interesting is when one compares the results for a planar style device from

chapter 5 with the membrane result (�gure 7.22). While the membrane passes more current

(∼ 10µS for the membrane, ∼ 2.8µS for the planar device) the cross section of the

planar device is signi�cantly smaller and more porous. Taken as bulk conductivities the

planar device roughly 6.87 × 107 times more conductive that the membrane. This �gure

uses the measured height of 2.1µm, width of 6mm and length of 14mm for the planar
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Figure 7.21: This data is a snippet of data collected from a GO membrane at a concentra-
tion of 10mM at pH 4. At this point in the experiment the membrane is already perturbed
from equilibrium.

device. The membrane has a thickness of ∼ 200nm as measured using a cross section

on a scanning electron microscope and an exposed area of 44.2mm2. This �gure doesn't

account for the solution and electrode resistance in either case. The two samples were

measured in an identical manner (ie. a stepped potential) with a wait time of 20 s. So while

the membrane is signi�cantly less conductive than the planar device it also is exhibiting

stronger concentration polarization. This �gure, due to this curious di�erence between

the two geometries, therefore does not accurately re�ect the di�erence between the two

membrane resistances. It's fairly obvious when one looks at the two data sets that the

current signal is quite di�erent, the planar case showing only small changes in resistance

over the wait time whereas the membrane sample changes far more signi�cantly which is

certainly a�ecting its conductance. This could indeed be related to the e�ective pore area

of each membrane, one might expect given this experimental result that the current density

around the pores in the membranes is signi�cantly higher than in the planar device.

For a given current, assuming a continuously porous structure in both cases the cur-

rent density should be around ∼ 3500 times larger in the planar device (from the ratio of

the two areas). However it's clear from �gure 7.1 that the porosity of the two geometries is

going to be closely linked with the ratio of the sheet length to the interlayer spacing. While

work by Nair [131] has lead many authors to believe that the porosity of the GO �lm's

surface is ∼ dinterlayer/Lsheet, Cheng [132] found the role of defect sites to be critical when

matching experimental di�usion data with 2D modelling. Naively with Lsheet ∼ 900nm

and dinterlayer ∼ 1.4nm reduces the membrane's area by a factor of ∼ 643. The porosity

for the planar device can be estimated to be
dinterlayer−0.35nm

dinterlayer
where the 0.35nm �gure

comes from the extension of the electron clouds o� the surface of the planes of GO [131].
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Even with the conservative estimation of the porosity of the membrane for the areas stud-

ied the planar design is still has fewer channels exposed to the reservoirs, so it doesn't

account for the suggested higher current density in the pores of the membrane. Further

investigation here will be necessary to account for the enormous anisotropy in conductivity

and the what the connection is between the structure and phenomena like concentration

polarization. It is also worth pointing out that whilst the polarization behaviour is quite

di�erent between the two geometries both sets of experimental data I/V can be partially

explained by charge regulation, however both geometries estimate the surface charge to be

much lower than colloidal measurements.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.22: A comparison of the I/V data of the two di�erent geometries illustrated in
�gure 7.1. a) The current-time and voltage-time data for a GO SAM membrane with a
concentration of 1mM KCl with a pH of 10, b) The current-time and voltage-time data
for a planar device described in chapter 5 at a concentration of 1mM with a pH of ∼ 6.
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7.5 Conclusion

This chapter has made signi�cant progress in understanding the aqeueous interfacial be-

haviour of GO. With further improvements to theory it may be possible, for instance, to

account for the proton conduction of GO when measuring a conductance concentration

curve. Studies on membranes (and indeed nanochannels, Sistat's results [3] are very gen-

eral) stating a particular conductance should be taken with a certain caution, as clearly

the manner of measurement plays a signi�cant role in that �gure, particularly in the di-

lute regime. In order to measure a membrane's conductance more accurately faster scan

rates (or here shorter wait times) will result in reduced concentration polarization and a

more accurate measurement of the membrane's resistance, however this particular �gure

is not relevant to real-world applications (such as electrodialysis) where DC potentials are

applied. Understanding why GO membranes exhibit such a strong polarization e�ect com-

pared to the planar equivalent is very important for future research as GO is something

of a template for future 2D materials work. It may indeed be possible that this particular

structure is unfriendly towards constant forcing which has important implications in areas

like osmotic power generation and desalination.

The charge regulation model here was highly successful in explaining the power-law

behaviour of the GO I/V data at various pHs. It seems, however, that charge regulation

alone does not explain the di�erences observed between the colloidal zeta potential and

charge titration experiments and those performed in GO nanochannels and membranes.

In this case the compact form of the membrane seems to be a�ecting the surface charge

density measured which is an important and signi�cant result as GO is frequently used

in nano�ltration research as a potential commercial membrane. Whether this property is

linked to the inhomogeneity of the surface charge density on GO or is purely a property of

the con�ned structure is a question of signi�cant importance, as again, future 2D material-

based membranes may also be a�ected.

As the concentration polarization e�ect seems to be enhanced in the membrane form,

there could be interest for particular applications that use concentration polarization such

as creating concentrated plugs of analyte for downstream analysis in lab-on-a-chip systems

[180]. Further studies of the di�use boundary layers and the intruiging depletion zone

could bring potential applications to the foreground [59].
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Outcomes from this work

A new form of recti�er was produced and studied. By introducing a geometric asym-

metry to a GO (graphene oxide) �lm, an imbalance at the �lm-electrolyte junction lead

to recti�cation of ions. The �lm, embedded in PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane), formed a

prototype for future investigation into con�ned ion transport. This work was published in

APL-Materials in 2014.

Forming patterns of GO �lms on a substrate will be of great utility to future work,

allowing the development of circuit-like systems for more complex applications. A method

was developed to take nematic phase GO and shear it over a mould to leave a pattern of

shear-aligned GO in place. The method was characterized and investigated using binary

image analysis, pro�lometry, electron microscopy and polarized light imaging. It was

found that patterns of critical dimension ∼ 200µm could be formed and be fabricated into

nano�uidic elements for further investigation. These planar �lms were investigated using

ion currents measurements which revealed concentration dependence in the surface charge

of GO in the surface conduction regime.

An iontronic capacitor was developed using planar �lms of RGO (reduced graphene

oxide). Iontronics until this point has solely investigated switch like elements such as ionic

diodes and transistors and there are frequent comments made as to the performance of such

systems [77]. Typically electronics designers couple passive elements to their active ones

to improve performance, if iontronics is to progress a similar method could be adopted.

In order to demonstrate this the iontronic capacitor was used to smooth the output from

a bridge recti�er. Future iontronic circuit designs can take inspiration from the concept

discussed in this work and take advantage of the massive number of exposed RGO edges

leading to very high capacitances. This work was published in PCCP (Physical Chemistry

Chemical Physics) in 2016.

A comparison of electrical and streaming current measurements was performed for

GO shear aligned membranes. While the streaming currents depended on the surface

charge of the material, higher currents were generated at higher pHs as expected, electrical

measurements were unexpectedly conductive at low pH. This enhancement in conduction
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is understood to be the conduction of protons through the con�ned water and functional

groups of the material.

Investigation into the di�erence between colloidal zeta potential measurements of

the surface charge density of GO compared to values estimated using nano�uidics found

that a model based on charge regulation and the e�ect of con�nement was insu�cient to

explain the di�erence in the results. The model was highly successful in explaining the

concentration depedence of the surface charge in the surface conduction regime however.

This study is very important as 2D layered materials become more common and are one

of the easier ways of producing large area membranes [125] and thus scaling interesting

nanoscopic e�ects.

Hysteresis observed in I/V measurements is explained in terms of varying resistance

of the transiently growing di�use boundary layers of the shear aligned GO membrane. The

di�use boundary layer concentration polarization is an important phenomenon not only

in electrical measurements but also in separations and will become increasingly import-

ant as GO membranes begin to become commercialized and enter industrial applications.

Di�erences in transport were examined for the two opposing geometries of GO used in

this thesis- planar style with transport parallel to the sheets and membrane style with

transport perpendicular to them. For ion conductivity the planar geometry was found to

be 6.87 × 107 more conductive. This clearly shows that researchers should very seriously

consider methods for fabricating dense vertically aligned �lms of GO.
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8.2 Future outlook

Nano�uidics is an intruiging area to study as it can address challenges at radically di�erent

scales. Highly promising work with solid state nanopores is allowing researchers to mon-

itor single molecule transport [217], concentration polarization is allowing researchers to

desalinate water without membrane fouling [59] and new nanofabrication techniques are of-

fering promise in the development of new membranes for osmotic power generation [30,166].

Graphene has potential roles to play in all these problems.

GO patterning is becoming increasingly popular in the energy storage community.

Typically various scanning probe techniques are used to pattern a conductive RGO pattern

on a GO substrate. The natural extension of the work performed in chapter 5 is to pattern

using gravure style printing. This would allow large patterned areas to be produced in an

industrially scalable manner. Unfortunately a printing system such as this cannot achieve

the same feature size as some scanning probe technologies but it would enable researchers to

demonstrate the bene�ts of micro supercapacitor energy storage in real world applications.

What is the direction of iontronics? While the likelihood of a full-blown iontronic

computer is unlikely, there is scope for cleverly designed circuits for a number of applica-

tions. For instance when interfacing biological matter with an electrode there are inherently

problems as concentrations �uctuate, pH changes and the electrode slowly releases mater-

ial in to the aqueous enviroment. In this situation interfacing and sensing the changes in

the electric �eld may be better performed by an iontronic system shielding the biological

matter from the electrode. With advances in cybernetics such as robotic eyes and limbs

there is an ever increasing need to make these system safer and able to remain and function

in the body for longer. GO in the end may prove to be too con�ned for many applications

in iontronics. Conical nanopore systems that can anchor nanoparticles and proteins within

the pore will lead to interesting in-situ sensing applications that could be easily coupled

with other components. However increasing the suite of iontronic components available

enables researchers to improve the design of their systems and explore other applications

of iontronics.

The planar iontronic circuits is the most common design in the literature. Most

diode designs require elaborate nanometric clean-room fabrication or the integration of

a membrane with conical nanopores which is a complex task. Using patterns of self-

assembled nanochannels certainly has an attractive advantage over these systems. While

in this case the material was GO, other authors have used vermiculite [181] and other 2D

materials are expected to form similar structures in �lm form [142]. There is even evidence

that materials can be patterned into �lm structures like this using a sacri�cial templating

technique [129]. The techniques developed here extend naturally to these structures and

will help future research in making highly con�ned 2D systems increasingly accessible to

researchers.

The work performed in chapter 7 plays an important role in the scalability of nan-

o�uidics as 2D materials become increasingly popular. Exfoliated and restacked 2D ma-

terials allow researchers to produced large area membranes with intruiging nanometric

characteristics for the transistion to real world applications. GO is the forerunner in what
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could become a new paradigm of membranes so understanding how con�nement and the

membrane structure play roles in the physics of the membrane will be quite important for

a number of applications. An open question from this work for osmotic power generation

would be; is there any advantage in going to greater con�nement? The two most prominent

studies [30,166] both use 2D materials in various conformations but, in principle these ma-

terials can be fabricated into layered membranes. With its unexpectedly low surface charge

in �lm form GO is not of interest to this application but the two con�nement and geo-

metry related e�ects examined in chapter 7- the surface charge density and concentration

polarization may also occur in similarly structured systems.
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THE INSIDE OUT SUPER-CAPACITOR: INDUCED CHARGE STORAGE 
ON GRAPHENE 

S.T. Martin1*, A. Neild1 and M. Majumder1 
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ABSTRACT 
A new kind of super-capacitor has been developed which uses ionic rather than electronic currents to 

charge and discharge it.  The super-capacitor functions by inducing charge on a reduced graphene oxide 
(RGO) film which spans two electrolyte reservoirs.  Typically such induced charge is used to create 
electrokinetic effects however unlike induced charge electrokinetic geometries the work surface in this 
geometry has its bipolar double layer split by an ionically insulating separator.  This device represents 
the iontronic analogue of the electronic super-capacitor. 
 
KEYWORDS: Ionic circuits, iontronics, induced charge electrokinetics, energy storage,  

 
INTRODUCTION 

Iontronics is an emerging field interested in implementing ionic equivalents of electrical components.  
The field promises highly interesting information processing [1] and (bio-)chemical handling applica-
tions [2].  Most of the interest in the literature has been drawn towards the active components- the ion di-
ode and transistor[1-4].  However even basic electronic circuits require capacitors throughout them to 
smooth signals and to store and deliver charge, this work presents the iontronic equivalent. 

The devices are made using a viscous high concentration nematic phase graphene oxide solution 
which is deposited onto a glass slide.  Once dried the film has a lamellar structure made up of thousands 
of nanochannels with a characteristic height of ~1nm.  Films like this have been studied before using the 
nanochannel like capillaries to demonstrate nanofluidic properties [5]. 

 

 
 
Figure 1:  The ordered lamellar film structure (black) is sealed between vinyl (grey) and glass (blue).  The ionic 

separator (green) prevents ions from traversing the film from one reservoir to another.  Applied field in the electro-
lyte causes a build-up of charge at each end of the RGO film creating a pair of induced double layers either side of 
the separator which store the charge. 

 
THEORY 

A traditional double layer occurs due to an equilibrium created by mobile charge within an electrolyte 
and the surface charge at an interface.  In this work induced double layers are used to store charge at this 
interface.  An induced double layer is created by an applied field in an electrolyte which induces the 
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double layer on a polarizable surface, referred to as the work surface [6].  The double layer induced is 
typically bipolar and the work surface charges much like a capacitor with an RC time constant.  It should 
be mentioned that the work surface is isolated in the solution thus there is no way to have net charge 
transfer from it.   

In this work it is proposed that by inserting an ionically insulating layer across the work surface an 
analogue to a super-capacitor is created (figure 1).  The separator in this case is polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) which overtime infiltrates into the RGO film and reduces its ionic conductivity without affect-
ing its electrical conductivity.  

 
EXPERIMENTAL 

The devices are made by doctor blading a concentrated (30mg/mL) dispersion of graphene oxide 
(GO) over a patterned vinyl mask.  The vinyl mask is prepared from a large sheet using a plotter cutter.   
When the mask is removed the excess GO is taken with it leaving in place a patterned GO film (typically 
in the shape of a rectangle).  The samples are then reduced in 80% hydrazine hydrate vapour at 60°C to 
produce reduced graphene oxide (RGO)[7].  A seal made of vinyl is then applied to the film and substrate 
leaving holes for the separator to be cast and the reservoirs to be placed over the ends of the film.  A 
small quantity of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is then cast over the separator slot and allowed to 
infiltrate into the film over 24 hours by which time it has set.  The reservoirs are then bonded on with 
epoxy and filled with electrolyte which for this report is exclusively 1M Na2SO4.  Pieces of film 
extending out beyond the seal are then removed mechanically with a blade to ensure that each device has 
a similar exposed surface area. 

Electrochemical characterization is conducted on a Biologic VSP potentiostat using Ag/AgCl 
reference electrodes from BASi.  The 4-point probe tests were conducted using a custom probe and an 
Agilent B2902A precision source measurement unit. 

 
Figure 2:  A) By reducing the RGO by different degrees and measuring its sheet resistance a clear trend be-

tween the measured sheet resistance and the devices’ specific capacitance is observed at multiple scan rates.  B) 
Cyclic voltammograms of the system show rectangular behavior only at low scan rates.   

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

These devices were first studied by varying the degree of reduction and measuring the resultant sheet 
resistance using a 4-point probe.  By varying the quantity of hydrazine used in the reduction process 
films with a variety of sheet resistances were produced.  It was found that more conductive films have 
higher capacitances than films with higher sheet resistance as shown in figure 2A.  This agrees with the 
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proposed mechanism that charge is being stored on the RGO by inducing a double layer on a polarizable 
material as a more conductive material will be more polarizable.   

 
It was found that at conventional scan rates for super-capacitors this system behaved poorly however 

by reducing the scan rate the shape of the cyclic voltammograms improved (figure 2B).  This slower na-
ture agrees with previous reports of ionic systems compared to their electrical counterparts [2] and while 
it is related to the large difference between the mobilities of ions in a fluid and electrons in metallic con-
ductors (a difference of ~8 orders of magnitude) the presented design is also open to significant optimiza-
tion.  Using standard electrochemical analysis techniques (figure 2B) the device was found to have a ca-
pacitance of 8 F/g however due to the thin nature of the material it also resulted in an areal capacitance of 
0.28 F/cm2 at a scan rate of 10 mV/s.  Power densities of 8mW/cm3 and energy densities of 0.45 
mWh/cm3 (for a scan rate of 10 mV/s) put this device close to the performance of a thin film lithium ion 
battery, whilst the power density of this system is low for a super-capacitor the energy density is quite 
comparable to values reported in high impact journals [8]. 

 
CONCLUSION 

An iontronic capacitor has been developed using induced charge phenomena to store energy on a po-
larizable surface made of reduced graphene oxide.  The device fits neatly into the expanding suite of 
iontronic components used to construct ionic circuits.  The system is most closely related to a super-
capacitor in its nature but much like other iontronic components displays slower response than equivalent 
electrical systems. 
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Role of the PDMS Separator

Supplementary figure 1- Cyclic voltammetry plot for 3 different graphene oxide (GO) based device designs. GO samples with 

no separator permit an unimpeded path for ion to travel through the interlayer spacing of the GO. GO devices where PDMS 

is used to penetrate into the microstructure of the film and block it exhibit radically reduced ionic conductance. These tests 

were performed at a scan rate of 1 mV/s in a 1M Na2SO4 electrolyte.



Supplementary figure 2 - The conductance of a series of devices, sealed in different manners, one with a vinyl seal, three 

with PDMS seals cured at different temperatures (150 °C 130 °C and 25 °C) was monitored for 20 hours in 1 mM NaCl 

electrolyte. The 25 °C sample had an average conductance of 9 nS.

PDMS cures more swiftly as temperature increases. GO devices were fabricated to test the 

effect of curing temperature on the resultant ionic conductance. The vinyl devices used in this 

control experiment have the same fabrication as described in figure 2 of the main text, except there 

is no slot present for PDMS to be cast into. This allows ions to move unimpeded parallel to the 

hydrophilic GO sheets from one reservoir to the other as described in Raidongia et al.1 The PDMS 

based devices take a GO film on a glass substrate and buries the film in freshly prepared PDMS. This 

is then cured in the oven at various temperatures changing the diffusivity of the polymer, its curing 

time and its viscosity. Once cured the film is cut to length (14 mm) and reservoirs are attached using 

epoxy.

There’s almost a 2-fold loss in conductance from the vinyl case to the PDMS cured at 150 °C, 

which is listed to cure in 5 minutes. From this there are two possible conclusions – the vinyl seal 

leaks or the PDMS penetrates rapidly into the film (these films are quite thin it should be mentioned, 

~2 µm). If there is a leak it is uniform across all samples tested as the uncertainty doesn’t really 

change between the PDMS case and the vinyl, which is somewhat unexpected in the case where the 

vinyl seal is leaking. When the temperature is decreased to 130 °C there is almost a 5-fold loss in 



conductance from 150 °C despite only a 5 minute increase in curing time. This points to the fact that 

for these thins film the PDMS very rapidly penetrates and blocks the nanochannels of these devices.

The GO with PDMS device in Supplementary figure 1 was fabricated in the same manner as 

described in PDMS penetration testing section above. Once the pattern was formed 3 different 

designs were produced- those completely buried in PDMS, those with slots cut in the vinyl for PDMS 

penetration and devices with a vinyl seal and no PDMS. The PDMS was set over 24 hours allowing it 

to penetrate into the film. 

As can be seen in Supplementary figure 1, the device with no PDMS infiltration (one with a 

simple vinyl seal) has significantly higher ionic conductivity. The devices entirely buried in PDMS and 

one with a separator slot performed similarly with conductivities in the nS range. This suggests 

clearly that the separator is reducing ionic conduction in the material.



Varying the conductivity of reduced graphene oxide

Supplementary figure 3 – Various volumes of hydrazine were used to vary the level of reduction in the graphene oxide films.  
The conductivities here are calculated using the reduced sample’s height measured using an optical profilometer.

In order to vary the conductivity, samples were exposed to different quantities of hydrazine 

vapour as shown in Supplementary figure 3.  The objective of this was to create a variety of samples 

with different conductivities to demonstrate that the resultant electrical properties were of key 

importance and not the exact quantity of reducing agent used.



Supplementary figure 4 – a) a cross section of a graphene oxide film illustrating continuous film structure, b) a film sample 
exposed to 30 µL of hydrazine hydrate, exfoliation has occurred due to the development of gas during reduction indicated 
by the presence of voids in the film structure.  Scale bar in both figures is 10 µm.



Gold control inside out supercapacitor

Supplementary figure 5 – cyclic voltammograms of a typical RGO inside-out supercapacitor and a gold coated microscope 

slide with reservoirs adhered to its surface at a scan rate of 1 mV/s in 1M Na2SO4 electrolyte.

The gold device was prepared by sputtering a thin layer of gold onto a microscope slide. 

Reservoirs were then bonded onto the gold directly at two places on the slide and filled with 

electrolyte. The area of gold exposed to the electrolyte in each reservoir was 8 mm x 8 mm. The 

capacitance of the gold based device was small in comparison to the RGO device’s. This is attributed 

to the difference in exposed specific surface area of the two materials. Both devices demonstrate 

induced double-layer charge storage and show the generality of the mechanism described here.



Electrochemical calculations
The capacitance of a device was calculated using CV data at a given scan rate using, (calculations 

follow those used in Lobo et al.)2 

𝐶 =  
1

𝜈∆𝜑

1

∫
0

𝑖(𝜑) 𝑑𝜑, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 > 0
(1)

where  is the applied potential window,  is the scan rate,  is the current and  is the voltage. ∆𝜑 𝜈 𝑖 𝜑

This integral was calculated for the 5th cycle. To calculate the specific capacitance the capacitance 

value was divided by the volume of the work surface (6 mm × 14 mm × thickness).

Capacitance from GCPL data was calculated using 

𝐶 =
𝑖

‒
𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝑡

 , (2)

where the derivative of  is the gradient of the discharge curve.𝜑

Specific capacitance was calculated by

𝐶𝑠𝑝 =
𝐶
𝑉

 , (3)

where  is the volume of the work surface. Power was calculated from the cyclic voltammetry data 𝑉

by 

𝑃 =
1

∫
0

𝑖(𝜑) 𝑑𝜑, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 > 0 .
(4)

Power density was calculated using

𝜌 =
𝑃
𝑉

 . (5)



Areal capacitance was calculated using

𝐶𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 =
𝐶

2𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡
 , (6)

where  is the cross sectional area of the work surface.𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡



Additional electrochemical characterization

Supplementary figure 6 –Cyclic voltammograms for a 2.3 µm thick device scanned at 1 mV/s for 100 cycles in 1 M Na2SO4. 

There is no significant change to the shape of the curve indicating the absence of faradaic reactions.

Supplementary figure 7 – A typical Bode phase plot for a 1 µm thick inside out supercapacitor.



Supplementary figure 8 – Cyclic voltammograms for a 1 µm thick device cycled at several difference voltage ranges, in all 

case the scan rate was 1 mV/s in 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte.



Role of the vinyl seal
Understandably the question must arise as to the efficacy of this vinyl seal in this concentrated salt 

solution. In this first experiment (Figure 3 and Supplementary figure 9) two different designs were 

used- a vinyl seal with a slot for the PDMS separator and a design that was purely PDMS with no 

vinyl. As it is known from previous experiments that PDMS will penetrate into GO and radically alter 

its ionic conductivity (Supplementary figure 1) this would suggest that no electrolyte penetrates into 

the RGO as the PDMS penetrates into the film and is given 24 hours at 25 °C to do so. According to 

Supplementary figure 1 this increases ionic resistance by around 3 orders of magnitude. It follows 

that if the electrolyte were to wet the entire vinyl covered film volume and/or form a thin wetting 

layer between the vinyl and the RGO then the vinyl case would have significantly more exposed area 

(as the current area exposed is ~6000 µm2) and thus higher capacitance. It is arguable that the vinyl 

design slightly outperforms the PDMS one (Supplementary figure 9) which we attribute to the PDMS 

preventing electrolyte entering the porous work surface at the exposed ends which one might 

expect given the results in Supplementary figure 1 and not as a result of the vinyl seal exposing more 

area than proposed. However it is quite clear that regardless of the method the performance 

depends far more strongly on the conductivity of the work surface than the exact nature of the 

separator and device design.



Supplementary figure 9 – Specific capacitances at a scan rate of 1 mV/s in a 1M Na2SO4 electrolyte for the two different 

device fabrications – one with a vinyl seal and PDMS separator and one entirely coated in PDMS.
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